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Editors’ Note
In the light of the previous journal issue, the current number of AM Journal of Art and
Media Studies – with the main topic contemporary aesthetics of media and post-media
art practices – tends to challenge the request of identifying and discussing the possible
worlds of contemporary aesthetics, that is posted to the theoreticians from different
continents during the 21st International Congress of Aesthetics that was held in Belgrade, on July 2019.
While in the September issue the possible worlds of contemporary aesthetics
of the visual arts have been discussed, this issue joins theoretical reflections on contemporary media and post media practices. The common thing for all the articles in
this journal issue is that their authors are dealing with artistic and theoretical manifestations that belong to the era of dominance of computer technologies, multimedia
platforms, global networking and media-transmitted (artificial) reality.
Specific philosophical and aesthetics questions are in the focus of the first three
papers: the different examples of philosophical views about the sensible configuration
in both artistic and non-artistic realm are discussed; the actual phenomenon of art
and life science collaborative projects are highlighted as the opposition to the historically prevalent approach to art and science as the autonomous fields of practices;
the question of what is subversive in aesthetics is analyzed through the case study of
ecofeminist aesthetics in literary art.
The next group of papers could be described as the one dealing with the different phenomenological, poietics, and aesthetical aspects of contemporary film, cinema and television practices: modes of multisensory immersion from the beginning
of 20th century are confronted with those of the 20th/21st centuries; the examples of
post-media art practices as the hybrid audiovisual genres conducted in the digital
environment are critically observed in relation to historical media of representational
film; the intersection of humor and politics are discussed through the lens of television aesthetics; the phenomenon of the transformation of visual art through digital
technology and social media transposition of images is analyzed.
The last group of papers belongs to the field of post-digital aesthetics and deals
with the issues of artificial reality and artificial intelligence: the New aesthetics is de-

fined as the one examining new forms of art and aesthetic experience as the products
of artificial intelligence; the exemplary case study of artificial intelligence creative activity is presented; the thesis that both artificial reality and art have a common means
of working on the senses is emphasized and the question connected to this is posed:
where is a borderline between artificial reality and art and can artificial reality technologies have an impact on the definition of art?
This journal issue in whole shows that the worlds of contemporary aesthetics
critically problematize both the cases of media and post-media sensual configurations
from the historical and current times. But, it also suggests that – connected with the
aesthetical aspects of artificial intelligence – the new world of aesthetics phenomena
just has been opened that are waiting yet to be fully theoretically identified and discussed.
Sanela Nikolić
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Aesthetics Qua Excess:
Mario Perniola and Jacques Rancière
Abstract: According to Jacques Rancière, the contemporary anti-aesthetic consensus has
denounced aesthetics “as the perverse discourse which bars this encounter and which subjects
works, or our appreciation thereof, to a machine of thought conceived for other ends: the
philosophical absolute, the religion of the poem or the dream of social emancipation” (Rancière,
Aesthetics and Its Discontents, 2009: 2). However, what seems to be the most problematic trait
of aesthetics is its excessive confusion of “pure thought, sensible affects and artistic practices.”
But for both Rancière and Mario Perniola, the excess of aesthetics, that is, its confusion
and obliteration of the borders between the arts, between high art and popular art, as well as
between art and life – a commixture not to be mistaken for some postmodern transgression of
modernist boundaries, for both Rancière and Perniola keep critical distance to the notions of
modernism and postmodernism – constitutes the very knot “by which thoughts, practices and
affects are instituted and assigned a territory or a ‘specific’ object” (Rancière, Aesthetics and Its
Discontents, 2009: 4).
This paper will demonstrate that aesthetics in Rancière and Perniola represents neither
simply a general art theory nor a theory defining art by means of its effects on the senses, but
rather a specific order of the identification and thinking of art. Moreover, it will argue that
Rancière’s and Perniola’s respective elaborations of the relationship between aesthetics and art
occur in the larger context of a primary aesthetics associated with the topographical analysis
of the means in which the sensible, common world is constructed, parceled out and contested.
It will also be shown that primary aesthetics, for both Rancière and Perniola, includes nonartistic realms and practices such as politics, culture, education, science, and economy in that
all these realms and practices presuppose the sensible configuration of a specific world. Thus,
primary aesthetics is ultimately to be grasped as distribution of the sensible (Rancière) or
as sensology (Perniola) that determines not only that which is given in a common manner,
but also – and more specifically – that which can be seen, felt, said or done and at the same
time modes of seeing, feeling, saying or doing that are excluded from that which is given in a
common manner.
Keywords: Jacques Rancière; Mario Perniola; excess of aesthetics; distribution of the sensible;
sensology; remainder.

*Author contact information: Erik.Vogt@trincoll.edu
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According to Jacques Rancière, contemporary philosophical thinking about art
is characterized by a “great anti-aesthetic consensus” shared by rather diverse thinkers such as Pierre Bourdieu, Terry Eagleton, Gianni Vattimo, Jean-François Lyotard,
Jean-Marie Schaeffer, or Alain Badiou.1 In addition to claims that aesthetics represents
an ideological or even metaphysical discourse occluding the existing social relations,
current celebrations of “the pure encounter with the unconditioned event of the artwork” characterize aesthetics “as the perverse discourse which bars this encounter and
which subjects works, or our appreciation thereof, to a machine of thought conceived
for other ends: the philosophical absolute, the religion of the poem or the dream of
social emancipation.”2 What seems to be the most problematic trait of aesthetics is
that it constitutes an excess that is charged with overflowing not only the decorous
borders between the arts, between high art and popular art but also those between
art and life.3 In contrast, both Rancière and Mario Perniola affirm the very aesthetic
excess that “formed two centuries ago between the sublimities of art and the noise of a
water pump, between a veiled timbre of chords and the promise of a new humanity.”4
Their respective aesthetic accounts of art are elaborated in the larger context
of a primary aesthetics tasked with the topographical analysis of the means through
which the sensible world is constructed, distributed and contested.5 In short, primary
aesthetics designates a distribution of the sensible, of that which can be seen, felt,
said, and done at particular moments and at a particular place. Although primary
aesthetics qua distribution of the sensible refers to the distributions of forms capable
of structuring common experience and is therefore reminiscent of Kant’s transcendental aesthetics, it signifies rather a system of historical-apriori forms of sensible
experience. Consequently, primary aesthetics in Rancière and Perniola cannot be
identified with some pure epistemological or cognitive theory of sensible experience
or feeling; rather, sensible experience and feeling have to be grasped in conjunction
with the different specific distributions of the sensible, that is, with the regime(s) of
norms determining the sensible experience and feeling of the common status quo. In
other words, Rancière’s and Perniola’s respective elaborations of a primary aesthetics
are not reducible to mere epistemological or cognitivist accounts of some subjective
faculty or capacity for sensible experience and feeling, but rather refer primarily to
collective practices that are conditioned in the socio-political, economic, and cultural
constitution of common sensible experience and feeling.6 Both Rancière and Perniola
1

Jacques Rancière, Aesthetics and Its Discontents (Cambridge, UK, Malden, MA : Polity Press, 2009), 64.

2

Ibid., 2.

3

Ibid., 3.

4

Ibid., 14.

Rancière uses the term “primary aesthetics” in his The Politics of Aesthetics (London and New York: Continuum, 2004), 13.

5

6
I am indebted here to the way that Joseph Tanke elaborates on the question of imagination in Rancière’s aesthetic regime. According to Tanke, imagination must not be reduced to a subjective faculty or capacity that is
of interest primarily in epistemological and cognitive terms, but rather has to be grasped as “a social capacity”.
Cf. Joseph J. Tanke, Jacques Rancière: An Introduction (London and New York: Continuum, 2011), 151.
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examine the ways in which the distribution of the sensible exceeding any narrowly
conceived subjective-epistemological account of aesthetics determines simultaneously that which is given in a common manner and practices of distinction separating
that which can be seen, felt, said, and done from that which cannot be seen, felt, said,
and done.
Perniola defines the status quo distribution and partition of the sensible in
western societies as “sensology”.7 According to his analysis of the contemporary western sensible world that is indebted both to Walter Benjamin’s theory of the technological reproducibility of art and sensuous experience, as well as to Guy Debord’s thesis of
a commodity-fetishized society of the spectacle, an experience has made its presence
felt since the 1960s that bears upon the fundamental inversion of the relationship
between humans and things, the organic and the inorganic world, and this inversion
has deeply affected the status of sensible experience and feeling.8 Sensibility has been
seized by a radical reification that undermines not only the dualisms of subject-object
and activity-passivity but also points to a collective and socialized external horizon of
sense regarding which status quo feeling reveals itself as already-felt functioning as
the historical-apriori formal condition of sensible experience and feeling. Sensology
thus designates a kind of quasi-transcendental schematism of the already-felt underlying the existing sensible world with its already-felt styles of experience. These different styles of the already-felt that Perniola identifies in the different realms of popular culture, politics, economy, and art testify not only to the excessive character of
sensology as primary aesthetics, but also have in common their reference to a type of
impersonal, post-subjective, reified and indifferent feeling or sentient experience that
functions as their general equivalent and makes tangible that the different styles of the
already-felt exhibit commodity character and belong to a “world market of feeling”.9
It is not possible here to examine sensology and the ways in which it has conditioned the (im-)possibility of sentient experience today, nor is it possible here to outline Perniola’s brilliant and comprehensive phenomenology of the multiple contemporary styles of feeling sharing in the condition of the already-felt and issuing forth
from culture, politics, economics, and art – styles of feeling such as counter-culture,
fundamentalism, neo-cynicism, performativity, political correctness, neo-Faustism,
neoclassicism, primitivism, the postmodern, the neo-ethnic, and extreme realism.10
However, in the face of the near-totalist nature of sensology, one could raise the question whether sensology might contain within itself excessive moments that allow for
a battle to be waged precisely at the level of sensology, that is, at the very external
and reified level that is constitutive of the impersonal, post-subjective sentient experience of contemporary sensology with its quasi-public space of the already-felt
7
Mario Perniola, Del sentire (Torino: Giulio Einaudi editore, 2002), 5. All translations from the Italian are mine
(E. V.).
8
Mario Perniola, Enigmas: The Egyptian Moment in Society and Art, trans. Christopher Woodall (London and
New York: Verso, 1995), 22–58.
9

Perniola, Del sentire, 25.

10

Cf. Mario Perniola, Disgusti. Le nuovo tendenze estetiche (Ancona, Milano: Costa & Nolan, 1999).
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and the privatism of mass communication.11 In this context, Perniola elaborates a
conception of sensibility marked by excessive moments that are characterized by an
indistinctness of thinking and feeling in which not only the traditional metaphysical dualism of thinking/activity and feeling/receptivity is neutralized, but in which
making oneself feel becomes the very condition of experiencing the difference that
manifests itself as/in the world. His conception of sensibility sketches therefore an
anonymous, non-subjective and indifferent or disinterested feeling that contains the
possibility for a new distribution of the sensible produced via the neutralization of
the hierarchical and metaphysical dualisms of thinking/feeling, organic/inorganic,
activity/receptivity, subject/world that are characteristic of sensology, which, after all,
is nothing else but the fully realized figure of metaphysical activism and its attendant
insensibility.12 Moreover, the suspension of the distinction between the organic and
the inorganic operative in the post-subjective, neutral, and indifferent feeling of difference is crucial for any attempt to reinstate the symbolic order against the reified
public realm and its shadow of imaginary communication. In other words, the excess
of (primary) aesthetics allowing for the transformation of the sensological-communicative distribution of the sensible into a genuine symbolic order is to be sought
in “habitus, forms, rituals”: that is, in those “dimensions that represent an inorganic
corporeality.”13 Ultimately, only forms and rituals “with their relative opacity and inexpressiveness” can re-open a symbolic space for sentient experiences and behaviors
that might no longer be overwritten by either the already-felt or privatized, individualized sentiment. Again, (primary) aesthetics is capable of restoring the symbolic order
against imaginary communication that is not only marked by systemic practices of
disinformation and messaging, but also no longer functions according to the rules of
traditional ideology in that it no longer interpellates its individuals into subjects with
stable identities, but rather with merely instantaneous identities subject to permanent
revision and self-fashioning according to the imperatives of neo-liberal society. Imaginary communication dissolves every kind of certainty and transforms its audience
into a “kind of tabula rasa that is extremely sensitive and receptive but incapable of
keeping its inscriptions beyond the instant of reception and transmission.”14 If the audience is to be released from its imprisonment in the here and now, from transmitting
and receiving without memory and unconscious, primary aesthetics has to side with
“habitus, forms, rituals that, in their exteriority, continue to exist as something fixed
and accepted, even if their meaning has been lost or has lapsed into the unconscious
11
Privatist and quasi-psychotic mass communication constitutes the other side of sensological society. Cf.
Mario Perniola Contro la comunicazione (Torino: Giulio Einaudi editore, 2004).
12
Perniola’s neo-ancient sensibility exhibits certain affinities to Rancière’s repeated recourse to Friedrich Schiller’s account of the sentient experience in front of the statue of the Juno Ludovisi, for this statue belongs to a
specific sensorium that, as free appearance, suspends or neutralizes the traditional dualisms of appearance and
reality, form and matter, activity and passivity, understanding and sensibility, the made and the non-made, the
known and the non-known, the willed and the non-willed by rendering them indistinct. Cf. Rancière, Aesthetics and Its Discontents, 27–32.

Perniola, Contro la comunicazione, 109.

14

Ibid., 108.
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or has never existed in the first place.”15 In other words, one has to protect inorganic
public forms and ritual behaviors from the privatizing, expressionist prejudice constitutive of communication. Against the false claim that ritual behaviors can ultimately
be reduced to mere expressions of subjective emotions, it has to be asserted that they
constitute something like a “medium forming individual subjectivities”.16 By insisting
that the ritual constitutes simultaneously an action, a thinking and a feeling, Perniola
provides a novel interpretation of rituals. Contrary to the mythological appropriation of rituals and behaviors characteristic of communication, one has therefore to
claim the autonomous character of rituals. In short, ritual experience is not only a
suspension of purposeful activities and a tarrying with inorganic corporeality, but its
iterative structure also deactivates the opposition between tradition and innovation,
generating the same as the difference in repetition.
Inorganic corporeality and opaque and inexpressive forms are, however, also
central characteristics of Perniola’s aesthetic account of the artwork. That is to say,
if the artwork’s difference to both sensological stasis and communicative flows prescribing homogenization, conformity, and consensus is to be properly appreciated,
one has to insist precisely on its work character: “In fact, if there is a difficulty in art, it
must not be sought in the subject, in the artist, or in his desire to express himself and
communicate, but in the work, in its radical extraneity, in its irreducibility to a single
identity, in its essential enigmatic character.”17 In other words, the artwork contains
“an incommunicable nucleus which is the source of interpretations. Under this aspect,
it is similar to the real with which it shares the harsh and rocky inconvenience.”18 In
other words, Perniola accords priority to a conception of art that clearly disengages
and differs from the products of mass culture. Although his reflections within the
context of primary aesthetics repeatedly argue for the necessity to traverse the paradises and hells of contemporary mass culture, especially with regard to the latter’s
psychotic dimensions, and although they register the images and strong affective effects of fashion, television, cinema, cyberspace, advertising and so forth, they leave
no doubt that art possesses a singular capacity eluding capture by the products of
mass culture. If art is not to be relinquished to some subjectivist vitalism, it must not
be reduced to fashion and communication. The work character of art marks the very
excess not captured by communication, and this excess of the artwork over any of its
interpretations constitutes its remainder in terms of “stability, steadiness, resistance.”19
Incidentally, Perniola insists that the notion of remainder must be freed in particular
from those negative connotations ascribed to it by both situationists and conceptual
artists who are taken in by vitalist and subjectivist misconceptions. Perniola’s account
of the artwork as the remainder is explicitly directed against conceptions of art and
15

Ibid.,109.

16

Ibid., 111.

17

Mario Perniola, Art and Its Shadow (New York and London: Continuum, 2004), 11.

18

Ibid., 12.

19

Ibid., 66.
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the artwork defining the essence of the artwork in terms of the activity of the artist,
thereby ascribing to the artwork the status of a physical residue occluding the activity
of the artist. This conception of the artwork can be found in conceptual artists such
as Joseph Kosuth who reduces the artwork to the presentation and tautological attestation of the respective artistic intention. On the other hand, Perniola turns against
an institutional theory of art that, although rejecting both a metaphysical essentialism
and conceptual art’s accent on the activity of the artist, ultimately presents a kind
of middle way that, although it might not exactly mirror the social status quo, presupposes nonetheless a “minimum of sociability”.20 Moreover, institutional art theory
would represent another instance of a conception of the artwork problematically asserting identity of the artwork that would be without remainder and that would also
have tautological character. That is to say: While the tautological operation of conceptual art is based on the ideal of transparency, the tautology inherent to institutional art
theory does not consist in “a will to annul ties between art and reality, but, on the contrary, from a tendency to level art on the existent, conferring upon it an institutional
character”.21 While conceptual art is characterized by a logical tautology, institutional
art theory features a different kind of tautology, that is, “a social circularity between
art, artists and the world of art, each referring to the other. Even in this case there is
no residue!”22
Although the artwork as remainder is seen by Perniola as being capable of restituting to art “greatness and dignity” in the age of nihilism, that is, in an age in which
the “melancholic reaction” to the disappearance of metaphysical values previously associated with art has led, on the one hand, to a “feeling of profound self-inadequacy
that turns into self-denigration and abjection” and, on the other hand, to the “inability
of believing anyone else worthy of esteem and admiration”,23 the artwork as remainder must not be conceived of in terms of reconciliation or harmony, but rather in
the anti-monumental and anti-classical and anti-classicist terms of internal conflicts
and antagonisms. The artwork as remainder means “that the whole does not hold,
does not stand, but breaks up in asymmetrical elements, deeply discordant among
each other”.24 Perniola’s aesthetic conception of the artwork, therefore, exceeds both
20

Ibid., 62.

21

Ibidem.

Ibidem. However, one must also briefly mention that the respective tautologies in conceptual art and in institutional art theory are not the whole truth in so far as both carry a remainder or an excess against their express
intentions. For instance, Jean-François Lyotard’s interpretation of Kosuth’s work as “meditation on writing”
demonstrates that the inscription that Kosuth introduces repeatedly into his works function as remainder
revealing itself as “opaque and impenetrable as a thing”, whereas Nathalie Heinrich is able to show that the
institutional theory of art contains an “opaque sociological remainder” in form of the audience, of the broad
public of amateurs – a remainder “that does not belong to the world of art and hat intervenes actively, even if
negatively, to the determination of its status” (Ibid., 63; 64). Consequently, Perniola draws a conclusion directed
against the very premise underlying both conceptual art and institutional art theory, according to which art can
be defined via the concept of identity: “Art is not identical to itself ” (Ibid., 65).
22
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a modernist aesthetics of autonomy that recognizes in the form of the artwork an unbridgeable distance to the forms of social life and aesthetics aiming at the abolition of
the separation of the artwork from social life in that it preserves the tension between
the two.
Rancière conceives of the existing socio-political distribution of the sensible as
“police”, that is, as a consensual distribution resulting from and relying on operations
that delimit the borders of the perceptible, the thinkable, and the possible through
attempts to monopolize the interpretations of sense within the status quo via the enactment of a logic of ‘naturally given’ inequality that creates forms of inclusion and
exclusion through the distribution of bodies and voices in such a way so as to ensure
the closure of the common sensible world.25 However, recourse to “nature” as justification for the given social inequality and hierarchy carries within an – always disavowed
– excess that has the potential of interrupting the existing social partition and distribution of roles. Rancière identifies this excess underlying the policed community
as the fundamental equality of speaking beings, and he explores the latter primarily
in terms of mute speech that de-classifies representative speech and suspends social
distinctions.26 However, this mute, ‘democratic’ speech does not reject the existing socio-political distribution of the sensible in order to make it more inclusive, but rather
to transform it in such a manner to render visible the excess of equality underlying the
policed distribution of the sensible.27
The excess of equality underlies, however, not only any consensual distribution
of the sensible, but is also at the core of the aesthetic identification of art. In contrast to
both the ethical identification and the representative identification of art that reduce
art either to a technique of maintaining the ethos, that is, the ethical status quo or to
a decorous representative form, the identification of art within the aesthetic regime
suspends any type of representative regime of norms that mandates the clear distinction between art and non-art, the classification of genres, the dignity and decorum of
sujets and forms, and the persistence and cultivation of proper taste.28 What is more,
the aesthetic regime installs a specific conception of sensibility in which all things
and objects are saturated with aesthetic sense. That is to say: “It strictly refers to the
specific mode of being of whatever falls within the domain of art, to the mode of being
25
Jacques Rancière, Dis-agreement. Politics and Philosophy (Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota
Press, 1999), 21–42. See also Tanke, Jacques Rancière: An Introduction, 56.
26
Rancière conceptualizes this type of speech as writing characterized by an enunciative excess that cannot be
regulated by a system of legitimation intent on defining the proper relationship between author and reader,
speaker and receiver. Cf. Jacques Rancière, The Philosopher and His Poor (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2003), 39–42.
27
See Molly Anne Rothenberg, “Rancière’s Aesthetic Regime: Modernism, Politics, and the Logic of Excess,”
in A Handbook of Modernism Studies, ed. Jean-Michel Rabaté (Chicester: Wiley & Sons: 2013), 431–44. I owe
to this essay some fundamental insights into the logic of excess in Rancière. Regarding the excess of the underlying equality, Rothenberg points out that this excess must be subjectivized; this subjectivization brings to
light the “supernumerary subject of politics”, which is to be grasped as a “singular universal”. Cf. Rothenberg,
“Rancière’s Aesthetic Regime,” 434.
28
For Rancière’s differentiation of the three regimes of identifying art see Rancière, The Politics of Aesthetics,
20–30.
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of the objects of art.”29 At the same time, it establishes an equality between any subject
matter whatsoever, thereby not only rendering art in its singularity, but also rendering untenable any separation between aesthetic and non-aesthetic objects, between
art and non-art untenable: “The aesthetic regime of the arts is the regime that strictly
identifies art in the singular and frees it from any specific rule, from any hierarchy of
the arts, subject matter, and genres.”30 But the aesthetic identification of art destroys
at the same time “the mimetic barrier that distinguished ways of doing and making
affiliated with art from other ways of doing and making, a barrier that separated its
rules from the order of social occupations. The aesthetic regime asserts the absolute
singularity of art and, at the same time, destroys any pragmatic criterion for isolating
this singularity”.31 In other words, art in the aesthetic regime simultaneously asserts
its autonomy and the indistinctness between its form and the forms of (political) life.
Rancière preferably elaborates this paradoxical and excessive being of art by
reference to modern literature, for the literarity of modern literature is tantamount
to a democratization of words that allows modern literature to speak about prosaic
and mundane things in styles indifferent to their subject matters;32 that is, everything
in life can become a literary sujet, can become eloquent through literature. The democratic literarity in/of modern literature is thus the very excess that renders modern
literature and life indistinct. At the same time, modern literature must be grasped as a
defensive operation in so far as it attempts to protect and render pure the specificity of
literature against the consequences of democratic literarity, that is, against its appropriation by anyone.33 But neither modernism’s attempt to purify art from (political)
life nor the Hegelian reduction of art to something that has become historically inessential are sufficient responses to the paradoxical indistinction of art and (political)
life. And not even directly equating them can capture the excessive indistinctness of
art and (political) life produced by the aesthetic revolution.34 Finally, their excessive
indistinctness characteristic of the aesthetic regime renders the relationship between
democratic literarity of modern literature and politics neither simply transitive nor
simply intransitive; rather, one encounters at this point an excessive reduplication
of terms into a politics of literature/aesthetics on the one hand, and a literature/aesthetics of politics on the other hand. For although literarity establishes grounds as a
“non-hierarchical regime of art and writing” that, by opening up the possibility to
“appropriate words freely”, figures as “a condition of the political capacity” in that it
29

Ibid., 22.

30

Ibid., 23.

31

Ibidem.

Regarding the notion of literarity, see Jacques Rancière, The Politics of Literature (Cambridge and Malden:
Polity Press, 2011), 13. The following brief account of literarity is indebted to Alison Ross, “Expressivity, literarity, mute speech,” in Jacques Rancière: Key Concepts, ed. Jean-Philippe Deranty (Durham: Acumen, 2010),
139–42.
32

Rancière’s favorite illustration for this move that ultimately attempts to protect art/literature from life is Gustave Flaubert’s Madame Bovary.
33

34
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“gives new forms to the capacity of words to freely take hold of bodies, and of bodies
to appropriate this hold and make it their own”, its capacity to reconfigure “forms of
experience through which political subjectivities take hold” is not to be confused with
politics understood as “the construction of collectives of enunciation and collective
demonstration”.35 Hence Rancière’s proposition to preserve the tension between politics and art/literature as divergent, yet intersecting products of the logic of excess.36
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Aesthetics of Art and Life Sciences:
Collaborations and Resistance**
Abstract: In this paper, the author pays attention to the actual phenomenon of art and life science
collaborative projects. She discusses the orientation of these projects towards the world. In the
course of modernity, the fields of art and science have been established as relatively autonomous
fields with canonized methods and objectives. The author compares scientific and artistic activities
and addresses the question of their objectives. If art and science strive for different objectives, are
these art and science projects about harmonizing them, or what is the objective that art follows
and perhaps differs much from science? The author emphasizes a certain role of art, which art
inherited from Romanticism. Comprehension of art as an avant-garde was extremely important
for 19th-century art, particularly in France, where artists considered themselves the avant-garde
of the society and also used militant rhetoric. Mallarmé, for instance, said that the modern poet
is “at strike against the society”. This romantic attitude of the artists that position themselves
rebelliously against the norms and cannons of the majority of population, insisted in the art
throughout modernism and expressed particularly strongly in the historical avant-gardes. The
author claims that exactly this heritage is crucial for the art that enters the field of science and is
engaged with its socially-relevant aspects. The contemporary art projects entering the field of life
sciences inherit the tradition of the avant-garde. The modes of collaborations and resistance will
be addressed in the paper. Particular relevance will be given to the orientation of art towards the
future. That is the comprehension of art as a political agent.
Keywords: bio art; art and science; life sciences; avant-gardes; contemporary art.

During modernity, art and science have been established as relatively autonomous social fields with their own structures, institutions, and rules. At the beginning
of the 21st-century collaborations between art and science have become popular. Collectives of collaborators from both fields gather in very interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary projects. This situation calls for reflection upon the question of how art is
compatible with science, so that these collaborations are possible and fruitful. Does
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and a project Cultural Memory of Slovene Nation and State Building (ID J6-9354). The author acknowledges that
both have been financially supported by the Slovenian Research Agency.
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art approach differently to the world and does it work for different goals than science?
If art and science strive for different objectives, how are these art and science projects
then harmonized? Does this meeting of art with science generate changes or does it
require “the change of the state of the art”?
It is important to stress the concept of art, inherited from Romanticism. This
heritage is crucial for the comprehension of art that encompasses scientific research
and that is engaged with its socially-relevant implications. It means a concept of art
as a political agent. It was extremely important for 19th-century art to comprehend
itself as avant-garde, particularly at the end of the century in France, where artists
considered themselves the avant-garde of the society and also used militant rhetoric.
Mallarmé, for instance, said that the modern poet is “at strike against the society”.1
This romantic attitude of the artists that position themselves rebelliously against the
norms and cannons of the majority of population, insisted in the art throughout modernism and expressed particularly strongly in the historical avant-gardes. These artists
expressed concrete political affiliations, such as Italian and Russian Futurism, but also
Dada. Some artists even got directly politically and militarily engaged. It is significant
for these movements that the artists wrote manifestos. Consider, what is a manifesto?
A manifesto is a programmatic text that sets foundations for further actions. With
practical objectives a manifesto is a plan for the action. It is also an act of intervention, with its concrete political demands into society. It is a strike. Comparing it to a
scientific paper, which is a reflection on what has been researched and a presentation
of results, which is oriented to past research activity, the manifesto is oriented towards
the future.
Jacques Ranciere established that the idea of the avant-garde is accordant with
Schiller’s model, and ascertained that it is rooted in the aesthetic anticipation of the
future.2 Not the artistic innovations, but the invention of sensible forms and material
structures for a life to come, this is what gives the concept of the avant-garde meaning
in the aesthetic regime of the arts. And this is what the ‘aesthetic’ avant-garde brought
to the ‘political’ avant-garde, or what it wanted to bring to it – and what is believed to
have brought to it – by transforming politics into a total life program.3
This opening of art towards the future, but also towards society has generated
innovative artistic activities, which surprised the world of art of that age and which influenced the forthcoming artistic endeavors and the accelerated experimentations in the
art that pushed the boundaries of art far into the domain of everyday life.
By entering the field of science, art was confronted with a challenge: how to
operate in the collaborative complex of art and science and yet to be able to overcome
the task of science to offer only interpretations of the world?

1
Matei Calinescu, Five Faces of Modernity. Modernism, Avant-garde, Decadence, Kitsch, Postmodernism
(Durham: Duke University Press, 1987), 107–108. Interview with Jules Huret in 1891.
2

Jacques Ranciere, The Politics of Aesthetics (New York: Continuum, 2006), 29.

3

Ibid., 29–30.
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I would like to introduce the concept of projectability into this discussion in
reference to art, in particular to the recent art projects encompassing life sciences. I
wish to argue that these projects operate with the mode of projectability in their relationship to the world.
Projectability is understood as an ability to project. The Latin proicere, which
originates from proicio (pro – from, for, instead; iacio – to throw), is the opposite of
the Latin perspicere, from perspicio (to see through something and also to perceive, to
distinguish clearly). Projection thus stands in opposition to transparency and marks
the “throwing onwards” instead of “uncovering the existing”. This is not the mode
of denoting the world as it is, but an active mode of shaping the world. The mode of
projectability is not the mode of explaining the world, but the mode of affecting tomorrow. This feature is to be comprehended as a political dimension.
Among the two scopic regimes in modernity, perspicere played an admittedly
important role for modern science. It is the regime of transparency or visibility that
has supported the logic of a gaze penetrating through surfaces. For the founders of the
modern sciences, it was an important principle for gaining knowledge. At present, it
still has this importance. Consider the rhetoric that accompanied the announcement
that the human genome has been sequenced. The achievement has been discussed
as if humans (the scientists) have managed to crack the code of life or have obtained
a complete insight into the “The Book of Life” This is the promise of the perspicere
regime, to assure an insight into the “truth”. Proicere, on the contrary, projects ideas
into the future. If reading the book of life means in-sighting the truth of life as if it
is an existing program that has been waiting to be discovered, this is the domain of
science – to discover what lies there in the universe and waits to be comprehended by
man. Remember Thomas Kuhn’s definition of science: it is about doing the puzzles.4
The notion “cracking the code” speaks to this same revealing of the truth. But furthermore, if science is the production of knowledge, what does this knowledge then
serve to? In my previous work,5 I have claimed that science (about body and life) is
subjected to the objective to gain power over the subject – the body, life and the social body, i.e. population. With gaining that power we are able to engineer – tissues,
organs, “biological” life and what it also means – the social life. The micro-scale of
tissue engineering is directly linked to the macro scale of biopolitics. It is the mode
of engineering as the mode of technology that has a central role in this social game.
Science is an apparatus. Michel Foucault emphasized the role of the apparatuses in the late capitalist societies, and Giorgio Agamben traced the genealogy of this
notion. Foucault’s definition of apparatus is broad and incomplete. In an interview
from 1977 he defined apparatus as: “a thoroughly heterogeneous ensemble consisting
of discourses, institutions, architectural forms, regulatory decisions, laws, administrative measures, scientific statements, philosophical, moral, and philanthropic propositions – in short, the said as the unsaid. Such are the elements of the apparatus.
4

Cf. Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press), 1962.

5

Polona Tratnik, Conquest of Body. Biopower with Biotechnology, Springer International Publishing, 2017.
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The apparatus itself is the network that can be established between these elements.”6
Agamben summarized Foucault’s notion of the apparatus: the apparatus is a heterogeneous set that includes virtually anything; it always has a concrete strategic function
and is located in power relations; it appears at the intersection of power relations and
relations of knowledge.7 Agamben traced the genealogy of apparatus or dispositive back
to its Greek origin and the term oikonomia, which was later translated as dispositive
in Christian theology. Okionomia meant the administration of the home (Gr. oikos) or
more generally, management; for Aristotle oikonomia is “the way in which he [God]
administers his home, his life, and the world that he created”.8 Agamben stressed the
process of subjectification, that is inherent to the apparatus – they “must produce their
subject.”9 Yet at the same time, the apparatuses in this phase of capitalism, act through
the process of desubjectification, which is implicit in every process of subjectification.10
One who lets himself be captured by the “cellular telephone” apparatus, whereat desire
has driven him to that, “cannot acquire a new subjectivity, but only a number through
which he can, eventually, be controlled.”11 Here and with the stress on captivation within
the apparatuses, Agamben refers to the theory of the Umwelt of Jakob von Uexküll on
the circle of receptors and disinhibitors. Martin Heidegger later discussed the difference
between humanity and animality originating from this concept. Within the Umwelt, a
living being is captured. Agamben accordingly defined apparatus: “I shall call apparatus
literally anything that has in some way the capacity to capture, orient, determine, intercept, model, control, or secure the gestures, behaviors, opinions, or discourses of living
beings.”12 For this discussion on the entrance of art into the apparatus of life sciences,
the following Agamben’s conclusion is very helpful. For Heidegger, the break or the
interruption of the relationship between receptors and disinhibitors produces boredom
in living beings – “that is, the capacity to suspend this immediate relationship with their
disinhibitors – and the Open, which is the possibility of knowing being as such, by
constructing a world.”13 In another work, Agamben focused on the Open as a possibility
given to human with the descend from the position of superiority, as a human has been
considered as essentially different, distinct to animals altogether.14
This post-anthropocentric stance can help us consider the possibilities for art
to resist the apparatuses. Art can be considered as striving for the Open, and as such,
art has the ability to interrupt the captivation of the subject in the apparatus, or at least
to launch the process of becoming Open.
6
Michel Foucault, Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other Writings, 1972– 1977, ed. C. Gordon (New
York: Pantheon Books, 1980), 194.
7
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Some authors have claimed that art in art and science collaborations serves
just as a promotor of science with uncritically transferring the scientific achievements
to the world of art and communicating the success of scientists with a wider public.
Furthermore, we meet a reproach that art cannot compete with science because of the
level of complexity and high technical requirements that art cannot – but science can
– fulfill. Science is in this regard in a better position, without question. It is systematically supported by the states, as well as certain lobbies with commercial interests.
Exactly for this reason, science works for the apparatus of power. And here art and science do not wear the same shoes. If art is a sole promotor of scientific achievements,
then all there is is science, no art. But this is not what we aim for. There are interests
in a requirement for art to glorify the promises of science and to take part in the mythologizations of scientific achievements or technological advances. But this is not the
subject of my interest here.
There are two principles in art that are both accordant to proicere regime, yet
different in their character. One is practice closer to what Claude Lévi-Strauss called
bricolage and the other is closer to engineering. According to Lévi-Strauss there is
a huge difference between the practice of engineers and the practice of bricolage. A
bricoleur is a home master who improvises and is inventive and passionate in solving
problems that appear to him in his everyday life. The engineering approach is well
organized; the activity follows exact plan made in advance. Particularly those art projects that comprise do it yourself science in public provisional laboratories, are closer
to what Levi-Strauss called bricolage. For this discussion, however, more interesting
to address are projects that get engaged in scientific procedures and encompass engineering approach, yet they do not follow same objectives as science-technology does.
In the project Maya’s Yogurt (2011) Maja Smrekar has designed a yogurt product by adding her own, the human enzyme to yeast. This is an engineered product
that responds to the issue of global food deficit in the context of planet exhaustion
and to the political calls for science and technology to find solutions for the survival
of humans.
With the series K-9_topology Smrekar challenges anthropocentrism by linking
biology and culture, in particular addressing the interaction between human and animal species. For the project Hybrid Family as a project of the K-9_topology series, she
nurtured a puppy to address this process as one of becoming, of becoming-animal,
becoming-woman and becoming m(Other). The process of becoming (m)Other is
a biopolitical statement or an intervention of the artist with the investment of her
body with the purpose to re-gain the position of power. This is an act of resistance to
bio-power – the exercise of power on and through bodies.
Hege Tapio has engineered and produced human fuel as an alternative power.
Marta de Menezes and Luis Graça have planned and realized a skin transplant
that will remain as a scar in their bodies forever, a visible stamp of their mutual affection, but also traversing and molding. Splitting those two condensations into two
entities means splitting this course, scaring.
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Of course, a contemporary art project that is highly involved in life science
could be a deep poetic reflection. Robertina Šebjanič projects the living and moving
of the animals into another medium – sound or music. The art project could be a
deep cultural reflection on the imaginations of humans, as in the case of Robertina Šebjanič’s interest for the cultural, political and biological realities of marine and
aquatic environments. The artist thematizes the culturalization of nature and shows
the picture of human power over the other species, i.e. the cultural appropriation and
mythologization, which direct the politics over these species, their biological life. The
project communicates nonscientific representations of the nonhuman species, even
if she uses scientific depictions, she tells us about how cultures project the ideologies
onto wild animals. This builds the notions of them and the politics over them and the
environment.
These projects are serious voices in the discourse on the politics of life. It is
not knowledge to which they aspire to, nor is it a functional outcome. They respond
to power structures and build resistance. Yet they are not real political programs for
overturning the world, grand plans for revolution. They also do not offer knowledge
and know-how that could be used for power structures. But they are very much engaged in today and in the world of tomorrow.
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Ecocriticism as Subversive Aesthetics
Abstract: Art is subversive when it crosses the boundary of the generally acceptable, though over
time such art can and does become mainstream. A much more complicated question is what is
subversive in aesthetics? Ecocriticism has already become, along with ecofeminism and animal
studies, an academic discipline. It can be defined as subversive if it is understood in terms of an
attitude, which is not anthropocentric. And here is the catch: how can the human also encompass
the alien? The question that emerges here is all but rhetorical: how can we decentre and amplify
our human consciousness and perspective to include zoocentric, biocentric or geocentric
positions? At this point the contemporary theory creates contrasting opinions, which cross the
boundaries of aesthetics, poetics and ecocriticism since they reach out to the fields of metaphysics
and antimetaphysics. Within the phenomenon of perception the other always appears, as Deleuze
said in his Logic of Sense, as “a priori Other”. We have to deal, henceforth, with a kind of prereflexive level of consciousness and amplified sensory perception, which, as we know, is the basic
condition of artistic creation. Thus, this paper – because it seeks to penetrate into the node of these
questions – takes literary art as its starting point. In the spirit of the above-mentioned observations,
I have attempted to investigate in ‘minority literature’ (female authors of contemporary Polish
and Slovene literature) how this decentred attitude, which Jure Detela, a Slovene poet, poetically
defined, corresponds to our thesis on a particular ecocritical stream, which can be defined as an
ecofeminist aesthetics. The ‘minoritarian literature’ here is meant exclusively in the sense that was
defined by Deleuze and Guattari’s books Kafka and A Thousand Plateaus.
Keywords: anthropocentrism; ecocriticism; ecofeminism; minoritarian literature; untimely;
subversiveness.

We are saving the world.
What do you mean, you are saving it? he asks.
Because it is poorly made.
A work of art can be classified as subversive if it crosses the boundaries of what
is generally accepted in a given cultural context: the accepted is, of course, time-limited, variable, and historically determined. But to establish such subversiveness we do
not need subversive aesthetics. Furthermore, the syntagm itself appears pleonastic,
since every new philosophy of art is supposedly subversive in some way regarding
*Author contact information: jelka.kernev-strajn@guest.arnes.si
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the established norm. I am not talking about subversiveness in terms of a revolutionary reversal or carnivalesque transformation of hierarchies; I have in mind much
else. With ‘subversiveness’, I denote a precise attitude towards life, both organic and
inorganic, as it is thematized in some literary works that can be read as texts, primarily written for the readership yet to come or for minority readers, and only then for
contemporaries. In light of this concept, launched by Deleuze and Guattari, I intend
to present ecocriticism as subversive aesthetics, basing this on the opuses of two contemporary women writers. It is very likely that neither of the authors I have in mind,
that is, Polish Olga Tokarczuk and Slovenian Breda Smolnikar, did not set their pens
to paper for this purpose. This means that the effect of their creations far exceeds the
intentions of the authors. However, both authors are very well aware of the ecological
problems of the world.
Minoritarian Literature
Writing for a future audience means entering minority literature, conceived
as Deleuze and Guattari defined it in the books Kafka: Pour une littérature mineure
(1975)1 and Milles Plateaux (1980).2 It should, therefore, be immediately clear that
none of the above-mentioned writers are members of a national minority, using minority languages. The reason why I have declared their literature minoritarian is entirely elsewhere and quite complex in the context of this philosophy. As claimed by
Deleuze and Guattari, it is not only about literary, linguistic and philosophical references, but also musical, legal and political ones, because the difference between a
minority and a majority is by no means the decisive issue of quantity, but much else:
Let us suppose that the constant or standard is the average adult-white-heterosexual- European-male-speaking a standard language (Joyce’s or Ezra
Pound’s Ulysses). It is obvious that ‘man’ holds the majority, even if he is
less numerous than mosquitoes, children, women, blacks, peasants, homosexuals, etc. That is because he appears twice, once in the constant and
again in the variable from which the constant is extracted. The majority
assumes a state of power and domination, not the other way around. […]
A determination different from that of the constant will, therefore, be
considered minoritarian, by nature and regardless of number […]. This
is evident in all the operations, electoral or otherwise, where you are given a choice, but on the condition that your choice conforms to the limits
of the constant (“you mustn’t choose to change society...”).3
1
Gilles Deleuze, Félix Guattari, Kafka: Toward a Theory of Minor Literature (Minneapolis: Minnesota University Press, 1985).
2

Gilles Deleuze, Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987).

3

Ibid., 105.
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This last statement, which is not without reason in quotation marks and parentheses, is of great import when considering ecocriticism as subversive aesthetics.
Democracy, as Deleuze and Guattari observe, gives us a choice, but does not offer the
possibility of a radical societal change. Developing this thought further, it can be said
that those who oppose radical societal changes in society, the majority of democratic
systems, often refer not only to the advantage or disadvantage of one or the other social order but also to two complete constructs: the so-called ‘natural order of things’
and ‘collective savvy’. Hence, the concept of minority literature and some other related
concepts, for example, becoming and untimely, are not only the most appropriate
concepts to begin with in terms of a critique of representative democracy based on
political representation, but also appropriate to form a critique of literature and art,
and a critique of such criticism.
I intend to show by means of the two writers how and when the subversive ecocritical approach turns out as productive for dealing with literature, and what subversiveness has to do with Deleuzian concepts, such as untimely, becoming, and indirect
speech. Ecocriticism can also be understood as a derivative of the post-constructive
tradition and this is further affirmed by the decisiveness of the ethical and performative dimension of literary work in terms of ecocritical research. This implies the context and evocation of reality outside the text, or ‘the intervention of the real far into
the depth of the text’4, and outright permeability of the boundary between text and
context. In this regard, ecocriticism has a special position: nature, unlike other agents,
such as those peoples formerly colonized, cannot articulate its truth, but it is true that
it can ‘strike back’ so much more violently. The subversiveness of ecocriticism does
not solely depend on its relationship with environmental problems, but above all on
how it values the non-human. It is, therefore, meant to advocate a model of life not
only about different social orders but also interrogate the so-called common sense
manipulation and the ‘natural order of the world’. Representatives of the majority in
their texts, be these literary, scientific or other, like to refer to these two constructs.
Consequently, subversive ecocriticism resulting from ecological awareness is the discipline which can reveal this feature in literary work, not only in terms of social involvement, but also in terms of how much they deviate from the models officially
advocated in relation to ecology, models from the so-called ‘balanced’ view of the
world, which seeks to ‘democratically’ account for the opinion and position of the majority. The prototype of literature that discusses the deviation from such a model has
long been known in Slovene literature in the poetry and essayist work of Jure Detela
(1951–1992). Long before him, Rosa Luxemburg (1871–1919) wrote explicitly about
this in her personal letters. These texts speak precisely about how “the world is poorly
made”, and they express a uniquely unconventional attitude towards everything that
exists: “[…] with every little fly that one carelessly swats and crushes, the entire world
David Ellison, Ethics and Aesthetics in European Modernist Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2001), 15.
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comes to an end, in the refracting eye of the little fly it is the same as if the end of the
world had destroyed all life.”5
This quote calls for comparison with the following excerpt from the novel Drive
Your Plough Over the Bones of the Dead by Olga Tokarczuk, where the protagonist is
shown by the entomologist the home of countless larvae under the spruce bark: “At
that time, I thought that every wrong-handed death still deserves a kind of publicity.
Even the death of an insect. The death that nobody noticed changes into a double
scandal.” And a little further: “There are no useful or useless creatures from the point
of view of nature. This is just an unwise distinction used by people.”6 Very similar
characteristic features for minority literature, such as controversy and subversion of
accepted ideas and established concepts, are also noticeable in the poems of Polish
poet Wisława Szymborska (1923–2012), and in the poetry and essays of some contemporary Slovene authors such as Iztok Geister, Barbara Korun and Iztok Osojnik.
In answer to the question of how is this attitude manifested in literary works, I
would say it is primarily evidenced in the relationship between literary representation
(the structured world of actuality) and becoming (immanent chaos of virtuality). This
is reflected in native languages’ adoption of a foreign language. What is contrary to the
law of imitation is the law of the molecular world, an indefinite, non-individualized
world that allows entry into the zone of indeterminacy coming before representation
and the principle of reason. In the philosophy of Deleuze and Guattari, becoming
denotes an endless process implying metamorphosis, not metaphors, and interaction
of the virtual points characterizing every being and object. In this process, the interaction space opens, a space where new figures and intensities emerge, that is, a
new literary force (fr. puissance), and this process, contrary to common sense, is not
chronological, it does not rely on the subject as a condition of thought or the notion
of historical determination. Therefore, such narratives primarily open up the world,
and only then represent and consequently enable a variety of becoming; in terms of
our two writers, becoming-minoritarian, becoming-woman and becoming-animal;
Deleuze and Guattari specifically emphasize that becoming-man and becoming-majority is not possible.
Untimely
Untimely in the everyday sense is usually a positively-valued indicator for
works of art, but Deleuze and Gattari’s untimely (fr. intempestif) is another name for
the virtuality that participates in each event. Deleuze defines this concept in The Logic
of Sense as the extraction “from modernity of something that Nietzsche designated
as untimely, which pertains to modernity, but which must also be turned against it
5

Rosa Luxemburg, Briefe aus dem Gefängnis (Berlin: Karel Dietz Verlag, 2000), 91.

6

Olga Tokarczuk, Pelji svoj plug čez kosti mrtvih (Ljubljana: Cankarjeva založba, 2014), 143.
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‘in favour, I hope, of a time to come’.”7 An untimely literary text is supposed to be an
event produced by multifaceted, in some cases multi-voiced, narratives, bringing all
involved into a new assembly (fr. agencement). A critique of such work should primarily focus on artistic creation, which invents new conditions, that is, literary work
not reproducing rules, but constituting them, thus opening up texts to becoming. The
implementation of such genre-subversive processes is seen both in the work of Olga
Tokarczuk, especially in Drive Your Plough Over the Bones of the Dead,8 which subverts the crime novel, in Jacob’s Scriptures,9 where the historical novel is subverted, and
in the most of Breda Smolnikar’s subversions of the folk story, where she introduces a
new genre of artificial-adult-only narratives into Slovene literature.
Two novelists
In an interview, Olga Tokarczuk stated that she wrote her novel Drive Your
Plough… during a break between The Flights10, her most famous novel, and her most
extensive novel thus far, Jacob’s Scriptures, she also said it would have been a waste of
paper and time to write a book just to finally reveal who the killer is, moreover she
asserted that the ecological dimension in terms of animal rights is also included in the
novel. The book consists of seventeen chapters, each introducing a motto from Blake’s
“Proverbs of Hell”,11 most of which relates to animals. In addition, the book, although
a thriller in terms of literary genre, where illustration is the exception rather than the
rule, is illustrated, from which one can infer the influence of Blake’s ‘composite’ art.
The fact that a murderess escapes without penalty can be, on the one hand, understood as a subversion of the genre’s laws, and on the other hand, in this aspect, it is
impossible to overlook the similarity with the fate of Mr. Ripley, the killer in Patricia
Highsmith’s crime novels. But Drive Your Plough… differs in that it is written in such
a way that readers who in principle reject murder as a means of achieving the goal, are
always on the side of the killer. Whilst Mr. Ripley acts as a morally controversial hero,
Ms Dušejko, the protagonist of Drive Your Plough…, is portrayed as an all-embracing
person who, through a series of murders, crosses the civilization’s line. But the implicit and, at the same time, the explicit presence of Blake’s views in the novel, draws
attention to the dubiousness of such rational explanation of phenomena. The text, by
the way, impugns the entire humanistic tradition and its laws, while opening up the
question of the relationship between good and evil, as well as the implausibility of the
rights man has used existence at the expense of all other beings: “Winter mornings
7

Gilles Deleuze, The Logic of Sense (New York: Columbia University Press, 1990), 165.

Cf. Olga Tokarczuk, Pelji svoj plug čez kosti mrtvih [Drive Your Plough Over the Bones of the Dead] (Ljubljana:
Cankarjeva založba, 2014).
8

9

Cf. Olga Tokarczuk, Jakobove bukve [Jacob’s Scriptures] (Ljubljana: Beletrina, 2017).

10

Cf. Olga Tokarczuk, Beguni [The Flights] (Ljubljana: Modrijan, 2008).

William Blake, “Proverbs of Hell,” in The Complete Poetry and Prose of William Blake, ed. David V. Erdman
(Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1965), 35–38.
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are made of steel, have a metallic taste and sharp edges. On Wednesday, at seven in
the morning, in January, you can see that the world was not created for man, and especially not for his comfort and pleasure.”12
In the later author’s novel Jacob’s Scriptures, we find a unique constellation of
all kinds of fragments, letters, documents, reports, biographies, and above all, recordings of events; it is not just about the history of Jacob Frank’s followers, but also the
history of events transpiring in Poland and Central and Eastern Europe at the time.
But the novel is not only hybrid in terms of genre, but it is also polyphonically structured; its voices constantly intertwine, interrupt and sometimes overlap, but above all,
they operate untimely and, therefore, in a minoritarian manner.
We discover something similar in Breda Smolnikar’s literature, especially in
the aforementioned When the Birches Up There are Greening,13 but also in other texts
that have yet to be translated into English. The role of the heterogeneous element as
a fundamental condition of minoritarian literature, which in the texts of Olga Tokarczuk is mainly shown through more-or-less implicitly and explicitly thematized
inter-textual elements, takes the theme from a specific feminist perspective and ecological orientation in the texts of Breda Smolnikar. The environment in which the
events take place expands outward from Kamnik-Domžale’s field in Slovenia to the
Croatian coast then to the USA, and then contracts back to Kamnik-Domžale’s field.
Here, numerous descriptions and evocations call for an ecocritical approach: the narrative is an original critique of the former socialist and current neoliberal progressive
orientation and it primarily focused on the narrower environment of Domžale and its
environs. In recent times this area has become an inhospitable suburban settlement
and, as such, embodies the tragedy of the former system as well as the current one,
which has transformed the villages and small towns with a long tradition into ugly
metropolitan suburbs. Praiseworthy old houses are now dilapidated, gardens derelict,
century-old trees fallen, and water supplies dried up; in their place plastic department
stores, housing blocks and warehouses grow.
Breda Smolnikar’s all-female cast of protagonists are something so special that
even from European literature’s hinterland they emanate a subversive effect. Even
though they move in completely different environments pursuing different goals,
their exceptionality and magnitude are comparable to Drive Your Plough…’s protagonist. Wherever they find themselves, with their own pervasiveness, positive or negative, they make a considerable difference in the world, they leave their trace. They
are supported by a narrator at the language level. Smolnikar’s use of a free indirect
style and its corresponding syntax alienates her own native language and brings it
to a somewhat delirious state on the fringe. The consequence of this is a remarkable
poetic effect. A typical example is seen in the closing sentences of When the Birches…,
although they are in fact without conclusion:
12

Olga Tokarczuk, Pelji svoj plug čez kosti mrtvih (Ljubljana: CZ, 2014), 107.

13

Breda Smolnikar, When the Birches Up There are Greening (Depala vas: B. Smolnikar, 2005).
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and Rozina screams, the tops of the trees rustle, moan, roar, and golden,
golden liquid bursts from the groove, I want it I want it, Rozna is crying,
lying close to the groove, it’s pouring from all trees, from all grooves,
from all trunks, from all branches, from all trees, from all roots, from
birches and mountain maples and white maples, Rozina’s body is turning golden, oh, Rozina, Rozina, and Brinovc is there right next to her,
holding a bottle of cherry brandy in hand, look there is soil still on the
bottle, girl , they’re all gone, Rozina is surprised in his arms, there is one
more , and it is golden says Mary, looking at them, o judi, moji judi, ča
si lipa …,14
Deleuze and Guattari claim delirium a disease, but also a measure of health;
it is language’s other taken by the “witch line” escaping the dominant majoritarian
system; it is about the invention of a new language within a language, using its own
syntax, as evidenced in When the Birches… and other narratives of Breda Smolnikar.
The novel takes the form of a single sentence, beginning in the middle of the phrase
“those were Greek ships that were coming to the harbour, she was waiting [...]”15,
ending mid-sentence, with three dots and a comma. Such sentences, untroubled by
full stops, evoke the pure joy of life and narration, what E. T. A. Hoffmann called die
Lust zu Fabulieren, a joy that passes into a passion purely physical in character, a characteristic of the writer’s entire opus. The writer “writes on the edge constantly, goes
beyond the boundaries of the generally accepted, thus putting the personal and writer
integrity at risk.”16
Rozina, When the Birches Up There are Greening’s protagonist, is an example
of such a markedly positive surplus. With her, the writer posits an emancipated and
self-confident woman, not needing a man for protection but for much more, for love,
sensuality and eroticism, areas in which she is equally as sovereign as she is in business. She stands in life’s arena, completely attached, but not seeking to directly change
the world. She operates indirectly and always successfully.
But let us return to untimely, also imprinted in Breda Smolnikar’s work, here
characterized more by its manifestation through bi-vocal free indirect speech, where,
through one statement, the trail of different voices is preserved, than through thematization. It manifests itself in When the Birches…, “she did not care how and where
she rode, she’d wash herself at home, she was never upset on the way back as long as
those on the shore saw her neat and tidy, upright, with American jewelry, it really did
not matter on the way back.” 17 The narrative style’s fundamental act is, according to
Deleuze, not a metaphor but free indirect speech; it indicates the movement on the
14

Ibid., 137.

15

Ibid., 5.

Marko Juvan, “Pripovedni svet Brede Smolnikar,” in Si dekle ali si žena (Depala vas: Self-publishing, 2016),
820.
16

17

Breda Smolnikar, When the Birches Up There are Greening (Depala vas: B. Smolnikar, 2005), 8.
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edge, which is the doubling of subjectivation. Such speech is characterized by the subject’s inherent duality and heterogeneity, which can neither be merged into one nor
split into two. It settles into an untimely space betwixt, addressing itself more to fantasy than to reason; the subject no longer the language’s perfect master, even though she
expresses her thoughts and desires through her language. The consequence of this is
unique poetics, especially seen in films, as Deleuze observes, for example, in Pasolini,
where “the camera does not simply give us the vision of the character and of his world;
it imposes another vision in which the first is transformed and reflected. This subdivision is what Pasolini calls a ‘free indirect subject’.”18 Deleuze detects in Pasolini’s films
some poetic consciousness, which is neither aesthetic nor technicist, but somewhere
in between, prevalently mystical or ‘sacralising’.
This ‘sacralising’ seems to be the most concise and best designation for Smolnikar’s narrative style thus far, and this narrative is cinematic. It is, therefore, surprising that nobody has tried to shoot a film of When the Birches Up There are Greening,
or of Smolnikar’s other works. Agnieszka Holland directed Spoor (Pokot, 2017), based
on Tokarczuk’s Drive Your Plough Over the Bones of the Dead.
Conclusion
Facing such literary texts, ecocriticism in its subversive version is supposed to
perceive them not only as acts of representation but as experiments trying to achieve
untimely thought, which allows us to step out of dialectical thinking. We are thus no
longer trapped between formalism and historicism. Rather than on the chronology of
narration, attention should be paid to untimely virtual thinking inherent in the act of
writing.
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Revisiting Huxley’s Dystopic Vision of Future Cinema, The
Feelies: Immersive Experiences through Contemporary
Multisensory Media
Abstract: Aldous Huxley’s concern with media, and in particular with cinema, is one of the
most conspicuous components of his work as a social critic and as a novelist. Evaluating its
potential societal functions, as an artistic genre, a didactic cultural tool for documentaries
or as a mass entertainment venue, determined his critical relationship towards the medium.
Due to his impaired eyesight, Huxley’s attention to perception, intertwined with advancing
cinema-technologies, was not restricted to the visual, but extended to all of the human senses,
as he demonstrated in the Feelies of his novel Brave New World (1932). Primarily with regard
to mechanomorphic reflexes of human conditioning, this cinematic concept is interpreted
by drawing from articles and essays of evolutionary, psychological, political, and aesthetic
perspectives that Huxley developed on a parallel writing track in popular print media during
the 1920s/30s. In confronting modes of multisensory immersion around 1900 with some of
the 20th/21st centuries, this contribution reevaluates Huxley’s vision of future cinema.
Keywords: flow (absorption in pleasure); multi-sensory interaction; multisequential prosthetic
enhancement; participatory dramatic agency.

Introduction: Mechanomorphism in work and leisure
Throughout the 1920s, Aldous Huxley contributed with essays and articles in
popular magazines, journals and newspapers essentially to the public discourse on
mass leisure as “an asset and a problem”,1 in concurring with the competing findings
of contemporary social theoreticians who categorized leisure not merely as a “problem” or “challenge”, but rather as a “threat” that triggered “fear”.2 Some years prior to
Martin Neumeyer and Esther Neumeyer, Leisure and Recreation: A Study of Leisure and Recreation in their
sociological Aspects (New York: Barnes, 1936), 12.
1

2
Robert Snape and Helen Pussard, “Theorisations of Leisure in Inter-War Britain,” Leisure Studies 32, 1 (2013):
5. For this specific aspect of Huxley’s work, see also Peter Miles and Malcom Smith, “Aldous Huxley: The Art of
Life and the Threat of Leisure,” in Cinema, Literature & Society – Elite and Mass Culture in Interwar Britain, ed.
Peter Miles and Malcom Smith (London, New York, Sydney: Croom Helm, 1987), 102–22.
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writing his novel Brave New World, Huxley projected the present leisure trend into a
distant future,3 forecasting a six-hour day by the year 2000:4
“Perfected machinery”, say the prophets, “will give us increasing freedom from work, and increasing freedom from work will give increasing
happiness.” But leisure also is subject to the law of diminishing returns.
Beyond a certain point, more freedom from work produces a diminished
return in happiness.5
In this mechanized society, mass production and mass leisure were initially
characterized by monotony and boredom. Industrialization countered both effects
that it had generated with the creation of inexpensive mass entertainment venues:
Between 1921 and 1931, the total share of manual work on the labor market was at
approximately 70 percent.6 These figures found its equivalent in the systematic expansion of the pleasure industries, e.g., the cinema, where the attendances ascended
to 903 million by 1934.7 Huxley, in referring to “ready-made distractions”,8 repeatedly invoked the metaphor of the Ford-T-assembly-line for an intrusive American
media-practice that undermined British culture:
Mass production […] might be good if the spiritual wares retailed by our
mass-producers of the mind were of high quality. […] As things are at
present, mass-produced material objects are of much better quality than
mass-produced ideas and mass-produced art. […]. The rotary press, the
process block, the cinema, the radio, the phonograph are used not, as
they might so easily be used, to propagate culture, but its opposite. All
the resources of science are applied in order that imbecility may flourish
and vulgarity covers the whole earth.9
Huxley argues that active creative work generates an affinity with intellectually
stimulating modes of self-sustained leisure practice. Routinely performed passive labor, however, in which the workers would become an integral part of the production
3
Cf. Aldous Huxley, “Work and Leisure,” Along the Road (1925) in Aldous Huxley – Complete Essays, Vol. 1,
ed. Robert S. Baker and James Sexton (Chicago: Ivan R. Dee, 2000), 410–16.; Aldous Huxley, “The Outlook for
American Culture: Some Reflections in a Machine Age,” Harper’s Magazine (August 1927) in Aldous Huxley –
Complete Essays, Vol. 3, ed. Robert S. Baker and James Sexton (Chicago: Ivan R. Dee, 2000), 186–90; Aldous
Huxley, “Boundaries of Utopia,” Music at Night (1931) in Aldous Huxley – Complete Essays, Vol. 3, ed. Robert S.
Baker and James Sexton (Chicago: Ivan R. Dee, 2000), 124–25.
4
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process,10 while conscious reflection is subsequently absorbed, induces their receptive exposure to mass leisure media. This specifically late modernist physiological
reflex—“the effects of mechanomorphism”,11 according to Huxley in 1937 – is permanently triggered and habitually solidified through its processual mechanization within the daily industrial cycle of mass production and mass consumption: “[…] a mind
almost atrophied by lack of use, unable to entertain itself […]”,12 writes Huxley, as early as 1923, regarding “the performance of purely mechanical tasks [and] distractions
as mechanically stereotyped”,13 to conclude six years later, in the article “Machinery,
Psychology, and Politics”, that progressive “mechanization creates uniformity of exterior and interior behaviour […] through spiritual opiates and thought-substitutes.”14
In sharply dissecting the contemporary internationalized media landscape, Huxley
states: “Machinery, then, has created leisure and multiplied the number of impressions which men and women can receive.”15
Instrumentalizing cinema
Cinema and Human Conditioning (1920s/30s)
Aside from the low cost at which the velvet luxury of the cinema was available,
mainly three factors were responsible for its sustained influence upon British culture:
Its infrastructural organisation in chain-networks (reels) across the country; the extension of its seating-capacity to over 1.000 viewers per palatial venue, and a continuous program of cinema performances across the day that ensured its omnipresence
in the rhythm of everyday life.16 Alarmed by the speed of these developments, Huxley
wrote in 1936: “When I was last at Margate, a gigantic new movie palace had just been
opened. Its name implied a whole social program, a complete theory of art; it was
called “Dreamland.” At the present time, the cinema acts far more effectively as the
opium of the people than does religion.”17 (Figures 1a, 1b, 1c) In the 1920s, Art Deco
10
See Cecil Delisle Burns, Industry and Civilization (London: Allen and Unwin, 1925), 98. Burns ascribes the
mechanization of labourers’ minds to their close contact with machines.
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Cinema venues, embedded into the scenario of a vast amusement park, were likely to
inspire the future of mass entertainment, particularly through its progressive interior
design. In 1931, Huxley expressed:
Already mass production has made it possible for the relatively poor
to enjoy elaborate entertainments in surroundings of more than regal
splendor. The theaters in which the egalitarians will enjoy the talkies,
tasties, smellies, and feelies, the Corner Houses where they will eat their
synthetic poached eggs on toast-substitute and drink their surrogates of
coffee, will be prodigiously much vaster and more splendid than anything we know today.18
Looking into the future (the year 3000), he speculates in a magazine article,
“The Outlook for American Culture: Some Reflections in a Machine Age” (1927) that
powerful trust monopolies, by controlling the recreation industry, will have numbed
the play instinct and its modes of creative expression.19 In 1923, at a point, where the
movie industry had barely gained momentum, he mourned the decline of the creative
impulse, by defining with almost etymological precision the term and state of immersion: “Countless audiences soak passively in the tepid bath of nonsense. No mental
effort is demanded of them, no participation; they need only sit and keep their eyes
open.”20 Huxley, a pessimistic advocate of the free human will, distinguished categorically between an individual leisure practice derived from the intellect and a mass
leisure entertainment that addresses the most archaic of instincts. On the one hand,
he favored established modes of self-sustained creativity that predated the emergence
of electronic media;21 on the other, he saw the didactic potential of cinema documentaries in the area of primary and secondary education. Stimulating the play instinct,
Huxley argues, was most efficiently practiced once applied to the youngest amongst
the citizens:22
A boycott of sports news and murder stories, of jazz and variety, of film
love, film thrills, and film luxury, is simultaneously a boycott of political,
economic and ethical propaganda. Hence the vital importance of teaching as many young people as possible how to amuse themselves and at
the same time inducing them to wish to amuse themselves.23
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Agenda setting and political economy – in dictatorial as well as democratic
states – was an additional challenge that Huxley identified as a threat to modern society. Referring to the status of film, radio, and the press within Stalinist Russian and
fascist Italian propaganda, he exemplifies how concerted mass-suggestion alters existing modes of thought and feeling, to forge novel societal role models.24 Furthermore,
he envisioned how bio-psychological intervention, interacting with pharmacology,
would eventually transform physiological habits at the earliest stages of human life.25
Alongside human conditioning, through eugenic reforms, drugs or mass media, Huxley advocated in his article “The Prospect of Fascism in England” (1934) to utilize
cinema for distractions, in order to solidify democracy.26 By the 1930s, cinematic
immersion had exemplarily established itself as one of these addictive psychological
satisfactions27 in England and America. Huxley foresaw that it would deepen in its
intensity – concomitant with the technological progression of the medium – during
the 20th century, and beyond.
Huxley’s Feelies
In Huxley’s dystopic Brave New World, in the year after Ford 632 (2450 A.D.),
the immense leisure of the society (seven and a half hours of light work per day) is
countered by a daily intake of drugs, gambling and unrestricted sex, combined with
frequent visits to palatial cinema-venues.28 Measures through which the state exercises full control over his genetically pre-conditioned population: “no leisure from
pleasure, not a moment to sit down and think.”29 The urban cinematic chain networks
of The Feelies are organized by the “Feeling Picture” headquarters in their vast London-based propaganda offices30 and the multisensory movies produced in the extensive Hounslow Feely Studio. A College of Emotional Engineering is facilitating professional academic research and education in this market segment.31
Criticizing the introduction of sound and the usage of close-ups in The Jazz
Singer (1927) as elements that turned the film from an authentically artistic into a decadent medium,32 Huxley had made consecutive attempts since the Mid-1920s to foreAldous Huxley, “Imitations,” Hearst (September 26, 1931) in Aldous Huxley – Complete Essays, Vol. 3, 293;
“Science and Civilization,” in a Broadcast on the BBC National Program, January 13, 1932; published as “Science – the Double-Edged Tool,” The Listener, January 20, 1932 in Aldous Huxley – Complete Essays, Vol. 3, 151.
24
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cast the future technological, and hence aesthetic development of cinema alongside
other media. In 1935, he predicted television-sets a common standard in hotel-rooms,
a refinement in stereoscopy, color-applications, synthetic voices and synthetic sounds
(implying the production of sound-track compositions).33 Following his previous
findings regarding media technology, Huxley extends in his novel the recent introduction of synchronized sound in the movie industry to the other senses, a transformative innovation that he indicates – in reference to “the Wurlitzer”, a theatre organ
used to create sound for silent movies – by a “Super-Vox Wurlitzeriana rendering of
‘Hug me, till you drug me, honey’.”34 The properties and effects of the elaborate cinema-technology are best summarized in the advertisement of the movie Three Weeks in
a Helicopter, whose pornographic plot is subordinated to an engulfing sensation: “AN
ALL-SUPER-SINGING, SYNTHETIC-TALKING, COLOURED, STEREOSCOPIC
FEELY, WITH SYNCHRONIZED SCENT-ORGAN ACCOMPANIMENT.”35 The
overture played by the scent-organ at the beginning of the film has been designed to
put the audience, through a delicately balanced composition of sounds, smells, and
flavors, into an entranced stage:
a delightful refreshing Herbal Capriccio – rippling arpeggios of thyme
and lavender, of rose-mary, basil, myrtle, tarragon; a series of daring
modulations through the spice keys into am-bergris; and a slow return
through sandalwood, camphor, cedar and new-mown hay (with occasional subtle touches of discord – a whiff of kidney pudding, the faintest suspicion of pig’s dung). […] In the synthetic music machine, the
soundtrack-roll began to unwind. It was a trio for hyper-violin, super’cello and oboe-surrogate that now filled the air with its agreeable languor.
[…] Sunk in their pneumatic stalls, Lenina and the Savage sniffed and
listened. It was now the turn also for eyes and skin.36
The experiential technology conceived by Huxley goes further with its feely
effects that are directed towards the human nervous system, in offering “electric titillation”37 of diverse tactual intensity stages that the spectators regulate through metal
knobs integrated in their chairs.38 It is with this particular central function that the
33
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Feelies are first introduced to the reader: “There’s a love scene on a bearskin rug; they
say it’s marvelous. Every hair of the bear reproduced. The most amazing tactual effects.”39
In a synthetically composed tension of sedated and hyper-stimulated senses
that Frost accentuates in her analysis,40 the audience collectively submerges in a fluid
interaction of visual, acoustic, olfactory, and tactual effects that address and awaken
physical instincts:
[…] suddenly, dazzling and incomparably more solid-looking than they
would have seemed in actual flesh and blood, far more real than reality,
there stood the stereoscopic images, locked in one another’s arms, of a
gigantic negro and a golden-haired young brachycephalic Beta-Plus female. […] The stereoscopic lips came together again and once more the
facial erogenous zones of the six thousand spectators in the Alhambra
tingled with almost intolerable galvanic pleasure. ‘Ooh…’41
Stimulation of the audience by scented screenings and electric buzzers was
(unsuccessfully) implemented for a short time-period in cinema-venues during the
1950s, while attempting to enhance sensation. In an ironically exaggerated way, Huxley’s future society is modeled after his critical observations about the interrelation of
mass culture and social change during the interwar years in Britain. In The Battle of
the Sexes, an article written for Vanity Fair in 1928, he concluded, with reference to
an emerging promiscuous indulgence: “The life of instinct and the body is the death
of consciousness and the life of consciousness is the death of instinct.”42 According to
Huxley’s predictions, the cinema will be instrumentalized as one additional mode of
orchestrated conditioning, equal in its efficiency to suggestibility (“hypnopedia”) or
drugs (“soma”):
The mind had to be made conscious of the physical reality from which
it was accustomed to shrink. […] Their reflexes have been wrongly conditioned; they should be given a course of shocks until the conditioning
is undone. The theory, I am sure, is psychologically sound. But to put it
into practice is difficult. At every ringing of their pornographic bell, the
right-thinkingly conditioned smut-hounds foam at the mouth. And unfortunately, they are in a position to do more than foam; they are in a position to open our letters, confiscate our books, and burn our pictures.43
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In comparing the classical literary to the emerging visual arts (especially Shakespeare to the cinema), Huxley tends to associate throughout his writings the word with
conscious reflection (intellect) and the image with a rather subconscious, instinctive
mode.44 According to his analysis, it is particularly the habitual mechanomorphic configuration of image, sound, and instinct that coins the mind-set of the younger, post-Edwardian Industrial youth and that of subsequent generations. In Brave New World, the
relationship between instinct and consciousness that conventionally marks the distinction
between animal kingdom and urban culture, is reversed: John, labeled as “The Savage”
from the reservation, continues to read and quote Shakespeare and tries to sustain his conscious self,45 while Lenina exclusively lives her physical-instinctive self – in direct response
to their shared exposure to cinematic excesses.46 Lenina incorporates physiologically what
Huxley defines as “Fordism”47 by translating it into “mechanomorphism” and what Seltzer
characterizes as “the radical and intimate coupling of bodies and machines:”48 an act in
which the cinema-screen functions indeed as a prosthetic device, as indicated by Frost in
her discussion of the Feelies, by referencing Buck-Morss.49
Simulation rides in multisensory environments
Morton Heilig, The Cinema of the Future (1955) and Sensorama (1957)
In 1957, Huxley’s multisensory vision of immersive cinema was to be realized
in a first virtual (though still non-digital) attempt by the American inventor and cinematographer Morton Heilig, who completed in 1962 his Sensorama, an interactive
machine that combined 3-D effects, wide vision, motion, colour, stereo-sound, aromas, wind, and vibrations (Figures 2a, 2b). Heilig expanded and refined these modes
of immersion to a technologically advanced form, the “experience theatre”, 50 in 1969.
In 1955, he had phrased in his essay The Cinema of the Future the theoretical backdrop
for this arcade-like simulator. It is at the core of his essay, however, that he critically
questions the reliability of Huxley’s argumentation:
44
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Yes, the cinema of the future will far surpass the “Feelies” of Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World. And like many other things in this book that are
simply nightmarish because super-ficially understood, it will be a great
new power, surpassing conventional art forms like a Rocket Ship outspeeds the horse and whose ability to destroy or build men’s souls will
depend purely on the people behind it.51
Written from a perspective that links the arts with advances in science and technology, Heilig’s article does reveal nevertheless, in its specific association of Ford’s assembly line with the industrialization of the creative arts, conspicuous correspondences
with Huxley’s argumentation: “Open your eyes, listen, smell and feel – sense the world
in all its magnificent colors, depth, sounds, odors and textures this is the cinema of the
future!”52 Taking the 23 years of cinematic progression that bridges the two texts into
account, Huxley’s predictions that resonate in Heilig’s historical recapitulation of 3D
cinema are likely to have (at least as an ideal model of a total work of art) co-inspired
the Sensorama. Both Huxley’s fictional and Heilig’s actual cinematic novelty are subsequent extensions of contemporary technological innovations: the Sensorama is just
as much influenced by the wide-screen stereophonic cinema (Cinerama) of the early
1950s as the Feelies had been by the invention of the Vitaphone in 1926 that offered
the possibility of sound-synchronized moving pictures.
4DX Cinema Venue by CJ4D PLEX, CJ Conglomerate, South Korea (2009)
In essence, Huxley’s conception of multisensory cinema is solidly based upon
his knowledge of psychology, the biological and cognitive sciences, his fundamental
insights into human consciousness and perception, gained particularly from the dialogues with his brother, the evolutionary biologist Julian Huxley.53 It is on this ground
that Huxley anticipates cinematic technologies as “extensions of man”,54 respectively,
prosthetic devices that are potentially suitable for human conditioning.
Closely related to Huxley’s Feelies is the 4DX cinema technology, developed in
2009 by the South Korean Company CJ4D PLEX (Figure 3) which enwraps the audience into an augmented environment, as an advertisement from Cineworld, Dubai
(UAE), of 2019 indicates: “4DX – Be in the movie / Providing a revolutionary cinematic
experience which stimulates all five senses, the 4DX includes high-tech motion seats
and special effects including wind, fog, lightning, bubbles, water, rain and scents, in
51
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both 2D and 3D formats. These effects work in perfect synchronicity with the action
on-screen – creating the most unmissable and exhilarating cinematic experience yet.”55
This cinematic mode of multisensory immersion, though, remains in its receptive synchronicity below the level of the one described by Huxley, as it does not provide the
audience with sensations of the on-screen characters that are being directly transmitted
to the nervous system. More significantly, it rather points backward, towards the mutual
origins of panorama, cinema, and roller-coaster-rides in American and British entertainment parks,56 of which it is a synthesis57 – a parallel development that Huxley was
well aware of through his studies of British Edwardian leisure culture.58
Hugo d’Alési, The Maréorama, Exposition Universelle, Paris (1900)
Hugo d’Alési’s Maréorama, for instance, shown at the Expositionne Universelle in Paris, was a ship-shaped multisensory motion panorama (“panorama a tableaux mobiles”) that simulated a Mediterranean sea-voyage on a steamboat (Figures
4a, 4b). D’Alési had painted its main geographical destinations on a scenic panorama
canvas (almost one kilometer long and 15 meters high) that rested upon two mechanical cylinders, rotating at a determined speed. According to Barbosa, up to 1.500 people stood on the platforms of the upper and lower deck, which could be hydraulically
moved to reproduce the motion of sea-waves, while the spectators were watching the
Mediterranean coastal landscapes passing by. Its inventor described the special effects
created by his device:
[…] the fine arts are represented in this work as a colossal bet, as something of a truly new order […] Why should we mention painting, music
or even dancing, individually? This is, in fact, a holistic work of art aimed
at seducing through the three most subtle senses; we haven’t forgotten
the smells, which in our synthesis evoke the sea breeze of Eastern perfumes. We shall witness a sunset and the beginning of a new day, nocturnal effects and an electric and thunderous storm.59
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A ship crew, dancers, and an orchestra flanked the multisensory scenario in
which the audience itself naturally assumed the roles of actor-passengers.60
Conclusion
Huxley’s anticipation of future multisensory cinematic immersion is firmly deduced from the historical and most recent technological development of entertainment landscapes and in the movie industry between the late 19th century and 1930.
The conjunction between ‘body/mind’, ‘machine’, and the cinema, with regard to immersive experiences of a “dream-like quality”,61 had been occupying his writings since
the 1920s. Most significantly, in an account of his travels through India and Burma,
he compares his experience of contemplating the Rajasthan landscape from within a
train-wagon to being absorbed by a movie, and ultimately to the intake of drugs:
Sitting relaxed in the machine I stare at the slowly shifting distances,
the hurrying fields and trees, the wildly fugitive details of the immediate hedgerow. Plane before the plane, the successive accelerations merge
into a vertiginous counterpoint of movements. In a little while I am dizzied into a kind of trance. Timelessly in the passivity almost of sleep, I
contemplate a spectacle that has taken on the quality, at once unreal and
vivid, of a dream. At rest, I have an illusion of activity. Profoundly solitary, I sit in the midst of a phantasmagoria. I have never taken the Indian
hemp, but from the depth of my trance of speed I can divine sympathetically what must be the pleasures of the hashish smoker or the eater of
bhang. Much less completely, but satisfyingly enough, the movies have
power to induce in me a similar trance. Shutting my mind to the story I
can concentrate on the disembodied movement of light and shadow on
the screen, until something that at last resembles that delicious hypnotism of speed descends upon me and I slide into that waking sleep of the
soul, from which it is such a cruel agony to be awakened once again into
time and the necessity of action.62
Starting with the Lumière Brothers’ L’Arrivée d’un train en gare de la Ciotat (1895), the train
played an eminent role in the immersive history of early cinema (with either inwards or
outwards movement along the depth axis of the image). The speed rush of motion that
Huxley considered being core-characteristic for the age in which he was writing is comparable to the impact of drugs on mind and body. The cinema, the train, and drugs prove to
be all transitional media of an equally strong immersive extent. Huxley’s juxtaposition of
60
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vehicle and “cinema” implies an ideal of immersive presence that can only be achieved once
the spectator is being seated inside the image itself: “I sit in the midst of a phantasmagoria.”
The element of immersion does here evoke the effects triggered by the simulation rides
around 1900 that were situated on panoramic vehicle stages: Multiple layers of moving
objects and scrolled paintings, unfolding at different levels of speed, provided the audience with an illusive perspective of motion and depth.63 Whereas the spectator’s body was
interactively engaged in the augmented environment of the Maréorama, it is significantly
less active in the cases of the Sensorama and the contemporary 4DX cinemas. To all of the
modes of mediated multisensory immersion discussed above, physical and therewith optical distance are conditional, as Metz indicates, for a conscious reflection of the synthetic
narrative sphere within which the spectator is temporarily present.64 The scarcest of distances possible for an individual audience Huxley had described in 1937, by referencing
the most recent future forecast of an American biologist: “micro-cinematographs which
they can slip on like spectacles.”65 The notion of total immersion, however, could in the
near future be by definition immediate, having little to do with optics, the screen, or cinema itself, but with the inclusive digital human body.

b

a
c
Figure 1: J. R. Leathart FRIBA, W.R. Granger FRTOA and J.B. Iles, AR1BA,
Dreamland Cinema (2.200 Seats), Margate, England (Opening 1935):
(a) Streetview; (b) Compton-Waterman Organ; (c) Interior of Cinema Venue.
63
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Figure 2: Morton Heilig, Sensorama (1962):
(a) Figure 5 of US Patent # 3050870; (b) Product Advertisement of the 1960s.

Figure 3: 4DX Auditorium at VOX Cinemas by CJ 4D PLEX, CJ Conglomerate (South Korea 2009):
Global Advertisement, 2019.
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a

b
Figure 4: Hugo d’Alési, The Maréorama, Exposition Universelle, Paris (1900):
(a) Lower Deck and Panorama-Canvas Cylinder;
(b) Ship Model Stage, unfolding Panorama-Canvas, and Cylinder.
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Celluloid is Not a Signifier Any More

Abstract: Nowadays art does not necessarily need to be militant or socially involved to be
political since the categories of truth and reality are destroyed through the mediatic dissipation
of notions of subjectivity and objectivity. Since the first obvious indications of the inception
of the times of the “end of representation” – as Deleuze pointed out half a century ago – we
have to deal with a widespread awareness about the persevering change of art and of reflections
about art in the social framework of institutional and technological contexts. The analysis of
interactions, starting with the invention of film/cinema, artistic practice and theory, including
aesthetics, highlights the importance of the notions, categories and agencies of movement. The
emergence of the so-called post-media epoch signals a new decisive change following the one,
which was revealed as the overwhelming onset of mass culture. As the theoretical indecision
about the features of an ongoing new change seems to be still dominant, the practice of art of any
conceivable variety reflects basically the same indecision. The fact that ‘film’ is still the notion,
which by and large means moving images, while digitalization made the material (celluloid) film
obsolete, is an elementary metaphor of the process of the vanishing of signifiers, related to the
notion of art. However, in a more complex term, the questions about the correlation between
form and content are re-emerging in novel configurations as well as the epistemological and
ontological problems of aesthetics, concerning the designations of objects of analysis.
Keywords: change; digitalization; film; legibility; mass culture; movement; post-media.
“Aesthetics suffers from a wrenching duality. On one hand, it designates the
theory of sensibility as the form of possible experience; on the other hand, it
designates the theory of art as the reflection of real experience.”
Gilles Deleuze1

Introduction

Walter Benjamin’s well known – if not totally accepted, then at least seriously
taken notice of – idea of a transformation from quantity to quality regarding the changes of the position of art within industrial society, traverses many contemporary discussions about aesthetics and artistic practice. In Benjamin’s view works of art and the
perception of them in the “age of mechanical reproduction” function within the mass
1

Gilles Deleuze, The Logic of Sense (London: The Athlone Press, 1990), 260.
*Author contact information: darko.strajn@guest.arnes.si
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culture. Works of art are enveloped by its main mechanisms of distribution of modes of
aesthetic perception in the social framework. In brief, Benjamin discovered that such a
framework is a space for including a politicized art in the struggles for emancipation.2
In the age of the ubiquity of digitalization, it is tempting to speculate in the terms of a
repetition of Benjamin’s ‘formula’, now applied to a variety of obviously technologically enabled productions of art and other aesthetic phenomena. Timothy Murray was
not the only one who got caught in the comparison of two transitions. In the age of
“digital baroque” he ascribes a strong transformative impact to “computer wizardry”
in a manner which evokes Benjamin’s observation of the effects of industrial reproduction technology.3 Even more explicitly Peter Weibel almost mimics the diction of the
above-mentioned Benjamin’s articulation: “Just like the case of the old technical media
of photography and film, the pivotal successes of the new technical media consisting of
video and computer are not just that they launched new movements in art and created
new media for expression, but that they also exerted a decisive influence on historical
media such as painting and sculpture.”4 Reading this, we should recall Benjamin’s vanishing aura, which was the notion of a dialectical change that affected not only some
new advances in art and in the movements of aesthetics but the status of art in its totality. Starting with Adorno, countless authors implied and/or ascribed to Benjamin an
outlook, which in final analysis boils down to reproach of technological determinism.
Adorno mentioned the “equation of technique and technology” in film. Adorno states
that according to Benjamin, film “has no original” and so “the mass product is the thing
itself ”.5 Although Adorno clearly postulates that “the aesthetics of film is thus inherently
concerned with society”,6 it seems that he does not take this assumption strictly seriously
and he rather proceeds with his doubts about the capacity of film to attain an aesthetic impact comparable, for instance, to writing. Benjamin does exactly the opposite by
demonstrating that such aesthetics becomes obsolete after the spread of mass culture. In
the final analysis Benjamin gives full weight not to technology, but to the social or sociological and political consequences of art in the age of mechanical reproduction. Within
this understanding his suggestion of an impossibility to keep alive the ‘old’ aesthetics
exposes its fundamental conceptual focus on the ‘Subject’ – in both relevant meanings:
the abstract continental philosophical notion and the notion of an individual. A matter of a separate discussion is a question on the level of communication between both
authors and personal friends since Benjamin overall ‘avoids’ the sort of philosophical
terminology that permeates Adorno’s discourse.
2
Of course, I am referring to Walter Benjamin, “The work of art in the age of mechanical reproduction,” in Walter Benjamin. Illuminations. Essays and Reflections, ed. Hannah Arendt (New York: Schocken 1969), 217–51.
3
Timothy Murray, Digital Baroque: New Media Art and Cinematic Folds (Minneapolis and London: University
of Minnesota Press, 2008), 35.

Peter Weibel, “The Post-Media Condition,” March 19, 2012, http://www.metamute.org/editorial/lab/post-media-condition, acc. January 6, 2019.
4

5
Theodor, W. Adorno, The Culture Industry: Selected Essays on Mass Culture (London and New York: Routledge, 2001), 180.
6
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Benjamin’s approach to the notion of mass culture made a crucial difference at
the time – actually, posthumously after the publication of his essays in the 1950s – in
view of some attempts to ascribe an artistic value to the cinema. Early film theoreticians such as Hugo Münsterberg, Jean Epstein and Rudolf Arnheim (among others)
didn’t really find a way of thinking about art beyond the canons of the time. Arguing
that film was able to attain a comparable artistic level as literature, drama, poetry,
music, etc., they failed to notice that such arguing itself was unnecessary; the onset of
cinema actually transformed the field of defining art and aesthetic value before film
theory noticed the fact. Nevertheless, they share common ground with Benjamin considering their analysis of interactions, starting with the invention of film/cinema, artistic practice and theory, including aesthetics, which highlight the importance of the
notions, categories and agencies of movement. Cinema as the art of ‘moving pictures’
is right now becoming a history of a new age, which is being grasped by the chain of
notions, beginning with ‘postmodernity’, including also the concept of post-media.
Psychotechnology, cinema and the rest of art
By becoming history, which preceded its technological transformation, cinema
transcended the limits of art subjugated by representation; however, this transcending through the instances of the exposing of differences could have not been fully
recognized due to the technology of the analogue reflection of reality as the defining
principle of the film. Since the first obvious indications of inception of the times of the
‘end of representation’ – as Deleuze pointed out half a century ago – we have to deal
with a widespread awareness about the persevering change of art and of reflections
about art in the framework of social, institutional and technological contexts. When
discussing a decisive transforming influence of Kierkegaard and Nietzsche and what
they inscribed into the category of movement, Deleuze emphasized their inversion
regarding representation. In a counter-Hegelian gesture they repudiated the ‘mediation’ and so they did not propose a new ‘representation of movement’. Instead of this
the relevant problem for them is about “a question of producing within the work a
movement capable of affecting the mind outside of all representation; it is a question
of making movement itself a work, without interposition; of substituting direct signs
for mediate representations; of inventing vibrations, rotations, whirlings, gravitations,
dances or leaps which directly touch the mind.”7
This thinking could well have anticipated Deleuze’s later work on cinema,
which is founded in the first of the two volumes by amalgamating the notions of image and movement (image-mouvement). Regardless, although the quoted sentences of
Deleuze comprise wide scope of possible meanings and correlations, they open a way
of thinking about cinema, which irrevocably established the agency of movement,
especially in the field of aesthetics and art. Photography and film gradually became
7

Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition (London and New York: Continuum, 1994), 8.
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the components of an incremental process of changes, disruptions and discontinuities
in more or less all artistic fields. Fin de siècle painting and sculpture with its artistic movements triggered a chain of changes, which demonstrated that art escaped
the constraints of representation. What Nietzsche anticipated in his distancing from
Kant’s aesthetics through a turn from the aesthetics of the ‘disinterested gaze’ to the
producer of artwork, was specifically materialized in analogue cinema as a “synthetic”
art. A projection of a film on the screen presents the “manipulation” of camera focus,
plan, frame, etc. Hence, it is an inevitable encounter of two domains of subjectivity
(one of the author and other of a viewer) in an unprecedented mode regarding any of
“previous” arts. Friedrich Kittler, while paying tribute to Hugo Münsterberg, coined
the term “psychotechnology” to designate this relationship, in which the cinema audiences are confronted with the look of a camera as the look of the other. Since these
matters were already widely discussed in film theory, I would mainly like to point out
here that cinema due to its technology and the interaction in the social and artistic
contexts, was involved in the transformation of art, which depended on the transformed perception by the audiences. Therefore, as we all know, the galleries were increasingly populated by a multiplicity of new styles, approaches and reactions to the
realities related to the new modes of visual perception; writers like Döblin and Dos
Passos used the “method” of film montage in their writings and so on – until the times
of the highpoint of modernism, when cinema in “new waves” reflected its own reflections in many cases of the revolutionary politicized moving images. Still accounted
for as “analogue”, early video technology of magnetic tape recordings shown on cathode-ray displays (CRT) brought by, at the peak of modernism, a revolutionary change
to art galleries. This technology decisively affected – in lasting conjunction with the
forms of performance and of installation – the emergence of global artistic events in
particular. Some painters, for example, more or less implicitly opened a visual dialogue with Etienne Marey’s images, shot with the chronophotographic gun before the
turn of the centuries. Then in 1930s Alexander Calder introduced his mobiles, sculptures, which actually moved as they were powered by electricity or just moving air.
Parallel to cinematic ‘new waves’ in what was at the time Western and Eastern Europe
the group Fluxus invented intermedia and interdisciplinary approach to artistic practices. Particularly Nam June Paik stands at the beginnings of video art, which, from
his early work on, overwhelmingly conquers the spaces for artistic exhibitions. With
the recent leaps of digital technology, it is evident that the boundaries between artistic
categories have moved, blurred, transgressed. They have become irretrievably inconceivable except, of course, in their historical forms and formats. How much all these
phenomena were instigated by cinema could be open to interpretation, but there is
no doubt that focusing on movement in most art forms had to do with film. But as
film acquired a special eminence as an art form, although somehow ‘contaminated’ by
its mass cultural origin, film’s material signifier, celluloid, is disappearing from usage.
Films on celluloid are prevalently dispersed in film museums and archives, where they
are being digitized. New films, which are entirely shot with digital technology, are
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shown in cinemas, screened on some TV channels, they are streamed to smart televisions, to computers and mobile phones and then they join countless other “visual
products” in the vast memories of virtual worlds.
Post-media 1: totalitarianism of image
On May 12, 2018, Jean-Luc Godard held a press conference at Cannes film
festival, where his latest film The Image Book (Le livre d’image – 2018) was screened.
The event marked the process of transformations, which are very consequential for
cinema as art and for all art that cinema already in its analogue age affected. The great
cinematic and social revolutionary, now 87 years old, Jean-Luc Godard answered the
journalists’ questions via the FaceTime application on an iPhone. Among many implications of this historic event the first one concerned The Image Book, which actually
adds many new nuances to Godard’s older project Histoire(s) du cinéma (1989–1999).
The Image Book is obviously a montage to a great extent made possible by digital(ised)
content from the times of film and television and their inherent historical and political manifestations in view of the trajectory of the meanings of the notions of reality.
Hence, the second implication concerns the future of cinema. It seems as if Godard
inferred that we are entering a different age, indeed, a different world, whose difference is nothing less but changed humanity. Saying that “many actors today contribute
to the totalitarianism of the filmed image, against the thoughtful image”, Godard actually agrees with Stéphane Delorme, who recently pointed out to persuasive design as
a tool of “designing the minds”. Delorme “accuses” psychologists and neuroscientists
that they “sold to the enterprises of the Net their expertise on vulnerabilities of brain
in order to hook the users.”8 Still, Godard was not that univocal since he also bet on
the future of film, which – like his modernist films in mid-20th Century with their subversive and disruptive form – stand chances to disturb the very totalitarianism which
it itself helps to recreate. Godard must have had the mainstream cinema in mind
when he said that cinema “consists too much of showing what’s happening. Films
should show you what is not happening and what you never see anywhere, not even
on Facebook.”9 Intentionally or not Godard described what the participants in many
artistic fields see as their main task. “Showing what is not happening” points to critical
regard of realities, it calls for a moral invocation and it points to what is overlooked
and/or repressed. The recent overwhelming topic of immigrants in all kinds of artistic
practice can be taken as an appropriate illustration. In a broader view, Godard’s intervention touches upon issues that transcend just the artistic concerns considering that
he recognizes the roles of art in the world of multiple interactions. “Images become
unplugged and unhinged and start crowding off-screen space. They invade cities,
Stéphane Delorme, “Totalitarisme tech, Designing minds: changer l’humain,” Cahier du cinéma 750 (Decembre 2018): 14.
8

9

Godard’s quotes from his press conference are transcriptions and translations of his talk.
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transforming spaces into sites, and reality into realty.”10 In the settings, into which
Godard’s thinking is inscribed, art does not necessarily need to be militant or socially
involved to be political since the categories of truth and reality are destroyed through
the mediatic dissipation of notions of subjectivity and objectivity.
Post-media 2: radicant art
The emergence of the so-called post-media epoch signals a new decisive change
following the one, which was revealed as the overwhelming onset of mass culture by
Benjamin, and the other that has been marked in Alain Badiou’s philosophy as the
event of the revolution of the 1960s. The culmination of modernism at the time and
its liberating effects reached in the 21st century at the end of their trajectory, which
consisted of meanings and aesthetic practice that travelled through the discourses of
postmodernism in order to be, as Herbert Marcuse back in the 1970s would have it,
“absorbed” into socio-economic-political arrangements of neoliberalism, which is the
notion that marks the contemporary system of domination. In this respect one should
evoke Benjamin’s emancipatory expectations, regarding the mode of mass participation, which at first appears in “disreputable form” in view of the evident usages of
mass culture’s “instruments” by fascism at the time. We should see the epistemological
pattern in his insight. Similar dialectics as those identified by Benjamin in the 1930s
should work also in the post-media age: the new means of a dispersed communication, i.e. interactions through so-called social media serve as “fake news” vehicles.
This is just the opposite from the democratization of communication, which was expected when these applications were gradually launched into the space of post-media. A special angle in view of this problem was contributed by Lev Manovich, who
prefers to frame all such phenomena in the notion of artificial intelligence (AI). His
way of thinking based on his expertise on digital technology is marked by his constant
emphases on the “cultural” impacts, which in other words means that “aesthetics”
penetrate a large scope of social life and practices. “But what is perhaps less obvious
is that AI now plays an equally important role in our cultural lives and behaviors,
increasingly automating the processes of aesthetic creation and aesthetic choices.”11
And what remained from the cinema? The answer is ‘film’ as an actually empty
signifier, considering that celluloid as the material signifier in the notion of cinema
is relegated to the past. In the times of post-media this fact far transcends the mere
mode of production of cinema, but it also comprises of the modes of perception due
to new digital devices, which are included in the dynamic of social forms of interaction with digital film. Of course, art, in general, was entangled in this transformation
Hito Steyerl, “Too Much World: Is the Internet Dead?” in Hito Steyerl. Too Much World, ed. Nick Aikens
(Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2015), 31.
10

11
Lev Manovich, AI Aesthetics (Moscow: Strelka Press, 2018). This booklet was available only in Kindle edition without the conventional pagination and therefore a conventional refering to the page of the quote isn’t
possible.
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and it “refers to movement, to the dynamism of forms, and [it] characterizes reality
as a conglomeration of transitory surfaces and forms that are potentially movable.
In this sense, it goes hand in hand with translation as well as with precariousness.”12
Bourriaud’s invention of radicant aesthetics, which takes note of ‘spatializing time’, is
especially appropriate for cinema in its new forms after its celluloid signifier is gone.
We are just at the beginning of the full flourishing of cinema, which is just opening a
way to ‘another world’, which is now understood in terms of the totalitarianism of image. Cinema is now actually a plurality of genres, forms and ways of showing films on
a range of media. This affects the change of the cinematic artistic practice in a variety
of cinematic movements. In a wave of films and TV series, the totalitarian aspect of
the digital image is ‘self-reflected’ in films, incorrectly labeled as science fiction, as a
constant flow of, time and again, images within images. In this vein characters of quite
complex narratives are forced to wander through different ‘realities’, not knowing exactly what is their own and what is the external technologically-induced memory.
David Lynch’s second Twin Peaks (2017) series is a great example of the ‘radicant’
art considering how time and space run one into the other and, consequently, the
characters acquire and enfold inner mysterious differences in their exploded identity. Some episodes of this series are based on an almost realistic paradigm only to be
devastated by another episode, which is conceptually mixed with such a form of video
installation that not so long ago would have been only imaginable in some artistic
breakthrough galleries. Lars von Trier could be taken as another good example in his
recent films for his combining visual references from divergent resources in the narratives, which are aimed not only to shocks for the audience but also to the reframing
of ethical, aesthetical and ontological perspectives. In film The House that Jack Built
(2018) he brings into the portraying of a serial killer a re-definition of art as the other
side of evil. Of course, such high-end products can be taken primarily as the best
examples of the nascent culture, in which art interferes with life in a so far not finally
defined manner.
Conclusion
I mentioned only some specific observations concerning the change of the very
notion of aesthetics related to reconfigurations of artistic practice and its social space.
As the theoretical indecision about the features of an ongoing new change seems to be
still dominant, the practice of art of any conceivable variety reflects basically the same
indecision. The coining of concepts of artistic periods from modernism to post-modernism towards ‘radicant art’ and the deciphering of the frames imposed by the aesthetic regime in Ranciere’s perspective mainly indicate that the normative aesthetics
even in an elementary shape became definitely inconceivable. The fact that ‘film’ is
still the notion, which by and large means moving images, while digitalization made
12

Nicolas Bourriaud, The Radicant (New York: Sternberg Press, 2009), 79.
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the material (celluloid) film obsolete, is an elementary metaphor of the process of the
vanishing of signifiers related to the notion of art. In the aesthetic discourses of today
a synchronization of technological determinism and the analysis of a surpassing as
ever-singular meanings of art is evident. On the other hand, in the politics of artistic
practice, the strategies of aesthetic social comments and commitments are unavoidable. As it looks, all movements, which I only superficially indicated are creating the
aesthetics, which work as an agency within art; we have now no more overwhelming
aesthetics, but the ubiquitous aesthetics of forms of life and death in the world of simulacra. Therefore, in more complex terms the questions about the correlation between
form and content are re-emerging in novel configurations as well as the epistemological and ontological problems of aesthetics, concerning the designations of objects of
analysis. Films, which exist only in virtual digital spaces, of course, make things more
complicated.
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Computer Interface as Film: Post-Media Aesthetics of Desktop
Documentary
Abstract: This paper explores a recently emerged audiovisual form called desktop
documentary, an interdisciplinary computer-based variant of the essay film. As a post-media
practice, no longer exclusively dependent on the film medium, desktop filmmaking represents
a hybrid audiovisual genre entirely conducted in the digital environment by using and
exploiting preexisting materials in new contexts while using the advantages of the Internet,
widely used software and digital tools. Desktop documentary filmmaking corresponds to the
widespread artistic practice of postproduction – a concept introduced by Nicolas Bourriaud
signifying a new state of affairs when all texts of culture are already available (mostly as digital
objects) and the artist intervenes on existing materials rather than produces artworks ex nihilo.
Belonging to the tradition of essay film – a cinematic documentary and experimental mode
in which moving images and off-screen verbal voice or textual captions establish complex
relations – desktop video essays introduce new post-media aesthetics. Similar to the idea of
using everyday materials in the artistic context, initially proposed with Duchamp’s readymades, which unprecedentedly effaced every notion of the style from their avant-garde
aesthetics, desktop documentaries often minimize and abolish cinematic stylistic qualities.
One of the most significant aspects of desktop documentaries is that the act of film viewing
does not differ from common computer user experience: having replaced traditional film
screen with the computer interface, the interactive process of computational multitasking
and navigation, performed on various digital data and files, becomes the very content of the
film. After the historical overview of the phenomenon and general introduction into the postmedia theory, selected works of representative desktop documentarists such as Kevin B. Lee
and Louis Henderson are analyzed in their deconstructive approach to traditional and digital
filmmaking – subversive both formally and politically.
Keywords: aesthetics; desktop documentary; essay film; experimental film; interface;
post-media; postproduction; video essay.

Introduction
The advent of the Internet and global transition from analogue to digital production, distribution, and consumption not only affected the film medium but contemporary cinematic practice as well. In recent years and decades, experimental and
*Author contact information: luka.beslagic@fmk.edu.rs
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avant-garde film- and videomaking modes heavily went through the process of transformation, adapting themselves to digital and computational practices and aesthetics.
One of the new forms of experimental filmmaking emerged in this context is desktop
documentary. Generally following and continuing the tradition of essay film, desktop
documentaries represent a hybrid audiovisual genre entirely conducted in the digital
environment by utilizing preexisting materials in new contexts while primarily exploiting the Internet, widely used software, and digital tools.
When confronted for the first time with a scene from a desktop documentary, a
viewer usually cannot determine nor discern whether he/she is watching a film (that
is, a reproduction of a video file) or is it a common browsing and surfing activity
performed on the computer. Therefore, at the moment, desktop documentaries could
be considered genuinely hyper-realistic, since they induce cognitive and perceptual
confusion similar to the one famously experienced at the first screenings of the Lumière brothers’ iconic film The Arrival of a Train (1896). Today, it would be virtually
impossible for this kind of bewilderment to be stimulated with the same classical
black-and-white two-dimensional screen. It would have needed to be produced on
digital meta-media and reproduced on digital screens, audio-visually and aesthetically resembling, or even replicating our everyday tasks and operations. This is the
very issue which all of the desktop documentaries fundamentally question and examine. They explore the paradigmatic shift in media construction of reality when the
old platforms of content distribution – not only theatres and TV receivers but also
books, newspaper, radio, etc. – have mostly been replaced by the Internet as a primary archive and source of human knowledge and the technology of interactive digital
screens. We perceive reality through the ‘lenses’ and via the ‘logic’ of a computer interface with its typical simultaneous multitasking and multiscreen activities, and the
new variant of the video essay critically investigates such a new social, economic, and
cultural paradigm.
Since desktop documentaries, in their appropriation and exploitation of heterogeneous digital data, files and software do not exclusively depend on the materiality and physicality of the film medium, they represent a paradigmatic post-media
practice. Therefore, in order to further approach the analysis of the desktop documentary phenomenon, I will first briefly outline the contemporary concept of post-media.
Some notes on post-media
In a text written some years before the global expansion and massive availability of the Internet, Félix Guattari anticipated the potential emergence of a “post-media
era”, understanding it as a time of “collective-individual reappropriation and interactive use of machines of information, communication, intelligence, art, and culture.”1
1
Félix Guattari, “Towards a Post-Media Era,” trans. Alya Sebti and Clemens Apprich, in Provocative Alloys:
A Post-Media Anthology, ed. Clemens Apprich et. al. (Lüneburg and London: Post-Media Lab, Mute Books,
2013), 27.
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During the last couple of decades, many theoretical books and papers on post-media
and post-medium have been published: Rosalind Krauss – A Voyage on the North Sea:
Art in the Age of the Post-Medium Condition (1999), Peter Weibel – “Die postmediale
Kondition” (2004), and Lev Manovich – “Post-media Aesthetics” (2001), to name just
a few representative examples. Their theories range from conceptualizations of the
formal specificity of the new medium to broad cultural investigations of a new socio-economic state of affairs, but for the following discussion several theses developed
by the latter author would be particularly relevant.
According to Lev Manovich, the computer interface constituted a universal
working space wherein, for the first time in the history, identical tools – i.e. digital
commands, such as ‘copy’, ‘cut’, ‘paste’, etc. – were equally employed in completely
disparate art disciplines – and different professions as well. One of the unprecedented
key aesthetical innovations formed through the synthesis of a personal computer and
the Internet was “multimedia document”, defined as “something which combines and
mixes different media of text, photography, video, graphics, sound.”2 The traditional
“typology of mediums”, grounded in their respective material distinctiveness (classical dichotomous difference between spatial and temporal arts), appeared to be theoretically, discursively, and epistemologically obsolete and inadequate to explain novel
artistic practices.3 Post-media artworks of today transgress the boundaries between
diverse media, disciplines, and genres, fluidly presenting themselves as heterogeneous
objects, or assemblages, on digital platforms, inevitably participating in the shaping
and dissemination of existing knowledge, archived throughout the World Wide Web,
while permanently stressing constitutive contribution of the recipient, or user,4 for
the decoding of the message. As Manovich claims, the role of the new aesthetics of
post-media is, among other tasks, to “describe how a cultural object organizes data
and structures user’s experience of this data.”5
In the era of dominance of computer technologies, multimedia platforms, and
global networking, the filmmaking practice, and experimental and avant-garde cinema in particular, in different ways corresponds to the new digital standards, ranging
from pure negation (as is the case with those committed individuals who still passionately work with and continue to explore the limits of the analogue film medium)
to acceptance, albeit not without strong critical intervention.6 One possible response
to the contemporary challenges of the post-media condition, belonging rather to the
latter type, is represented by desktop documentaries.
Lev Manovich, “Post-media Aesthetics,” Manovich, http://manovich.net/content/04-projects/032-post-media-aesthetics/29_article_2001.pdf, 3, acc. February 1, 2019.
2

3
Ibid., 1–2. As a matter of fact, Manovich associates this obsolescence of media categories to somewhat earlier
experimental, at the time highly unconventional, art forms from the last third of the twentieth century, like
installations, performance, intermedia, conceptual art, etc.
4

Ibid., 6–7, 10.

5

Ibid., 5.

For an interesting debate on this topic, see: Flo Jacobs et. al., “Roundtable on Digital Experimental Filmmaking,” October 137 (Summer 2011): 51–68.
6
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Desktop documentary:
essay film in the era of multitasking and multiscreens
During the last several years, the desktop documentary format established itself
as an exemplary post-media artistic or cultural practice. Kevin B. Lee – who coined
the name for this new experimental genre7 – and his colleagues at the School of the
Art Institute of Chicago involved themselves in a filmmaking practice “which uses
screen capture technology to treat the computer screen as both a camera lens and a
canvas. The desktop documentary seeks both to depict and question the ways we explore the world through the computer screen.”8 Developed in the post-historical time
when the exploitation of available materials became a significant operation of contemporary art, these films represent individual investigations of different social and
cultural topics, conducted via most available tools of our digital world. In short, desktop documentaries are “[c]harting the multitude of the Internet through the desktop
interface”,9 acknowledging “the internet’s role not only as a boundless repository of
information but as a primary experience of reality.”10
Genre-wise, the desktop documentary is mostly similar to essay film. For decades, essay film has been a truly hybrid filmmaking mode – a “centaur”, as Phillip
Lopate calls it11 – on the threshold between several film genres and registers, exploring
the personal, idiosyncratic viewpoint of its author, while unconventionally combining
and confronting spoken or subtitled commentary with moving images and pictures.12
While desktop documentaries continue the cinematic lineage inaugurated with essay
film, they also utilize a technique notably explored in found footage13 filmmaking: appropriation, modification, and recontextualization of existing audiovisual materials.
However, found footage generally assumes the employment of only one type of material – namely, film or celluloid – whereas computer-based desktop documentaries
use diverse digital objects (video clips, audio recordings, photographs, texts) as well
as digital software (programs and applications).
7
Wanda Strauven, “The Screenic Image: Between Verticality and Horizontality, Viewing and Touching, Displaying and Playing,” in Screens: From Materiality to Spectatorship: A Historical and Theoretical Reassessment,
ed. Dominique Chateau and José Moure (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2016), 151.
8
Catherine Grant, “On Desktop Documentary (or, Kevin B. Lee Goes Meta!),” Film Studies For Free, last modified April 6, 2015, https://filmstudiesforfree.blogspot.com/2015/04/on-desktop-documentary-or-kevin-b-lee.
html, acc. February 15, 2019.

Emile Zile, “Mining the Cloud,” last modified May 23, 2016, https://emilezile.com/tag/www, acc. February
15, 2019.
9

10
Kevin B. Lee, “Transformers: The Premake (A Desktop Documentary),” Vimeo, last modified May 5, 2014,
https://vimeo.com/94101046, acc. February 15, 2019.
11

Phillip Lopate, “In Search of the Centaur: The Essay-Film,” The Threepenny Review 48 (Winter 1992): 19–22.

However, in his text “Video essay: The essay film – some thoughts of discontent” (2013), Kevin B. Lee questions whether the explicit voiceover comment is necessary for essay film. See footnote no. 25.
12

13
For an introduction into the found footage filmmaking, see for example: William C. Wees, Recycled Images:
The Art and Politics of Found Footage Films (New York City: Anthology Film Archives, 1993).
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Desktop documentary filmmaking thus corresponds to the widespread artistic
practice of postproduction – a concept introduced by Nicolas Bourriaud signifying a
new state of affairs in the art world when all texts of culture are already available, and
the artist chooses, selects, and intervenes on existing materials rather than produces
artworks ex nihilo.14 This practice was initiated more than a century ago, with Duchamp’s ready-mades, which acknowledged everyday objects and commercial products as possible artistic materials and, potentially, finished artworks;15 however, now
instead of physical objects, heterogeneous digital data are exploited. When it comes
to the art of filmmaking, common phases of the traditional film production process
such as scriptwriting, direction, and editing have been replaced with the broad practice of postproduction. One no longer needs to utilize camera and its lenses, since –
hypothetically – all of the images (static as well as moving images) are available in the
Internet environment, ready to be appropriated and manipulated. Desktop documentaries, exclusively produced on the computer, strategically and tactically explore this
all-pervasiveness of the Internet and unstoppable, inflationary circulation of digital
data. The following comparative table sums up key technological distinctiveness of
the desktop documentary format in opposition to essay film:
Analog essay film

Digital desktop documentary

production

postproduction

filmed footage

found footage

filming objects or referents

appropriating digital data

camera

screen capture

classical montage, editing

digital software operations

movie theater or television

computer monitor or mobile screen

In comparison to commercial and art-house film cinematography, which is
strongly anchored in the art of painting and photography, desktop documentaries radically reduce cinematic aesthetic features to their mere formal and technical, non-aestheticized appearance. What is shown on the screen literally resembles those digital
multitasking activities we commonly perform and experience in everyday life, both in
professional work and leisure, but now deeply questioning our notion of realism and
problematizing the role of representation in contemporary art. In doing so, desktop
documentaries not only acknowledge and embrace the advantages of the computer
and digital technologies but also their distinctive technical limitations, transforming them into particular digital and data aesthetics: for instance, a reproduction issue, malfunction commonly known as glitch, is deliberately generated and randomly
Nicolas Bourriaud, Postproduction: Culture as Screenplay: How Art Reprograms the World, trans. Jeanine
Herman (New York: Lukas & Sternberg, 2005).
14

15

Ibid., 23.
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distributed throughout the films.16 But what is particularly shocking and outrageous
is the fact that these films only simulate the interactive user experience, for, in effect,
nothing is interactive, given that the audio-video files are merely reproduced in their
original form17 – being a simulacrum of computer interface. As a consequence, desktop
documentaries challenge and undermine one of the most widespread myths of today
– namely, the myth of interactivity, critically deconstructed by Manovich in his earlier
theoretical writings.18
Of course, there are different uses, or different types, of desktop documentaries, ranging from informative fan-made reviews of popular and mass content to
highly experimental digital forms.19 What distinguishes the latter mode of desktop
documentaries from other types of standard digital video essays is not their anti-representational approach (common in abstract avant-garde cinema) but rather hyper-representational bewilderment (paradigmatic for present-day multiscreen multitasking).
In order to illustrate previous theses, I will analyze two experimental films of
the two representative desktop documentarists: Kevin B. Lee and Louis Henderson.
Case study: desktop documentaries of Kevin B. Lee and Louis Henderson
The first image is that of a word processor (Apple’s TextEdit) where the very
title of the film is being typed (we can hear the sound of typing fingers). After the program closes itself we are confronted with a computer desktop (even personal data are
visible, like a folder named “Farocki”). The mouse cursor chooses a browser from the
toolbar and opens it. The user types “YouTube.com”, searches for the fourth sequel of
the Transformers movie franchise, and opens the trailer in a new window.
These are the opening scenes of Kevin B. Lee’s desktop documentary Transformers: The Premake (2014). Taking as its primary referent Transformers, a recent
Hollywood blockbuster, Lee’s 25 minutes short film “turns 355 YouTube videos into
a critical investigation of the global big-budget film industry, amateur video making,
and the political economy of images.”20 Using many of the Transformers 4 behind-thescenes materials, at the time when the latter movie was still not finished, and transposing them in a new, critical context, Kevin B. Lee created a highly deconstructive
video essay of today – and officially introduced the genre of desktop documentary.
16
Of course, computer based aesthetics and imagery already found their place in the earlier experimental
film and video work: for example, during the last decades of his filmmaking practice, Chris Marker started to
examine and employ computer graphics and multiscreen interactivity, whereas Harun Farocki similarly incorporated video games images and iconography into his found footage videos.
17

Strauven, “The Screenic Image…,” 152.

18

Lev Manovich, The Language of the New Media (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2001), 55–61.

For the different types of video essays, see: Veronika Pelle, “A new genre in art education: The
power
of
video
essays,”
http://www.managing-art.eu/uploads/media/article/0001/01/8677431ec629899a5320471388e0b07204f2674f.pdf, 3–6, acc. February 12, 2019.
19

20
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On the formal level, the use of multiple, overlapping screens and screen-within-a-screen technique in Transformers: The Premake inevitably induces confusion
during the viewing of the film. It is especially emphasized in one of the final scenes
featuring an intense sequence of explosions – paradigmatic for Hollywood blockbuster aesthetics – followed by an abundance of small browser windows which cover the
screen surface as if a computer bug has occurred. As in the famous Fredric Jameson’s
explanation of the novelty of postmodern culture and postmodernist art, all of the
screens should be perceived simultaneously21 – which is, obviously, a rationally impossible endeavor; as a result, Lee’s film operates not only as a video essay explicit
in its arguments but also on the level of pure audiovisual affect. Nevertheless, Transformers: The Premake includes several political references such as the following: the
film depicts the first spectator filmed commercial, tackling the current invisible mode
of exploitation called “fan labor;”22 it uses the footage of video interviews made with
small salesmen from mainland China, in which they express their opinion about the
filming of Transformers 4 in their city and its possible long-term effect on tourism of
the region; it shows how the bankrupted city of Detroit is now being exploited as a
filming location of big-budget movie productions.
It must be stressed that the important audiovisual content of Lee’s film is not
only preexisting footage related to the production of Transformers, but also visual
footprints of a present-day users’ digital activities: the process of writing a comment
of a YouTube clip is represented; a video watched online is fast-forwarded; at a certain moment, the screen is minimized and in the digital act of breaking the fourth
wall we could see the editing software (Adobe Premiere Pro), etc. This is essentially
a voyeuristic practice for the screen mediated, 21st century: we watch what the eyes
of the author/filmmaker observe – though, what they see is already represented on
a screen (within a screen). Because of this strategy, Transformers: The Premake and
other desktop documentaries could be considered truly contemporary metafilms, i.e.
films, or videos, which self-reflectively comment upon their own production process
– a process which, in this case, performatively unfolds before our very eyes.
Similar to Kevin B. Lee’s film, Louis Henderson’s 15-minute desktop documentary All That Is Solid (2014) starts with computer operations performed in real-time.
In Google Translate software, which completely covers the screen, the following poetic words – constituting a possible desktop documentary manifesto – are simultaneously translated from English into French: “This is a film that takes place, in between a
hard place, a hard drive, and an imaginary, a soft space – the cloud that holds my data,
and in the soft grey matter, contained within the head.”23
Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism, Or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (Durham: Duke University Press,
1991), 31.

21

22
Abigail De Kosnik, “Interrogating ‘Free’ Fan Labor,” Spreadable Media, https://spreadablemedia.org/essays/
kosnik/#.XGkphNQrKHs, acc. February 16, 2019.
23
Louis Henderson, “All That Is Solid – Trailer,” Vimeo, last modified August 5, 2014, https://vimeo.
com/102666180, acc. February 15, 2019.
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In comparison to Lee’s Transformers, Henderson’s film is more openly and radically political, explicitly exploring post- and neocolonial issues in the context of the
digital era. While showing what is nowadays done with obsolete computers disposed
on the coast of West Africa, the author sketches a fragmentary map of the history
of colonization of that particular region: he navigates through the Wikipedia article “Colony of the Gold Coast”, reproduces an instructional video “I will speak English”, available on “Colonial Film” website, and examines the text “How to Access
The E-commerce Gold Mine Of Africa.” In Henderson’s film, the imagery of modern
physical exploitation is juxtaposed to the optimistic discourse of technological and IT
progress. We can hear Steve Jobs’ quote on, firstly, the advent of a PC as an all-encompassing digital hub and, secondly, on the cloud technology as an immense worldwide
repository. The issues of digital storage and file usages are directly addressed through
the monologue, spoken off-screen, that starts with a question: “Where is the Microsoft cloud?” Using the technique of parallel montage and double superimposition,
Henderson confronts the supposed transcendence of Cloud technology against the
immanence of physical, manual labor, showing the non-extinguishable necessity of
material, solid objects. Many times throughout the film, a conceptual relation between
traditional mining and archeological exploration of the Internet is established, as in
one of the later scenes, shown from the first person point of view, which simulates
passing through an abstract, virtual 3D world and through a mine. Typical of desktop documentaries aesthetics, the film abounds with diverse digital materials, but is
also permeated with occasional theoretical references: for instance, one incompletely
shown quote from the text of Hito Steyerl “Too Much World: Is the Internet Dead?”
(first published in e-flux in 2013) says “slowly turning the world into a multi-layered
motherboard”,24 while discarded computer motherboards are represented. The film
ends with a series of low-resolution pixels and visual glitches (some of them expanding across the whole screen), blinking for some time, finally accompanied by the title.
With All That Is Solid Henderson managed to create a relevant synthesis of
socially engaged topic and radical formal experiment, showing us how both ‘content’
and ‘form’ of a video essay could be treated equally politically. In such a way, both Lee’s
and Henderson’s film demonstrate the possibility of desktop filmmaking as a genuine
critical practice which intervenes in the general body of knowledge.
Conclusion
Wholly conceived in the post-media environment – wherein analog media was
replaced with universal digital interface and camera was discarded in favor of data appropriation – desktop documentaries represent a new mode of postproduction practice, in Bourriaud’s sense of the word. Since their source is based upon preexisting
Hito Steyerl, “Too Much World: Is the Internet Dead?,” in circulacionismo / circulationism (México, D.F.:
MUAC, Museo Universitario Arte Contemporáneo, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, 2014), 34.
24
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materials, they always explicitly establish intertextual, or hypertextual, relations with
other films and videos as well as heterogeneous texts of culture, producing a complex interdiscursive network of information and knowledge, as previous analysis has
shown. In the process, each desktop documentary necessarily makes a general comment, i.e. metacommentary, on the hybrid medium it uses. Consequently, these films,
as was the case with Kevin B. Lee, are potent enough to synthesize two traditionally
opposed and separated modes, or registers: namely, the position of film critic and the
position of filmmaker.25 As a new – updated – version of the essay film, desktop documentaries tackle the role of cinema and video art in the world of today and question
the possible function of aesthetics in the dominance of post-media – which is a question always tightly related to politics.
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Such Schadenfreude – Unpacking The Medley of Caustic
Humor and Politics in Veep
Abstract: This paper discusses the intersection of humor and politics from a media perspective,
particularly through the lens of television aesthetics. As a growing branch of television studies,
television aesthetics tends to refer to stylistic analysis but also, more rarely, to an interest in
philosophical aesthetics as applied to television (Butler, 2010; Cardwell, 2013). I will focus
on the genre of political satire and identify the critically acclaimed television series Veep
(HBO, 2012–2019) as a program which exemplifies the expression and underlying values of
a contemporary strain of aesthetic sensibility – schadenfreude – that runs through its axes of
coarse disempowering humor and the portrayal of politics. Specifically, the paper explores how
Veep’s affective reception results from humorously overlapping two of the more problematic
aspects that persist in the political landscape, namely, self-interest and ineptitude.
This paper begins by reflecting on the universal prevalence of schadenfreude. The first
section briefly traces key historical instantiations of political satire, understood as a genre that
humorously derides the shortcomings and dissonances of a prevailing political milieu. The
second section conceptualizes schadenfreude in satirical terms and underlies its philosophical
foundations. The third section elaborates on the novelty of Veep by highlighting its gendered
position as the first comedic fictional television program of a female president and outlines
how its satirical modality depends on its coarse writing style and depiction of antiheroinism
to make the problematic political milieu pleasurable to viewers whose normative experience of
politics is frequently negative. The final section considers the ‘real world’ implications of Veep
as a social commentary on unsavory political personas and perspectives.
Keywords: humor; political satire; schadenfreude; television aesthetics; Veep.

Introduction
Having lobbied tirelessly for a recount in Nevada to solidify her residency of
the White House, crass president-by-default Selina Meyer of Veep (HBO, 2012–2019)
finds herself winning the popular vote in the US presidential elections but ultimately
losing to her opponent, the winsome Laura Montez. Her electoral legacy dashed, her
defeat is compounded by the fact that she is beaten by another woman whose genuinely sweet and shrewdness of character contrasts so sharply with her own acerbic and
*Author contact information: m.p.young@pgr.reading.ac.uk
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ineffectual managerial style. Yet we cannot help but laugh when, in a cruel twist of
fate, Montez is also awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for freeing Tibet, a political event
Selina herself maneuvered.
Such sentiment is not uncommon. Though the specific circumstances themselves
vary, pleasure at the misfortune of others is something we all indulge in. This is even
more pronounced when the butt of the joke happens to be someone whom we don’t
find particularly likable or whose opinions, beliefs or actions we disagree with. When
the figure is a prominent and political one, the fall from grace – even if only temporary
– assumes almost mythic proportions of satisfaction as the chastened one is stripped of
their lofty patina of infallibility and reduced to their most vulnerable humanity. While
such scenes are privately played out the world over amongst intimates ad infinitum, this
paper will explore media instantiations of this decidedly disdainful sensibility.
I will suggest that the enaction of derisive sentiment regarding the governing
political body, institutions or figures therein has become commonplace because criticism of their competence, necessity or tradition is exempt from ameliorative practical discourse or radical reconstructive agency. Thus, contemporary satirical narratives
become a pathetic proxy for the popular expression of discontent, with creative producers (showrunners, actors, cinematographers, etc.) acting as collaborating avatars for
the sustained sublimation of frustrated thoughts and feelings. As a cognitive process,
schadenfreude actuates political satire via a discounting mechanism whereby our perceived impotence is counteracted by a performative aesthetic inversion of the political
milieu that crystallizes into satirical television programs as alternative potentialities.
A brief history of political satire
Derived from the from Latin satura lanx for ‘medley or dish of colorful fruits,’1
satire is comprehended as a didactic rhetorical (and moral) device that primarily uses
the techniques of hyperbole, ridicule, irony, and derision to draw attention to and criticize prevailing socio-cultural shortcomings or individual follies and abuses of power.2 Satire has been around since antiquity; from the sarcastic Satire of the Trades (c.
1700 BC) out of Ancient Egypt to the epicurean Satyricon (c. 50) by Gaius Petronius
in Ancient Rome to Chaucer’s sardonic The Canterbury Tales (1387), satire became
defined as a narrative mode of exaggerated parodic commentary expressed at the expense of the powerful to effect some change in its recipients.
1
There is still considerable etymological debate as to whether satire is derived from the Roman satyr, causing a
great deal of confusion and leading Elliott to observe ‘satura (which had had no verbal, adverbial, or adjectival
forms) was immediately broadened by appropriation from the Greek satyros and its derivatives. The odd result
is that the English satire comes from the Latin satura; but satirize, satiric, etc., are of Greek origin. By about the
4th century AD the writer of satires came to be known as satyricus; St. Jerome, for example, was called by one of
his enemies ‘a satirist in prose’ (‘satyricus scriptor in prosa’). Subsequent orthographic modifications obscured
the Latin origin of the word satire: satura becomes satyra, and in England, by the 16th century, it was written
‘satyre’. Robert C. Elliot, “Satire,” Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2004, https://www.britannica.com/art/satire, acc.
May 20, 2019, 1.
2
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By the 20th century, satire had become popular in the media, performance and
the graphic arts as an artistic license to challenge political hypocrisy and institutional
malfeasance without the existential threat of sedition or treason and the accompanying lengthy prison sentences that such charges would entail. As a memetic genre,
satire has proven to be problematically promiscuous as it hybridizes whatever form it
assimilates to produce a complex of “inquiry and provocation, play and display”3 that
entertains as well as edifies. Since popular political satire can vary wildly in theme, it is
helpful to conceive of it as bound between tonal extremities on a continuum: horatian
(which deploys humor to mimic comedy and illicit optimistic laughter) and juvenalian (which uses critique in mimesis of tragedy to illicit pessimistic indignation).4
This operational characterization has been translated into film. Arguably, the most
critically acclaimed and popular political satire of the 20th century – Dr. Strangelove
(Kubrick, 1963) – was surreptitiously shot as such since director Stanley Kubrick could
not escape the persistent comedic overtones of the prevailing political calamities.5
In the 21st century, the British political satire In the Loop (2009, Iannucci) follows in the horatian vein with its portrayal of “the bumbling, mendacity and self-hating subservience”6 of the British political class. A docufiction filmed in cinéma verité
style, its key narrative features – rapid-fire insults, offensive obscenities and a procession of unrelentingly self-serving characters – pointedly articulates the inherently
counterproductive “pettiness of democratic governance impelled by careerism, vanity
and moral compromise”7 Its camera motion is deliberately jerky and inelegant to cast
the blithely insouciant world of politics as dirty, deceitful and down-right dangerous
to the citizens it is supposedly beholden to.
Juvenalian satire does exist but has been mostly relegated to television shows
that have the luxury of time to develop the complexion of their satirical signature.8
‘Real’ programs like The Daily Show and Saturday Night Live must carefully straddle the intersection of entertainment, legal liability and bitter, open-faced contempt
given the litigious reactions of their invariably thin-skinned targets. Cue UK’s feeble
response to EU Commission President Donald Tusk’s comment about a ‘special place
in hell’ for unprepared Brexiters fulminating not because the sentiment was false but
because his critique was unhelpful to negotiations.9

3

Dustin Griffin, Satire: A Critical Introduction (Lexington: Kentucky University Press, 1994), 4.

Paul Simpson, On the Discourse of Satire: Toward a Stylistic Model of Satirical Humour (Amsterdam: John
Benjamins, 2003).
4

5

Norman Kagan, The Cinema of Stanley Kubrick (Brighton: Roundhouse Group, 1989).

6

Peter Bradshaw, “In the Loop,” The Guardian, February 17, 2009.

7

A. O. Scott, “War of Words, Misspoken and Spun,” The New York Times, July 24, 2009, 3.

Juvenalian films are much rarer given the rhetorical skill needed to pull them off. Noteworthy (but not necessarily commercially successful) examples include Animal Farm (Stephenson, 1999) and 1984 (Radford,1984),
both adaptations of George Orwell’s or Kubrick’s A Clockwork Orange (1971).
8

9
Eline Schaart, “Donald Tusk: ‘Special place in hell’ for those who backed Brexit with no plan,” Politico, February 6, 2019, https://www.politico.eu/article/__trashed-21/, acc. May 20, 2019.
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Comprehending Schadenfreude
The term schadenfreude is a borrowing from the German compound Schaden
‘misfortune or damage’ and Freude ‘joy,’ first attested to in the satirical Biblia Parellelo
Harmonico Exegetica10 and again in Goethe’s Wilhmelm Meisters Lehrjanhre.11 In these
texts, schadenfreude is understood as ‘malicious enjoyment derived from observing
someone else’s misfortune’ (OED), though it did not enter the English lexicon until
1852 in the philological treatise Study of Words (Trench). Schadenfreude has a rarely uttered direct English equivalent – epicaricacy – which is attested to by Aristotle but only
first appears in English in the 20th century from the Greek compound ἐπιχαιρεκακία
(epichairekakia), from ἐπί epi ‘upon,’ χαρά chara ‘joy’ and κακόν kakon ‘evil’.12
The philosophical underpinnings of schadenfreude are as unsavory as its
definition suggests. Trench first lamented that schadenfreude “reflects a degraded
moral interiority”13 and indeed, the compound word represents a metaphysical ontology that is as negative and it is universal. Extant research suggests the predisposition of low self-esteem increases the experience of schadenfreude when mediated
by a high-achiever and attenuated by the opportunity to self-affirm one’s beliefs and
views.14 However, a mirthful mood, feelings of strong intergroup identification and
the persuaded exclusion of outliers,15 envy16 and a complex sense of justice entailing
subjective concepts of deservingness, hypocrisy, and positive self-evaluation17 complicate the experience of schadenfreude.

10
Christian Friedrich Wilisch, Biblia Parelela Harmonico Exegetica: that is, the Whole Holy Scripture of the Old
and New Testaments, which agrees with itself and declares itself self-explanatory (Freiburg: Christian Mattai,
1742). Full title: Biblia Paralela-Harmonico-Exegetica, that is: the whole Holy Scriptures Old and New Testament,
which agree with themselves, and self-explanatory: After the most accurate examples of the German translation of
Blessed D. Martin Luther, With its prefaces and marginal notes, Further With correct divisions of each book and
chapter, also short biographies of each Biblical Scripture, Especially with printed parallels and instruction Their
harmony and agreement, more clearly Indication of the examples of Christ, many uses, including the chronology,
description of the countries and cities, their people and their families, also some to explain the salvation.
11

Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre (Berlin: Johann Friedrich Unger, 1795).

12

Cf. Peter Novobatsky, and Shea Ammon, Depraved and Insulting English (Orlando: Harcourt Books, 2001).

Jane Hu, “A Joyful & Malicious History Of ‘Schadenfreude’,” The Awl, October 20, 2011, https://www.theawl.
com/2011/10/a-joyful-malicious-history-of-schadenfreude/, acc. August 29, 2019.

13

14
Wilco W. Dijk, Guido M. van Koningsbruggen, Jaap W. Ouwerkerk, Yoka M. Wesseling, “Self-Esteem,
Self-Affirmation, and Schadenfreude,” Emotion 11, 6 (2011): 1445–49.

Mina Cikara, “Intergroup Schadenfreude: Motivating Participation in Collective Violence,” Current Opinion
in Behavioral Sciences 3 (2015): 12–17.

15

16
Cf. Richard Smith, Terence Turner, Ron Garonzik, Colin Leach, Vanessa Urch-Druskat, and Christine
Weston, “Envy and Schadenfreude,” Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin 22, 2 (1996): 158–68.
17
Wilco W. Dijk and Jaap W. Ouwerkerk, eds., Schadenfreude: Understanding Pleasure at the Misfortune of
Others (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014).
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Veep
One current political satire on television that demonstrates that the values of
schadenfreude are alive and active in political satire. Veep (HBO, 2012–2019) is an
American television series Iannucci developed as an adaptation of his British sitcom
The Thick of It (BBC, 2005–2012). It stars Julia Louis-Dreyfus as vice president (and
later president) of the United States Selena Meyer.18 The series follows Selina and her
staff as they try to navigate the political system without getting entangled in the brinkmanship of the US government.
Perhaps the most salient feature of Veep’s style that contributes to its critical reception is its acidic and vulgar writing style. Iannucci, whose point of view was informed
by his extensive research on erstwhile president Lyndon Johnson, remarks that “once he
becomes VP, he’s sort of sitting in his office waiting for a phone call. […] That’s what
makes the vice presidency interesting from a comedy point of view.”19 These combine
to create early Selina as a character who spends most episodes waiting around to speak
to the President and transcending of the traditional joke format to condense as many
crude insults as possible to her colleagues and underlings into thirty minutes.
Veep mockingly satirizes the desire of the American populace to believe that
they still live in a democracy and that the ‘American Dream’ – the idea that through
hard work and perseverance, equality of opportunity to prosper and pursue their own
happiness – is still a realistic proposition. Even despite the inconvenient facts of unequal wealth distribution, corporate welfare and personhood, disenfranchisement,
election buyouts and systemic discrimination. But why do they believe this? Selina
says ‘you know why? Because they’re ignorant and they’re dumb as shit. And that,
ladies and gentlemen, is a democracy.’
Protagonist Selina is especially engaging because she convincingly assumes the
mantle of the antiheroine. Being disgusted by the working class, baldly unethical and
unapologetically narcissistic makes her extremely unlikeable but also supremely entertaining to watch because we are not used to seeing a woman in a such a powerful
position who repeated fails due to her poor judgment without it being considered representative of actual female leadership. Selina is obsessed with consolidating power
and advancing her own career to the detriment of everyone else and she is not above
resorting to corruption to achieve her ambitions to control public perception and
establish her legacy.
While I would love to say that my own taste is sufficient justification to include Veep here, in fact the show
is immensely successful, having been nominated six years in a row for the Primetime Emmy Award for Outstanding Comedy Series, winning the award for its fourth, fifth, and sixth seasons. A long-standing comedic
veteran especially known for her work on Seinfeld (NBC, 1989–1998), lead actress Louis-Dreyfus has won a
record-breaking six consecutive Primetime Emmy Awards (that’s one for every year since the programme debuted, three Screen Actors Guild Awards, two Critics’ Choice Television Awards, a Television Critics Association Award, and five consecutive Golden Globe nominations. Moreover, in 2018 she received America’s highest
comedy honour, the Mark Twain Prize for American Humor.
18

19
Meredith Blake, “Armando Iannucci talks political satire and new HBO series ‘Veep’,” LA Times, April 20,
2012. https://latimesblogs.latimes.com/showtracker/2012/04/armando-ianucci-hbos-veep.html, acc. May 20,
2019, 11.
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Because she is so opportunistic, Selina is not above using her sexuality against
her opponents, making all sorts of unsavory deals (e.g. assuaging the oil lobby to get
her clean environment initiative passed) or leveraging her connections and wealth to
exempt her from responsibility for actions that would have us ‘normal’ people thrown
in jail. As such, Selina is not a product of her gender, nor are female leaders portrayed
as incompetent due to their femaleness. Female characters within the Veep storyworld
are afforded the same opportunities as men. They can be corrupt, indifferent, calculating or noble; their gender does not determine their path in life or in politics. Instead,
they are rendered as multifaceted and interesting, if terrible people.
Discussion
Veep is therefore significant for a medley of reasons. In the first instance, the
show may be considered historical because it is the first comedic television portrayal
of a female US president. It is necessary to qualify both comedic and television because there have been other female presidents in television dramas House of Cards
(2011–2018), Commander in Chief (ABC, 2005–2006) and Quantico (CBS, 2015–
2018), to name a few) and there have been two female presidents in comedic films
– Mars Attacks! (Tim Burton, 1996) and Mafia! (Jim Abrams, 1998). What is most
interesting is in all these cases, either the programs are short-lived (one season) once
the woman becomes POTUS or is simply considered a commercial or ratings failure
by the production company. It is only with Veep that we get a sustained, entertaining
and commercially viable lead female protagonist who is as comic as she is believable,
and which is rendered legible by a postfeminist ideology that no longer conceives of
occupations in terms of traditional gender roles but merely one’s ability (or lack thereof in Veep) to perform its functions.
Further, we may say that our reading of Veep is premised on a novel aesthetic
conceit of claustrophobic intimacy in as much as the show only has one main character. Moreover, the dialogue generally occurs in whispers, hushed tones, close-ups
and oblique medium shots and usually in the walk and talk exposition technique that
emphasizes its proximate and frenetic pacing. The theme “going around in circles’ is
played out throughout the series to exemplify that people don’t change even when it
would be ‘good’ for them and takes a ‘dim view of government, depicting it as a place
where nothing, but nothing gets done, or can get done … because of the incessant
interruptions from the people, and the media that the government is governing.”20
Since caustic and offensive insults from Selina are so common throughout the
show, the style can be described as a fast-paced layered satire only lightly steeped in
realism and topped with heaving dollop of farce. It arcs at least three incidental plots
simultaneously, effectively leaving the audience with barely any time to catch their
20
Guy Jackson and Michael Ferris, “Spec Writing Roadmap for VEEP,” Screenplay.com, https://www.screenplay.
com/mferris_TV_veep., par. 9, acc. August 29, 2019.
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breath let alone become distracted. Indeed, one of the wittiest aspects of Veep’s writing
is that in exacting revenge on the incompetent political powers that be, it also takes
aim at an enabling public (i.e. viewers) that repeatedly fails to hold our elected officials
into account for undoubtedly stupid and lazy reasons. So while it is uncertain whether
we as viewers get all the jokes, it is guaranteed that Veep is always poking fun at us.
Conclusion
When Veep first aired in 2012 we were initially afforded the chance to laugh at
the inane workings and missteps of a warped version of the American body politic
with a casual and dismissive cheekiness. The show was funny because things couldn’t
really that bad in Washington, so it was ok to laugh at the foibles of the characters
who were running the country. Yet, since the election of Donald Trump in 2016, the
shambolic policies and behaviors of the government are displayed daily. We never
know what rambling tweet will next come from a president who appears to be as
out of touch with reality as one can be without being declared legally insane. In this
current state of affairs, Veep simultaneously functions as parody since the president
and his administration have made it difficult to differentiate reality from fiction. This
raises an existential question: what becomes of political satire when the real-world
situation it is based on is no longer funny? Tragic events such as ripping children from
their parents and throwing them in cages, comfortably consorting with murderous
authoritarian regimes or referring to neo-nazis as ‘good people’ exempt themselves
from humor for all but the cruelest and soulless persons. Perhaps it is no surprise then
that that Veep has decided its next season will be its last as it cannot sustain its fictional
conceit in such a fraught political climate.
Although other stylistic elements compound its affectivity, Veep works because it fuses the comedy of horatian satire with the overt criticism of juvenelian satire
as a hybrid genre that uses sardonic self-reflexivity to tap into and reflect the national
mood. While its cynical tone and political commentary entail generous farce, its dependence on form and structure rather than plot renders Veep as a menippean satire
that mixes distinct comedic traditions, embodies America’s venal political cluelessness
and compels us to seriously questions the political milieu. Perhaps more importantly,
it shows that good jokes have a punchline but the best jokes have us as the punchline.
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Artworks and the Paradoxes of Media-Transmitted Reality
Abstract: This article analyzes selected classic art that influences contemporary images. The
basis of this study is an analysis of the transformation of long-established and internationallyrecognized artwork through digital technology and social media. This investigation also
highlights the symbolic meaning behind the representation and reproduction of media images
concerning the political impact of global visual culture.
Visual culture consists of images of reality that are constantly being reconfigured. Thus,
the visual arts develop consensually, based on democratic ideals and freedom of expression.
Nonetheless, transgression occurs due to a lack of universal reference criteria and a dissolution
of common human values. This situation explains why visual culture is often misunderstood
and remains unassimilated. In addition, actual tragedies in life even become confused with art
due to the fact that art so often closely imitates reality.
Visual arts, a significant area of concern for media outlets, involves deciphering the
meaning of images that have been manipulated and instrumentalized according to particular
political and ideological interests. The objective of the current proposal is to help people
discern fact from fiction and to look at and understand society’s emergence and relationship
to democracy. Therefore, visual arts will be analyzed through a historical and iconological lens
to investigate it as a form of communication and current social effects of political images.
Finally, it is also considered the artifice of images and the absolute reference values of human
existence on visual arts in the face of technological progress and their effects on social networks.
Keywords: digital narratives; global image impact; media convergence; transformation
processes; visual culture; political images.

Introduction
Representations recently viewed in global visual culture have appropriated the
essential values of the human condition that at one time had been in the province of
classic art. Many works of art and their themes allude to freedom of expression, ethics, and censorship. They appear in the embodiment of the rhythm of the metropolis
where they are based. Instead of the socio-political meanings of images coming to the
fore, they are, instead, contained in politics. One must be very careful not to misinterpret them.
*Author contact information: christiane.wagner@malix.univ-paris1.fr
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This paper concentrates on the absolute reference values of human existence in
visual culture in the face of mercantile injunctions and technological progress and the
effect it exerts on international politics. Insofar as ethics and aesthetics can be questioned, is the media use of art a search for “innovation in the production of images”
in the sense of positive and determinate power or simply the practical consequence
of the diversity of modifications of creation? To provide insight into the relationship
between art, media, politics, and the symbolic aspects of images, this paper is focused
on the following questions: What is the context of the exploitation of tragedy as a
boilerplate for everyday visual experiences? What are the true symbolic values that
could communicate facts through images for international politics? If the effect of an
image of violence, tragedy, horror, or destruction is true values can they be said to be
absolute references of human existence?
These questions concern the awareness of freedom, respecting international
norms, and the ethics of human rights. Images from different contexts and localities
have, in general, exerted significant influence on the media in global and everyday
social interactions regarding economics, politics, science, culture, and cultural diversity. Consequently, images are shown which stimulate ephemeral desires for pleasure-based the appearance of eternal youth, desires for consumer goods, and a longing for freedom. Thus, a visual analysis based on the symbolic aspects of the elements
that constitute the imagery found in the media of a democratic society is essential,
along with a review of values for quality of life and the politicization of individuals.
Moreover, it is essential to highlight visual culture as an experience of aesthetics and
an evolution of the capacity for reasoning and cognition based on the influence of
signs and symbols in society and the media.
Reality and art transgressions
The exploitation of tragedy in visual experiences
Looking at the artistic achievements at the beginning of the 21st century, there
is clearly a lack of meaning in guiding ideologies. A study of visual culture shows the
development of this trajectory. However, it is necessary to take into account the ideologies that have given humanity a sense of socio-political participation and to also
take into account the transformative images that have subverted the rigidities of the
system. In this sense, visual culture has presented consensually-based democratic ideals based on freedom of expression since the beginning of the 20th century. However,
currently, these forms of transgression have been transformed due to the lack of ethical reference criteria and the dissolution of values. This explains why visual culture is
often not understood or assimilated. In some cases, real tragedies are even confused
with art, because fiction so closely imitates reality.
For example, the global impact of the image of a photo taken by Burhan Ozbilici, a Turkish photographer from the Associated Press shows an armed police officer
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shouting and gesticulating, moments after fatally shooting the Russian ambassador
to Turkey at an art gallery in Ankara. This photo resonated with the people in the
international media, and it was the “Photo of the Year”1 by World Press Photo 2017.

Figure 1: Photo by Burhan Ozbilici, “photo of the year” by World Press Photo 2017, in The
New York Times Cover, December 20, 2016 [retweeted],
printscreen by Christiane Wagner’s iPhone

It is challenging to find the true meaning of this image and to resist the influence of the power relationships resulting from the domination and the injustice of
globalized structures. As Bourdieu stated, “Legitimate works thus exercise violence
which protects them from the violence which would be needed if we were to perceive
the expressive interest which they express only in forms which deny it.”2
1
“The story, and particularly the World Press Photo-winning image [2017], quickly went viral, but Ozbilici says
he didn’t think about ‘how people might distribute it on social media, or how they might use it.’ ‘I didn’t pay
any attention to that, and I was trying to do my work,’ he says. ‘The assassination was, of course, political, but I
am not about this, I am only a journalist. I am trying to record, to document, to witness history.’” Diane Smyth,
“Burhan Ozbilici wins the World Press Photo of the Year,” British Journal of Photography, February 13, 2017,
https://www.worldpressphoto.org/news/2017-02-13/world-press-photo-announces-winners-2017-contests,
acc. October 12, 2018.
2

Pierre Bourdieu, Language and Symbolic Power (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1991), 139.
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Art has always depended on knowledge, learning, and the ability to transmit and
express spontaneously or intentionally what is perceived in the environment. Art is the
reproduction (mimesis) of balance, reflection, understanding, patience, happiness, joy,
love, compassion, beauty, and goodness together with imbalance, irrationality, pain, unhappiness, desperation, and horror. Whether good or evil, we perceive these feelings in
the visible universe and connect them with our personal experiences. The results of this
entanglement with artistic expressions grant creative productions and their symbolic
values a greater dominion over our environment. Bourdieu says of this that, “specifically
symbolic violence can only be exercised by the person who exercises it, and endured by
the person who endures it, in a form which results in its misrecognition as such.”3
Generally, political images – whether photography, classic artwork, illustrations, or propaganda posters – act as instruments of analysis, producing emotional
reactions and messages for the citizens of a society. In addition to generating responses to the central questions of this research concerning freedom and citizenship and
respecting international norms and ethics for human rights, this image rather than
opposed to abstract quantitative data or interview transcripts.4
The technical and symbolic aspects of images
on the impact of international politics
The foundations of social and cultural production and reproduction allow access
to systems of social structures, and thus uncovers the motives and causes relevant to the
functioning of the mechanisms of image production and reproduction. Since images
in the context of socio-cultural reproduction go beyond borders, it is necessary to get
into a reciprocal correspondence with the relationship between social structure, habitus,
and praxis. The notion of habitus and praxis is a “generating (and unifying) principle of
reproductive practices of objective structures”.5 It refers to the aesthetic experience, perceptions, and learning processes, as well the interpretations, judgments, and behaviors
that are conveyed and inculcated during to the individual and collective unconscious
through socialization and imagery production and reproduction. As Bourdieu in The
Social Institution of Symbolic Power, Censorship and the Imposition of Form has stated:
Symbolic creations therefore owe their most specific properties to the
social conditions of their production and, more precisely, to the position of the producer in the field of production, which governs, through
various forms of mediation, not only the expressive interest, and the
3

Ibid., 139–40.

Ralf Bohnsack, The Interpretation of Pictures and the Documentary Method [64 paragraphs], Forum:
Qualitative Social Research 9, 3 (September 2008), http://www.qualitative-research.net/index.php/fqs/article/
view/1171/2591, acc. November 20, 2018.

4

5
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form and the force of the censorship which is imposed on it, but also the
competence which allows this interest to be satisfied within the limits of
these constraints.6
Thus, the paradoxes of reality as transmitted by the media are seen by considering, on the one hand, that the individual can choose and select information consciously
and, on the other hand, that the media can control and configure communication of the
dominant reality. For example, the media and social networks can converge on the recent
and essential phenomenon and give it a twist that essentially turns it into “fake news.”
The concept of truth is complex, which is why there is much analysis of the difference between facts and opinions in the social sciences. Therefore, in terms of visual art, we must
be aware of analyses based on finding the fundamental visual elements for the true values
of the human condition through artistic achievements within a social context.
The visibility of the ‘true values’ as absolute references of human existence
True values as absolute references of human existence that are an exploration of
the eternal struggle for victory, justice, and freedom, through seeking to protect our liberty. They challenge humankind’s fundamental ideologies at every level. The notion of freedom is philosophical, and therefore, through aesthetics, we can apply it to artists and the
artwork itself. We consider liberty the main concept and victory the secondary concept
to position in regard to the possible freedom, relating this to the dichotomies of truth and
reality through the images associated with the eternal struggle for justice and freedom,
maintaining the fundamental liberties at every level of human history and, mainly, on the
comprehension of our own evolution in relating to the notion of freedom.
An indirect analogy to the World Press Photo-winning image (2017) referenced above is the composition of visual elements related to the representation of the
concepts of victory and freedom shown in the period of Classical Antiquity, the Hellenistic period,7 in the image of the Goddess Nike (“victory” in Greek)8 and depictions
6

Ibid., 139.

“The Greeks represented concepts such as Peace, Fortune, Vengeance, and Justice as goddesses at a very
early date. The victory was one of the earliest of these incarnations. She is a female figure with large wings that
enable her to fly over the earth spreading the news of victory, whether in athletic competition or battle. She
is a messenger (Angelos in Greek) who sometimes uses a trumpet to make her message better heard. As she
flies, she brings the victor the symbol of victory – a crown, fillet, palm, trophy of arms, or naval trophy. […]
Victory is an extremely decorative figure who appeared widely in Greek art from the Archaic period (sixth
century BC) onwards. She is found in a multiplicity of forms – statues, reliefs, vessels, coins, and terracotta or
bronze figurines. Such figures followed the stylistic evolution of Greek art, undergoing constant development.
As the Victory of Samothrace shows, the figure still featured in spectacular works of art in the Hellenistic
period.” “Winged Victory of Samothrace 220–185 B.C.,” http://musee.louvre.fr/oal/victoiredesamothrace/
victoiredesamothrace_acc_en.html#seq_8, acc. November 8, 2018.
7

8
Nike of Samothrace, Musée du Louvre, Paris, Greek original by the sculptor of Rhodes derived from
type Winged Victory of Samothrace circa 220–185 B.C, http://musee.louvre.fr/oal/victoiredesamothrace/
victoiredesamothrace_acc_en.html, acc. November 9, 2018.
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of the Goddess Eleutheria (literally, “freedom” or “liberty” in Greek) and the Roman
goddess Libertas. In this sense, some works of art are representative of concepts that
are essential to human existence. The evolution of these representations through a
process of knowledge, reproduction, transmission, interpretation, have shaped Western culture, and they have provided mimesis of the essential values of humanity. The
term, mimesis, refers to art as an imitation of nature and a representation of reality.
Tragedy, as the main conception of art, prevailed for many centuries was one
of the first formal examples of mimesis. From Antiquity to the Middle Ages, the conception of reality and its representation is established, according to Erich Auerbach
(1946), by the Odyssey and the Bible. While the real and the quotidian are often in
Homer’s work, the Bible offers more interpretations. The use of daily facts as art represent signs of a superior advent, with symbolic and esoteric characteristics that are
still appropriate for the medieval mentality. The Judeo-Christian religion and ethos
were strongly related to everyday life and family, thus setting the stage for the sublime
tragedy that marks the categorical rupture with Antiquity in the sense of mimesis in
its literary conception of reality.
Reflections on art in the West, up until Romanticism in the 19th century, are
presented through interpretation of the theories of beauty and mimesis, finding renewal and a point of reference in the philosophy of Aristotle, as revealed in his Poetics
(c. 335 BC), as embodying the highest achievement of tragedy and in contradiction to
the ideas of Plato.9 In presenting mimesis, Aristotle showed his refusal to separate the
intelligible world from the sensible world, associating pleasure with the artistic imitation of nature. For Aristotle, art is beneficial in all its forms – both for the individual
and society. For Plato, the sense of mimesis was to be found in the figurative arts; for
Aristotle, mimesis was a representation of a feeling, equivalent in importance in artistic works to the meaning of catharsis in tragedy. Regarding the aspect of mimesis
embodied in mime, Aristotle’s reflection extended to the art of dancing (similar to,
and originating in, the imitating of animals). In this sense, the art of the mime deals
with identification through the transference of personality.10
In short, the theory of mimesis etymologically presents its meaning in ancient
Greek with distinct purposes of interpretation in Latin translation. Adding this to the
values of the Middle Ages, which signal the passage from the use of the term mimesis
to imitatio, imago, the image of God and associations with all segments of the sacred.
In the 14th century, the expression imitatio Christi illustrated this transformation well.
This term embodied the idea of man created in the image of God, conveying in the
term imago not only the sense of copying but also that of analogy. From its Latin
meaning, the Italians developed the theory of imitazione. In the 15th and 16th centuries, the period of the Renaissance, Aristotle’s theory of mimesis referred to painting in
imitation of nature. In opposition to this theory, however, the French adopted the philosophy of Aristotle, mimesis, which has prevailed in European thought since the 17th
9

Aristotle, Poétique, translate by J. Hardy (Paris: Gallimard, 1996).

10
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century, and from this French conception, the Germans developed their reflections
on mimesis [Nachahmung, nachmachen, kopieren, nachbilden] from the 18th century
onwards.11
Thus, employing iconography, and its technical and material possibilities favor
its expressive function. In this sense, all the recognized values of human experience
and motivation were no longer related to the polytheistic culture of Ancient Greece.
In this specific case of the image as an example, the representation of Nike (Goddess
of Victory) by an image of the Victory of Samothrace is transferred to the images
related to the biblical characters,12 when Victory is transferred to the images of messengers of God or angels, for example, Archangel Gabriel, 6–7th century AD, Kitio
(Cyprus), Palagia Aggeloktisti monastery and the artwork of Carlo Braccesco, The Annunciation and, in Renascence, Cinquecento, of Sandro Botticelli, The Annunciation,
15th century.
In images from the Hellenistic period, the composition of the symbolic meaning of victory and freedom gain added political and religious themes. An example of
these features is found in the composition of the World Press Photo-winning image
2017 referenced above. In respect to this, we can make an analogy to the composition,
The Triumph of Samson by Guido Reni (1612).13 Reni’s paintings primarily deal with
the themes of Bible stories and Greek mythology. According to the historian Klaas
Spronk, The Triumph of Samson can be seen as a mixture of mythological scenes,
characterized by a focus on the proportions of the human body.14 He added the visual
references of Greek antiquity to the symbolic values of the Romans to create images
that were representative of the experience of victory and of freedom consequently
transferred to biblical characters. The reference used by Reni is the statue of the Apollo of Belvedere (currently in the Vatican Museum) which underscores the reference to
11

Ibidem.

“Angels holding globes and crosses stood close to God as representations of his power and glory. However,
although angels owed part of their role to Greek and Roman representations of Victory, their image was rather
different. Early Christian depictions of angels show them with a halo and dressed in male garb typical of
Antiquity – a long, wide-sleeved tunic covered with a pallium, or long cloak, worn draped diagonally across the
chest or thrown over the shoulders. They were winged messengers who came down from heaven to announce
God’s will to mankind. Angels only began to wear female garments in the late medieval period, when the
draped cloak was no more than a small drapery worn like a shawl and the tunic became an elegant tight-sleeved
gown with a high waist. The artistic popularity of antique models during the Italian Quattrocento meant that
angels began to resemble female Victories, although the Christian context leaves no doubt as to their identity.”
“Winged Victory of Samothrace 220–185 B.C.,” http://musee.louvre.fr/oal/victoiredesamothrace/
victoiredesamothrace_acc_en.html#seq_8, acc. November 8, 2018.
12

“Samson is the highest expression of that idea of balance, beauty, and harmony that inspired Guido Reni. To
portray him, the painter studied a pose that draws on the classical model of the statue of the Apollo of Belvedere
today at the Vatican Museums. The filter of ancient beauty annuls all traces of suffering and fatigue over the
struggle he has just undertaken. Instead, there is a greater naturalism in the bodies of the Philistines, piled on
the ground, bloody and tragic, left in the shade, sharply contrasting with the luminous quality of the victorious
Samson.” “Winged Victory of Samothrace 220–185 B.C.,” http://www.pinacotecabologna.beniculturali.it/en/
palazzo_pepoli_b/81-the-collection/room-24-guido-reni-the-divine/2823-samson, acc. November 8, 2018.
13

14
Klass Spronk, “The Looks of a Hero: Some Aspects of Samson in Fine Arts,” in Samson: Hero or Fool? The
Many Faces of Samson, ed. Erik M. M. Eynikel and Tobias Nicklas (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 197–209.
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concern for the anatomic representation and image of the human body in its balance
of proportions.
For a representation of the concepts of victory and freedom, any attempt at verbal description becomes as complex. How to represent victory and liberty? Many of
the images that search for these representations since Classical Antiquity have created
a personification of ‘freedom’ and ‘victory’ as female characters related to the patriotic themes. In ancient Greece there was the Goddess of Liberty, Eleutheria, with the
Romans, it was – Libertas. In France, freedom is personified by Marianne, in England
by Britannia, and in the US, the figure of Columbia is the hallmark of liberty. The configuration of these personifications maintains similar attitude expressions of freedom
characterized by particular symbols and body postures. Likewise, they are associated
with the characteristics of victory found in the image of the Greek Goddess of Victory
(Nike), and the image of the Roman Goddess Victory.

Figure 2: Victory of Samothrace, Louvre, Paris; photo by Christiane Wagner.
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Figure 3 and 4: O. Benndorf and K. von
Zumbusch, Reconstruction of the Victory of
Samothrace (1875–1880), Berlin University.

Figure 5: Libertas,
the Roman goddess of freedom.

Figure 6: Marianne Statue,
Place de la République, Paris, France.
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Figure 7: Statue of Liberty under construction in Paris, ca. 1884, Frederic Auguste Bartholdi’s
U.S. Patent, Wikimedia, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Statue_de_la_Liberté,_
en_construction.jpg

Figure 8: Guido Reni, The Triumph of Samson, 1612; Pinacoteca Nazionale di Bologna.
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Figure 9: The New French Constitution (1791), © Bildarchiv Preußischer Kulturbesitz,15
German History in Documents and Images, German Historical Institute, Washington, DC
(www.germanhistorydocs.ghi-dc.org).

15
“Allegorical depictions of the French Revolution were popular in pro-revolutionary propaganda. This 1791
engraving from the series Sechs grosse Begebenheiten des vorletzten Decenniums [Six Great Events of the Last
Decade] (1792) shows a triumphant female personification of the newly promulgated French constitution
towering over the fallen representations of the defeated ancien régime – the aristocracy (the lion with the
fractured coat of arms and insignia), the monarchy (the crowned figure with the broken sword), and the
clergy (the crouching figure on the right). Set against the backdrop of the rising sun, the upward-gazing
female allegorical figure represents the dawn of a new era; she holds up the bonnet rouge, the symbol of the
revolutionary Jacobins. Copperplate engraving by Daniel Chodowiecki (1726–1801), 1791.” “The New French
Constitution (1791),” http://ghdi.ghi-dc.org/sub_image_s.cfm?image_id=2940, acc. November 20, 2018.
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Figure 10: “Worker and student demonstration from Republique to Denfert-Rochereau, 11th
arrondissement, Paris, France, May 13th, 1968, photos by Bruno Barbey. From the book May
1968 – At the Heart of the Student Revolt in France, as witnessed by Bruno Barbey. British
Journal of Photography. Published on May 17, 2018.” acc. November 19, 2018,
https://www.bjp-online.com/2018/05/may68/

Figure 11: Monopol Magazine’s photo and news broadcasted by social media about
the demonstration against racism and far-right political presence, which highlighted
the monument Siegessäule (The Victory Column), in Berlin city, October 2018, Berlin;
printscreen by Christiane Wagner’s iPhone
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Figure 12: Der Spiegel Cover, February 4, 2017. “Der Spiegel does not want to provoke
anybody,” Klaus Brinkbaumer, Der Spiegel editor-in-chief and the executive editor of Der
Spiegel Online, told Reuters, adding that the media outlet is actually ‘defending democracy’
in ‘serious times’; printscreen by Christiane Wagner’s iPhone

Figure 13: Le Génie de la Liberté, Augustin Dumont, 1833. Photo: Domaine public
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The history of art and literature have shown effective modes of influencing the
configuration of images which impose the perception of their meanings and methods
of structural or semiological analyses. Therefore, art as a symbolic commodity exists
as such only for those who hold the means to decipher and appropriate it.16 An image
remains subject to a variety of interpretations, especially when shown without textual
references because we will first realize it as an aesthetic experience before we move
on to an understanding of the full meaning of the image. In this way, one considers
that the definitions are restricted to a specific realm of cognition or common sense,
due to judgments based on subjective values is significant concerning in terms of the
polysemy of the image, especially given an immense diversity of values for image interpretation. As Bourdieu stated, the instruments of knowledge and communication
are “a structuring power only because they are structured”, in Symbolic Power and the
Political Field. He also went on to explain that:
Symbolic power is a power of constructing reality, and one which tends
to establish a gnoseological order: the immediate meaning of the world
(and in particular of the social world) depends on what Durkheim calls
logical conformism, that is, ‘a homogeneous conception of time, space,
number and cause, one which makes it possible for different intellects to
reach agreement’.17
By analyzing the current artistic dynamics through aesthetics and iconology
and contextualizing image production, techniques, and means prevailing in the epoch
it was created, discernment of ideological discourse becomes a fundamental of coming to a significant answer about how the feeling of freedom arises and encourages
respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. That is what the revolution was
about, to leave the old for the new. That is the motivation and momentum for innovation, change, and victory.
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of a place by individuals, enhance their overall experience and allow them to recognize the
aesthetic distinctiveness of places that may be phenomenologically dense with aesthetics,
memory, meaning, legibility. The framework proposed is founded on the inherent power of
novels as chronotopes of potential dialogical experiences and on four characteristic strategies
of AR.
Narrative chronotope singularities are fundamental sources for understanding the
collective, cultural, historical, social and spatial practices, leading to an understanding of
urban environments. So the first step is to extract narrative chronotope analysis content from a
novel’s urban substance (buildings, roads, squares), characters, plot and sequence of events. The
second step involves a three-dimensional re-creation of urban heritage components. Finally,
the AR media is interwoven with the novels based on four strategies: reinforcement of aspects
of real-world urban places by digitally overlaying the novel’s setting; recontextualization to
achieve the semantic transformation of places as the novel’s significance and meanings are
revealed; remembrance by facilitating the emergence of diverse identities and memories; and
re-embodiment through achieving a deeper understanding and re-interconnectedness with
the aesthetic aspects of urban places.
Augmented narrative descriptions restore harmony between body-mind-environment
and fiction while ensuring that different times, places and psychological situations coincide.
The proposed novel-based digitally-mediated interaction could provide a shift that leads to the
embodiment, enhancement and re-conceptualization of the diverse aesthetic dimensions of
constructs such as ‘heritage monuments’, ‘local community’, ‘public place’, etc.
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“The basic law of this life, the law one longs for, is nothing other than
that of narrative order, the simple order that enables one to say: ‘First
this happened and then that happened!’ […] Most people relate to themselves as storytellers. […] they love the orderly sequence of facts because
it has the look of necessity, and the impression that their life has a ‘course’
is somehow their refuge from chaos. It now came to Ulrich that he had
lost his elementary, narrative mode of thought to which private life still
clings, even though everything in public life has already ceased to be
narrative and no longer follows a thread, but instead spreads out in an
infinitely interwoven surface.”1
Introduction
The complex nature of urban places renders it difficult to identify and perceive
their multivariate and fragmented aesthetic characters. Urban environments encompass far more than the reality of their natural and built environment. They encompass
a vivid expandable universe in constant motion driven by their aesthetic, collective
and cultural evolution. While the cities’ pulsating environment is characterized by
intertwined aesthetic, cultural and social planes, cities also have a diasporic existence
through space and time.2 Living in, or visiting, a typical urban environment entails a
fragmented engagement with the various physical, historical, collective and aesthetic
aspects of the city. Urban sites reveal the numerous ways in which people experience
and engage with their surrounding universe. Two of the most important notions in
understanding and representing cities are (a) the constant evolution of urban places
as dynamic palimpsests and (b) the dynamic field of collective social and historical
forces that have shaped, and are constantly shaping, cities.3 Literature provides ample
fundamental support by revealing and re-synthesizing the separate layers and diverse
fragments that are embedded in any urban landscape and its relevant contextual situations (aesthetic, historical, social, cultural, collective).4 The performative dimension
of novels can reveal the exceptional character of the urban place in innovative and intimate ways. Authors have the ability to not only echo the poetics of real-world places
but also facilitate the emergence of a subjective experience of places.5 Narrative (text)
spaces do not express a closed (motionless) reality within the fictional framework.
The urban environments represented are in a state of constant flux, chiefly through
1

Robert Musil, The Man Without Qualities (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1995), 709.

Cf. Gary Bridge and Sophie Watson, “City Imaginaries.” In A Companion to the City, ed. Gary Bridge and
Sophie Watson (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing Ltd., 2003), 6–17.
2

3
Cf. Susanne Rau and Ekkehard Schönherr Ekkehard, eds., Mapping Spatial Relations. Their Perceptions and
Dynamics. Lecture Notes in Geoinformation and Cartography (Cham: Springer, 2014).
4

Cf. Michael Holquist, Dialogism: Bakhtin and His World (London and New York: Routledge, 2002).

Cf. Eric Prieto, Literature, Geography, and the Postmodern Poetics of Place (New York: Palgrave Macmillan,
2012).
5
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the progression of the plot and through the eyes of participating characters who perceive and experience the urban environments over a series of different psychological,
emotional, and social situations.6 The reading of novels provides strong bodily enactment,7 opening up the readers’ minds to the vivid collective, social and cultural
potential, surprise and aesthetic awareness of the urban worlds. Narrative descriptions include and provide diverse forms of urban and rural spatial information within
particular semantically and aesthetically encoded contexts. Narrative texts have the
inherent power to call places into existence8 by arranging and ordering social, collective, cultural, and emotional domains within the urban tissue. Thus, novels can
alter the typical obstruction boundaries, whether objective or subjective, encountered
when exploring the cityscape. The scope of the narrative fiction in novels can contribute substantially to the effects of an urban environment and empower the mutation of
ordered and geometrically defined places into spaces.9
The Augmented Reality (AR) framework is an immersive process that could
transform the individual from a preconceived observer to a progressive active participant. An important aspect of AR is that individuals remain in their physical surrounding while taking advantage of AR’s inherent potential to enable viewing such
surrounding realities through the imagined and imaginative worlds of another person. AR could supplement the typical four categories of spatial proximity scales:10
figural space, vista space, environmental space, and geographical space. In the past,
hardware and software limitations have restricted the early AR applications in engineering and medical environments. In recent years, however, the advent of hardware
improvements has facilitated the widespread use of AR in areas like cultural heritage,
entertainment, tourism, retail, advertising, etc.11 Augmented reality (AR), mixed reality (MR) and extended reality (ER) are state-of-the-art technological methodologies
that have in many cases gone far beyond the boundaries of technological approaches
and appeared as theoretical and philosophical questions. The aim is to explore the
deepest meaning of location-based digital media and in which ways such ‘location’ is
fine-tuned by the psychological state of its inhabitants. How does the conscience of
urban places attune with the conscience of residents/visitors?
Various individuals (whether resident or visitor) may engage in varied and
contrasting urban experiences and allocate diverse aesthetics and meanings to their
6
Cf. Jo Heirman and Jacqueline Klooster, The Ideologies of Lived Space in Literary Texts, Ancient and Modern
(Gent: Academia Press, 2013).
7
Cf. Vittorio Gallese and Hannah Wojciehowski, “How Stories Make Us Feel: Toward an Embodied Narratology,” California Italian Studies 2, 1 (2011), https:// escholarship.org/ uc/ item/ 3jg726c2, acc. May 31, 2019.
8
Cf. Yi-Fu Tuan, “Language and the making of place: A narrative-descriptive approach,” Annals of the Association of American Geographers 81, 4 (1991): 684–96.
9

Cf. Michael de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984).

Cf. Daniel R. Montello, “Scale and Multiple Psychologies of Space,” in: Spatial Information Theory A Theoretical Basis for GIS. COSIT 1993. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Vol. 716, ed. A. U. Frank and I. Campari
(Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer, 1993) 312–21.

10

11
Timothy Jung and M. Claudia tom Dieck, eds., Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality. Empowering Human,
Place and Business (Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2018).
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personal and collective experiences. The question examined herein is in which ways
digital media like Augmented Reality (AR) can facilitate a more comprehensive aesthetic appreciation of a place by individuals, enhance their overall experience and
allow them to recognize the aesthetic distinctiveness of places that may be phenomenologically dense with aesthetics, memory, meaning, legibility.
Proposition
We propose that the bodily and cognitive enrichment of the inhabitants/visitors’ experience based on novels amalgamated with an AR media could aid to reveal
the novels’ physical activities and uncover different values (embedded in previously
unknown territories) that provoke and interconnect various emotions. We aim to enable inhabitants/visitors to discover a subjective negotiation of aesthetic interpretations and meanings with the aid of narrative texts, and further project these texts onto
the urban space. Furthermore, we aim to entail a constantly creative framework that
could provide urban dwellers novel perspectives on the vivid and hidden relationships
between novels and urban environments, thus opening up a dynamic re-imagining of
the urban landscape through locative AR media.
Our initial purpose is to reinforce the spatiotemporal bodily experience by
overlaying current and past aesthetic, social, cultural, collective and historic layers or
fragments to the present urban tissue. This approach unfolds in two main directions:
(a) augmenting the quantitative and qualitative dimensions of cognition that urban
dwellers-visitors-inhabitants fail to perceive although it exists in the current urban
environment’s reality; (b) augmenting the quantitative and qualitative dimension of
the urban environment’s reality itself in a way that is only possible through narratives’
chronotopes. According to de Certeau, walking produces space out of place.12 To emulate this rhythm (pace) of gradually approaching the fragmented urban bodies, the
proposed locative AR media defines a rhythm-based on narrative chronotopes for
the dwellers-visitors’ urban aesthetic experience and engagement. Residents and visitors are not only motivated by the novel’s embodied metaphors and kinetic traces13
but also by the on-site walking motion within the urban novel’s scenery. Augmented
Reality technologies comprise an innovative framework through which individuals
can bodily and cognitively orientate themselves and thus renegotiate their physical
and semantic relationships with the surrounding urban places.14 The singularities of
narrative chronotopes15 are fundamental sources for the understanding of collective,
cultural, historical, social and spatial practices towards the understanding of urban
12

de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life.

13

Cf. Gallese and Wojciehowski, “How Stories Make Us Feel: Toward an Embodied Narratology.”

Cf. Olivier Hugues, Philippe Fuchs and Olivier Nannipieri, “New augmented reality taxonomy: Technologies
and features of augmented environment,” in Handbook of Augmented Reality, ed. Borko Furht (Cham: Springer,
2011), 47–63.
14

15
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environments. Novels as unfinalized conversations with the surrounding urban environment reveal its constant multilevel aesthetic alterations.16
We maintain that actual urban places could be merged with the invisible layers of novels’ aesthetics with the aid of Augmented Reality media. Thus, AR media
could support aesthetic engagements of the human urban environments, both built
and natural. The proposed framework has its foundations on the novels’ inherent
power as chronotopes of dialogical potential experiences17 as developed along two
axes and four characteristic strategies of Augmented Reality. The first axis comprises
our intention to reveal the diverse narrative chronotopes through factors like urban
fragments. The second axis refers to the embodied metaphors and kinetic traces of
the novels that play an important role in both the augmentation of novels and the
development of relative embodied simulations.18 There are three basic strategies for
a storytelling AR typology19 aiming at ontological and semantic enrichment and extension through the integration of novels; added to these is a fourth strategy, that of
re-embodiment.20
Implementation Framework
An AR framework approach is imported within the homogeneous urban place
where objects and humans are placed according to specific known locations. The theoretical implementation is fulfilled following two axes. Within the first axis, our task
consists in locating various real-world urban places within the novel’s body; expressing fictional events and characters as links between places and overlaying the emotional-psychological geography of the novel’s plot on the surrounding urban environments. The first step in our three-tier approach is the narrative analysis of the novel’s
implicit and intertextual spatiality.21 Secondly, we provide the narration’s explicit
spatial typology, the setting where events unfold,22 the frame that occurs in memories, dreams, and diverse narrators’ and/or characters’ thoughts and viewpoints. The
Cf. Mike Bal, Narratology. Introduction to the Theory of Narrative (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
2009).

16

17

Cf. Holquist, Dialogism: Bakhtin and His World.

18

Gallese and Wojciehowski, “How Stories Make Us Feel: Toward an Embodied Narratology.”

Cf. Roland Azuma, “Location-Based Mixed and Augmented Reality Storytelling,” Fundamentals of Wearable
Computers and Augmented Reality, ed. Woodrow Barfield (New York: CRC Press, 2015), 259–76.

19

20
Dimitrios Makris and Maria Moira, “Augmenting Urban Places’ Identities with Novels,” in Innovative Approaches to Tourism and Leisure, ed. Vicky Katsoni and Kathy Velander (Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2018), 245–48; Maria Moira and Dimitrios Makris, “Athens literary cartographies during the years of
crisis,” Proceedings of the 6th European Congress of Modern Greek Studies (Lund, 4–7 October 2018).

Stanford Susan Friedman, “Spatial poetics and Arundhati Roy’s The God of Small Things,” in A Companion to Narrative Theory, ed. James Phelan and Peter J. Rabinowitz (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2005),
192–205.

21

22
Cf. Irene J. F. de Jong, ed., Space in Ancient Greek Literature: Studies in Ancient Greek Narrative (Leiden:
Koninklijke Brill NV, 2012); Bal, Narratology. Introduction to the Theory of Narrative.
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scale comprises spatial proximities such as figural space, vista space, environmental
space, and geographical space.23 Finally, we acquire current and past urban spatial
components from the novels’ chronotopes,24 such as ancient and contemporary buildings, squares, avenues, roads and alleyways, neighborhoods, coastline, tramways and
bridges, as well as the characteristic symbolic, psychological and behavioral functions
that these spaces entail. Three-dimensionally recreated urban heritage components
represent traits of the novel’s chronotopes and complete the urban palimpsest continuity by restoring absent history.
The second axis addresses a twofold task. First, the sequential plot’s vectorial
paths blend the oscillated motion of characters and events with the urban environments. The plot’s situations disclose the narrative urban aesthetic and psychological
development. The actual movement of heroes/heroines within the urban environment
follow the ontological progression of the plotlines. Secondly, the particular embodied
metaphors and kinetic traces are rendered within the urban environment as representations of the embodied simulations that the novel’s narration imposes.
The abovementioned steps lead to Augmented Reality media interweaving
with novels based on four strategies: reinforcing aspects of real-world urban places by digitally overlaying the novels’ setting; recontextualizing through the semantic transformation of places in order to reveal the novel’s significance and meanings;
remembering by facilitating the emergence of diverse identities and memories; and
re-embodiment intertwined with the evolving deeper understanding and re-interconnectedness with the aesthetic aspects of urban places.
Novels’ chronotopes in conjunction with de Certeau’s25 concept of space recreate: (a) relationships and patterns of affiliation between the individual and the experienced urban environments-sites; (b) relationships and patterns of amalgamation
between different sets of hidden sites. Both directions reveal patterns or threads of
urban aesthetic approaches. Therefore the image and the perception, the experience
of the city, can influence a novel aesthetic appreciation.
Novels’ chronotopes in conjunction with de Certeau’s26 concept of space, recreate a) relationships and patterns of affiliation between the individual and the experienced urban environments – sites, b) relationships and patterns of amalgamation between diverse, different set of hidden sites. Both directions reveal patterns of threads
of urban aesthetic approaches. Therefore the image and the perception, experience of
the city could influence towards novel aesthetic appreciations.

23

Cf. Montello, Daniel R. “Scale and Multiple Psychologies of Space.”

24

Cf. Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City (Chicago: The MIT Press, 1960).

25

Cf. de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life.

26

Ibid.
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Case studies
Within the framework of Augmented Reality, we create a synthesis of the fictional city of the writer’s aesthetic and the real-world city’s aesthetic to reconstruct
the fragmented urban views in the continuity of the urban tissue; the end result is to
propose a dynamic repository of aesthetic, collective and cultural memory.
One framework focuses on the current and past urban spatiotemporal experiences in Athens during the years of crisis by means of the work of two authors.27 Writing during the years of crisis and within the urban body of Athens, these authors draw
material from political timeliness and social reality. Their selected symbolic places
with particular meaning constitute the threatening and dispiriting condition of the
city and its inhabitants living in a state of alarm and under constant pressure. They
move between the present and the past, between today and yesterday, through comparative assessments of emblematic places in the city with intense social and political
life. They follow their heroes as they go to places that have lost their usual function
and familiar image, places that are unrecognizable, injured and deprived due to generalized poverty, gloom, and abandonment. AR-based on novels reveals the impact
of the crisis on both inhabitants and the environment resulting in an intense aesthetic-social-collective engagement.
Another framework focuses on the city of Heraklion, Crete. The multifaceted
heritage of Heraklion between contrasting historical periods, religions, ethnicities,
professions and urban quarters are exposed by six different native authors in eight
novels.
In the case of Alexandria and Istanbul, different native and foreign writers meet
and intersect in their attempt to reconstruct and rebuild the cities’ character. Orhan
Pamuk28 and Giannis Xanthoulis29 unwrap a bipolar chronotopic model as a synthesis
of a native’s and a foreigner’s embodied experiences in Istanbul. Both authors transcend the multivalent urban fragments through kinesthetic orbits. The triad of Naguib Mahfouz (1967),30 S. Tsirkas (1965)31 and L. Durrell (1968)32 present the omnipotent evolution over space and time of the urban influence of Alexandria on the lives
of their heroes/heroines.

27
Cf. Maria Moira and Dimitrios Makris, “Cultural memory in its spatio-narrative-augmented reality,” International Journal of Media & Cultural Politics 14, 2 (2018): 151–69.
28

Orhan Pamuk, Istanbul: Memories and City (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2006).

29

Giannis Xanthoulis, Konstantinoupoli ton asevon mou fovon (Athens: Dioptra, 2014).

30

Naguib Mahfouz, Miramar (New York: Anchor Books, 1993).

31

Stratis Tsirkas, Drifting Cities A Trilogy (Athens: Kedros, 2015).

32

Lawrence Durrell, The Alexandria Quartet (London: Faber and Faber, 1968).
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Discussion – conclusions
The proposed framework unveils and integrates the imaginary worlds of literature as a reality that will enable individuals to better understand, adapt and integrate
with the current urban context. The planned novels-based digitally-mediated interaction can provide a shift that entails an embodiment, enhancement and reconceptualization of the diverse aesthetic dimensions of constructs such as ‘heritage monuments’, ‘local community’, ‘public place’, etc. The ensuing outcome is the reinforcement
of the emotional and experiential impact within everyday living and visiting activities.
Novels-based Augmented Reality defines a dialogic canvas between surrounding realities and imaginative environments so that individuals may experience the
aesthetic, psychological and historical dimensions of the literary chronotopes. They
are directed to rethink subjectivity in the midst of an amalgamated reality comprised of diversely situated multicultural chronotopes towards new ways of embodiment and engagement. Augmented narrative descriptions restore harmony between
body-mind-environment and fiction while ensuring that different aesthetic, psychological, spatial situations (epochs, times, places) coincide.
As individuals traverse the city, they locate specific landmarks where they find the
augmented narrative chronotopes’ paths happened. Hence, while a novel is a work of fiction, individuals are poised and guided to engage with and physically experience the particular urban site and interpret the social, cultural, aesthetic, emotional layers of a city. The
overlaid layers of augmented narratives have the ability to establish new interrelated aesthetic-social-collective areas within the fluid urban body, while at the same time revealing
a transcendence of tangible or intangible urban borderlines. Furthermore, the integration
of ideas and concepts emerging from diverse socio-cultural and aesthetic domains provide the ability to approach the urban stories of others and possibly understand and share
the same emotions with the writers within their imaginary urban sightseeing. Based on
the abovementioned theoretical approach we may conclude that the augmented narrative
chronotopes can potentially affect the urban experience (place attachment, engagement)
on various levels, such as aesthetic appreciation, dealing with problems, etc.
Within mixed reality, inhabitants and visitors can perceive the current state
of urban sites, and the digital replicas of lost and destroyed historic milieus have a
multivalent impact on the transfer of aesthetic knowledge to inhabitants and visitors.
Such digital approaches and proposals enable the perpetuation of the fragmented urban territories, both real and imagined, thus perpetuating the integrity of urban environments. Immersion in an amalgamated everyday urban environment from diverse
socio-cultural and aesthetic domains provides the opportunity to approach the urban
stories of others and possibly understand and share the same feelings-emotions with
writers within their urban imaginary engagement.
Finally, to paraphrase Herman,33 novel-based AR allows urban dwellers to rebuild urban environments in which to think, act and talk.
33
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Cf. David Herman, “Spatial Reference in Narrative Domains,” Text 21, 4 (2001): 515–41.
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Can AR Technologies Have an Impact
on the Definition of Art?1

Abstract: AR seems to be one of the most advanced and near-future technologies that produce
new experiences and values that have never been before. However, both AR and art have a
common means of engaging the senses. Thus, the problem of where the borderline between AR
and art exists should come into question. In order to consider how AR will have an influence
on the definition and the significance of art, this study analyses real and fictional elements in
AR and art. AR requires the physical field where sensory information mediated by computer
is projected. Consequently, viewers perceive the mixed image of real things and those not
existing before eyes, that is fiction. Art also needs a real environment where the fictional
world is opened. Though art and AR have something in common, there are crucial differences
between them. AR technologies include the firm aim of erasing fictional elements that remain
as ever in spite of their accurate representation. On the other hand, art attempts to preserve a
fictional area within the real world. From the comparison of AR and art, it will come to light
that whether there is the frame or not plays an important role in deciding what is art or what
is reality. While AR reduces fictionality from a multi-layered scene to enrich a real experience,
art cuts fiction from a present scene to idealize the real world. In this way, they constitute a
dialectical circle and mediate new reality through fictional images from the reverse direction.
Keywords: AR technologies; definition of art; fiction; multi-layered image; reality; sensory
perception.

Introduction
It is often said that 2016 is the first year of VR/AR because these technologies
that had been used only in specialized sectors such as medicine and military affairs
became familiar with the release of Pokémon GO and some head-mounted displays in
that year. In addition, Mobile OS development companies like Apple and Google are

1

This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 19K21568.
*Author contact information: yutaka@lit.kyushu-u.ac.jp
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devoting themselves to AR,2 and the development of AR technologies has remarkable
progress. At first glance, AR may seem to have nothing to do with art. On the other
hand, however, there is an idea to regard art as an ancestor of AR.3 This is because
both art and AR are technologies that appeal to the senses and make viewers perceive
reality and fiction at the same time. Will the development and penetration of AR technologies have any influences on conditions of the aesthetic experience based on art,
then? If so, how can we theorize on the aesthetic experience including both art and
AR? To consider these questions, this study examines the relationship between reality
and fiction in experiences of art and AR.
Structure of the aesthetic experience
Firstly, it is necessary to clarify the structure of fictionality in art and the cause
of unusual sense when aesthetic judgment is done. In this section, these things will be
analyzed from a point of view how experiences of artworks differ from daily perception and recognition.
Construction of fiction in art
Definitions of art can be categorized into three: the nature inherent in artworks,
the attitudes of their recipients, and the circumstances surrounding art.4 However,
these kinds of definitions are not necessarily effective in our daily lives where art and
reality are intermingled. For example, a wallpaper by Marimekko and Van Gogh’s
Sunflowers are common in that they depict flowers.5 In spite of that fact, the former
forms a stylish living space together with daily necessities, the latter becomes artwork.
2
“Argument Reality for iOS,” Apple Inc., https://www.apple.com/ios/augmented-reality/, acc. February 24,
2019; Dave Burke, “ARCore: Augmented reality at Android scale,” Google LLC., published August 29, 2017,
https://www.blog.google/products/arcore/arcore-augmented-reality-android-scale/, acc. February 24, 2019.
3
Susumu Tachi, Makoto Sato, and Michitaka Hirose, ed., Virtual Reality. (Tokyo: The Virtual Reality Society of
Japan, 2011), 16f. In this book, it is claimed that parietal wall paintings in Lascaux Cave are the origin of VR.
4
For example, the first tendency consists of the theory of mimesis (Plato, The Republic. X. 597–99 in Plato
in Twelve Volumes. VI., trans. Paul Shorey /London: W. Heinemann, 1935/, 426–37; Aristotle, The Poetics of
Aristotle. trans. Stephen Halliwell /Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1987/), the externalization
theory of spirit (Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Vorlesungen über die Ästhetik. 3 Bände /Frankfurt am Main:
Suhrkamp Taschenbuch Wissenschaft, 1986/), the mathematical theory of music, and so forth; the second one
reception aesthetics and “the death of the auther” by Roland Barthes (Roland Barthes, Image – Music – Text.
trans. Stephen Heath /New York: Hill and Wang, 1977/, 142–48.); and the third one the theory of “the artworld”
(Arthur Danto, “The Artworld,” The Journal of Philosophy 61, 19 /October 1964/: 471–584) and the institutional
theory of art (George Dickie, “The New Institutional Theory of Art,” in Aesthetics: Critical Concepts in Philosophy, ed. James O. Young /London: Routledge, 2005/, 74–85).
5
“Marimekko fabrics collection,” Marimekko Oyj, https://www.marimekko.com/com_en/fabrics, acc. ebruary
27, 2019; “#SunflowersLIVE No.1 National Gallary,” van Gogh Museum Channel, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=4n8mxC0-wGw&index=1&list=PLp9bGKxyieV3bXYy1hMOrhObLUhMPUdSv, acc. February 27,
2019.
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The reason for making this difference is that while the painting of Van Gogh, as well
as the wallpaper of Marimekko, is perceived simultaneously with the environment, it
is separated from the whole of sensory stimuli with a frame. What fulfills the same
function of a picture frame is a gesture of performers in music and a proscenium arch
called ‘the fourth wall’ in drama. This imaginary and transparent wall in theatre is
built between audiences and a stage and allows no one to pass through. This picture
frame structure of theatre works to create a theatrical world, extracting only dramatic
occurrences on the stage from all things that audiences perceive as follows: living
actors or actresses speaking on the stage, other audiences sitting beside him, a stage
setting, and so forth. As a result, conventional definitions of art will be invalidated.
This is because what can enter inside such mechanisms has nothing to do with the intrinsic quality, the attitude of the recipient, what kind of environment and institution
it is placed in.
Unusualness of beauty
Natural landscapes and urban scenes don’t have the mechanism nor equipment
with which art separates the aesthetic experience from the whole perception, and cannot be cut off the connection to the real world. Then, so as to apply a theory of the
aesthetic experience to the beauty of the natural landscape and urban one, raises the
following question: How can their beauty be considered in a generalized theory of the
aesthetic experience? If we keep such sights in mind as a waterfall suddenly appearing
in open space in the middle of a dense forest, the sky changing its color at twilight, or
the night view of the city from a skyscraper that one rarely climbs, two points can be
pointed out. First, they are deviated from the law and have a peculiarity far from other
various continuous phenomena. And, therefore, as a second property, they suddenly
appear and have no persistence. As a result, they are recognized in an unexpected
way. As described above, the aesthetic experience is an experience of a heterogeneous
sensation suddenly rising from physical phenomena without conforming to the spatiotemporal continuity or causality. It is art that tries to generate it artificially with a
frame, and if such experiences occur in a place not intentionally made by the hand
of man, they are called natural beauty or urban landscape beauty according to that
object. Since these aesthetic experiences appear in a form not following the daily real
linkage, it seems that although they are phenomena that occur in real space and time,
they are recognized as the absence, that is, the impression of enjoying the fiction.
This unusual nature and fictional character of the aesthetic experience will become
meaningful to the real world by making the awareness of the existence of an enriched
possible world that has not yet been realized in the real world.
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Similarities and differences between art and AR
In the previous section, I examined the characteristics of the aesthetic experience from the relationship with fiction. AR also targets the senses and overlap artificial images with reality. So next, I will compare the art with AR in order to make
similarities and differences between them clear.
Similarities
AR is the technology to project artificial images or sounds made by computer
in order to make someone misunderstand that something that does not exist in front
of us is as if it existed. Therefore, AR is made to be directed to the five senses similarly
to art. VR, which is its precedent technology, differs in terms of whether it blocks real
sensory stimuli with the artificial environment or projects images into the real space.
However, because it is difficult to create a stereoscopic image in a completely open
space, and a device for superimposing reality and computer graphics is still required.
For example, a screen of a smartphone, smart glasses, or a transparent film6 correspond to it and play the same role as the physical support of painting. In other words,
in order for AR to be perceived as an ‘augmented reality’ rather than a true reality, AR
requests a place where artificial images overlap, as art requires trimming of the reality and a mechanism for revealing heterogeneous areas. Even more interesting is the
direction of evolution from VR to AR. In drama and video work an actor often talks
to an audience and demands it participate in this drama. This act produces a special
effect because of breaking the fourth wall that is indispensable for the realization of
drama.7 Progress from VR which completely shuts down the real world to AR can be
also understood as an attempt to break through the fourth wall while assuming it.8
Differences
Images of AR are similar to space and things that exist in the real world, and
their purpose is to deceive the person who experiences them into believing that what
one is seeing and listening to is realistic, although they are artificial images. In order
to pretend that there are things and spaces that do not exist before the eyes, AR images must resemble the real things and spaces as much as possible. In contrast, the
6
“The projection system ‘SORIS VLS’ which projects 3D images of VOCALOIDS is very clear and amazing,”
GIZMODE Japan, published April 27, 2013, https://www.gizmodo.jp/2013/04/_chokaigi_3dsoris_vsl.html,
acc. February 27, 2019.
7
Brecht connected his idea of alienaton effect (Verfremdungseffekt) with breaking the fourth wall. John Willett,
ed. and trans., Brecht on Theatre: The Development of an Aesthetic (New York: Hill and Wang, 1964), 91, 172.
8
Susumu Yamamoto, Hidenori Tanaka, Shingo Ando, Atsushi Katayama, Ken Tsutsuguchi, “Visual SyncAR:
Eizou ni Douki shite Jyouhou wo Tyoujyuuhyouji suru Eizoudouki-gata AR gijyutsu [Visual SyncAR: Augmented Reality which Synchronizes Video and Overlaid Information],” The Journal of the Institute of Image
Electronics Engineers of Japan 43, 3 (July 2014): 397–403.
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similarity with objects and reality are not necessary and sufficient conditions in art as
you can see from a history of paintings of the 20th century after Cubism. And this leads
us to the second point of difference with art. Experiences of art begin with a sensory
stimulus that is sensed with real things, then art transitions from reality to fiction. On
the other hand, AR presents images of objects that do not actually exist. That is, starting from giving fiction or an imaginary figure, AR tries to ‘erase its own fictionality’ by
making its fictional image extremely realistic. While art and AR are common in that
reality and fiction to become multi-layered, their direction is opposite. Furthermore,
art requires the reality that is the object of breaking its relations, so as to become art,
AR is the aim to provide reality persistently while starting with fiction, and fiction is
becoming unnecessary for AR on the other hand. Therefore, criterions of evaluation
for each of them are completely opposite. For AR, fictionality will never be evaluated,
whereas in art it is often the case that similarity and reality as an object of reference
can be the object of evaluation.
Constructing a new theory covering art and AR
Until now, comparing the art with AR, similarities and differences between
them have been studied. Finally, how the aesthetic experience is interpreted, and what
is the significance of the coexistence of art and AR which appeal to the senses and
layer reality with fiction will be considered.
A new reality that AR generates
Let’s summarize the similarities and differences between art and AR that we
have described so far. Both art and AR are targeted for the senses, and in those experiences, reality and fiction (artificial image) overlap in a multi-layered manner. However, the weights of reality and unreality differ in both. Art cuts out fictional areas from
the real world with the frame and emphasizes fictionality by accepting it again in the
real space. AR reconstructs images of things that do not exist before the eyes created
on the computer in reality so that they are recognized as one reality as a whole. So,
how is the reality in AR different from that in the past? The word ‘reality’ is derived
from the Latin word res, which means a thing. The most advanced technologies, VR
and AR, also present images of ‘things’ which do not really exist in front of us as truthfully as possible. But these images are not things themselves. When the composite
image of non-existent and actually existent things makes someone conscious of the
whole reality, the boundary between reality and fiction will appear to be very ambiguous. AR is intended to shift the static real space to the dynamic, and its experience
shows that the reality exists not independently as it is, but as existence that imbues
fictionality within it. That is, AR is literally the ‘realization’ of the fiction.
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Art as a technology to change the world fictionally
Before the relationship between the new reality presented by AR and fiction, the
answer to the question of what is art is not so simple. If art means only the fiction of
the part where art was cut away, there is no objection to Martin Heidegger’s assertion in
“The Origin of the Work of Art” that artwork is the constant fight of the earth and the
world, denying materiality (Dinglichkeit) of the art.9 However, the supports in painting
and the actors acting on the stage are things and people that really exist. Art does not
exist without physical things at all. Contrary to Heidegger’s argument, the reality as a
thing remains in art. Then, what happens when artworks are on exhibition in museums?
Sensory stimuli arriving from objects inside the frame are emphasized by surrounding
white color and are regarded as fiction, that is, autonomous areas that are different from
reality. But that’s not all. Art is impossible to perceive by itself and is always perceived as
sensory stimuli emanating from the surrounding environment. The supports as things
and the space where works are displayed become artwork by a fictional image of art and
they transform into aesthetic exhibition spaces. The fictionality of art spreads to the real
space beyond the frame. In the art experience too, the boundary between reality and
fiction is ambiguous. However, its behavior is opposite to AR. The art which is separated
from reality is accepted again in the realistic linkage and ‘fictionalizes’ reality.10
Conclusion
The emergence of new technologies of AR reveals that the relationship between
reality and fiction is fluid rather than reality and fiction existing separately. Based on
this new relationship between reality and fiction, it is insufficient to explain merely
that art is separated from the real world by the frame and then generates fiction. Art
must be caught in contrast to AR which regards fiction as reality. After making up its
own fiction, then art transforms the reality around it into aesthetic fiction. In addition, the significance of the existence of art is described from the relationship with
AR. The dialectical circle of reality and fiction is completed, for the first time together
with art and AR that turn to the opposite direction. In other words, art will be what
integrates real images with unreal or non-fictional things with fictional and makes all
of them perceptible at the same time. If the argument is justified that art would give
us somethings that are imperceptible in the real world, i.e. something like truth, it
is based on the relationship between new reality and fiction that is actualized by the
appearance of AR.
9
Martin Heidegger, “Ursprung des Kunstwerkes,” in Martin Heidegger Gesamtausgabe, 1. Abteilung, Veröffentlichte Schriften 1910–1976, Band 5: Holzwege (1935–1946), ed. Friedrich-Wilhelm von Herrmann (Frankfurt
am Main: Vittorio Klostermann, 1977), 1–74.

This argument is inspired by Aristotle’s correlative concepts dunamis and energeia/entelecheia. In contrast to
AR based on reality as ‘res’, art generates fiction with dunamisation of the real space, and then change its fiction
into reality as ‘entelecheia’ so as to make aesthetic time and space emerge.

10
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The Teleological Nature of Digital Aesthetics – the New
Aesthetic in Advance of Artificial Intelligence
Abstract: If aesthetic and teleological judgments are equally reflective, then it can be argued
that such judgments can be applied concurrently to digital objects, specifically those that
are products of the rapidly developing sophisticated forms of artificial intelligence (AI).
Evidence of the aesthetic effects of technological development are observable in more than just
experienceable objects; rooted in inscrutable machine learning, AI’s complexity is a problem
when it is presented as an aesthetic authority, particularly when it comes to automated
curatorial practice or as a progressively determinative aesthetic force originating in an
independent agency that is internally self-consistent.
Rooted in theories of the post-digital and the New Aesthetic, this paper examines
emerging new forms of art and aesthetic experiences that appear to reveal these capabilities
of AI. While the most advanced forms of AI barely qualify for a ‘soft’ description at this point,
it appears inevitable that a ‘hard’ form of AI is in the future. Increased forms of technological
automation obscure the increasingly real possibility of genuine products of the imagination
and the creativity of autonomous digital agencies as independent algorithmic entities, but
such obfuscation is likely to fade away under the evolutionary pressures of technological
development. It’s impossible to predict the aesthetic products of AI at this stage but, if the
development of AI is teleological, then it might be possible to predict some of the foreseeable
associated aesthetic problems.
Keywords: New Aesthetics; digital aesthetics; artificial intelligence; post-digital; teleology;
curation.

It could be claimed that the digital, digital materiality, computationality, autonomous algorithmic entities and/or independent digital agencies are fanciful at best,
the subject of science fiction, and impossible as genuinely creative and imaginative
artists. These claims, however, almost don’t matter. We exist in the digital and, as such,
we are unable to see outside of it or without it. As this becomes more and more the
case, the question of actual AIs will matter less and less – even if they exist, we won’t
be able to tell the difference – and their aesthetic output will become indistinguishable
from those of any other human artist.
*Author contact information: koterbay@etsu.edu
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Very recently, Stuart Dredge, a technology journalist, asserted: “Music Created by
Artificial Intelligence Is Better Than You Think.”1 The article doesn’t make any justified
aesthetic claims – relying on a weak argument that AI can make music, but that this music may or may not be better than that composed by human musicians – but it describes
an interesting set of recently available web and smartphone-based AI applications and
services that are capable of producing music primarily for commercial purposes for
web-based and corporate video productions that want to avoid licensing fees and intellectual property issues. Rooted in adversarial models of music generation, these AI
composers such as “Endel” are targeted at creating a personalized music experience:
“hinting at a possible future where the command “Alexa, play me something to help
me relax” [these AI driven apps create] create a stream of entirely original music, rather
than just a playlist of existing tracks.”2 This is illustrative of an increasingly interesting
challenge to aesthetics in the context of the New Aesthetic, one that is evidenced in all
forms of artistic media: it’s not so much a question of whether music can be created
by AI (of course it can) but what happens when its ubiquity is unchallenged precisely
because its origins are no longer obscured. For example, it’s not so much a concern with
instances like Sony CSL’s “Daddy’s Car” (2016) and “Mr. Shadow” (2016) and “Bad at
Christmas” by Chloe Jean with Alysia (with the hashtag #withAlysia) because they are
singular experiences and, to be honest, kinda terrible; instead, what’s really interesting is
that there are increasing instances of AI-generated music that aren’t identifiable as such,
that are indistinguishable from similar environmental forms of music/muzak (once the
sole purview of human musicians), and increasing number of examples that change and
evolve in a manner that is “personalized” and “tailored” to respond to its reception.
The debate about computer produced art has a relatively long history, rooted
in early efforts of artists working at Bell Labs in the late 1950s and 60s, but discussion
about AI produced art is more recent. Most take the hardline position that AI cannot
(and will never be able to, in some case) produce art; Sean Kelly’s February, 2019
article “A philosopher argues than an AI can’t be an artist”3 in the MIT Technology
Review is a good example, arguing that the central importance of genuinely creative
and innovative artistic activity isn’t programmable nor reproducible, and that AI cannot create art because it aesthetic products will not be socially embedded. For Kelly,
deep learning algorithms simply do not respond to their social conditions and can
only be judged by pre-existing standards in a manner similar to how we judge tools;
“Artificial-intelligence algorithms are more like musical instruments than they are like
people.”4
1
Stuart Dredge, “Music Created by Artificial Intelligence Is Better Than You Think,” Medium, February 1,
2019, https://medium.com/s/story/music-created-by-artificial-intelligence-is-better-than-you-think-ce73631
e2ec5, acc. February 17, 2019.
2
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Sean Kelly, “A philosopher argues that an AI can’t be an artist,” MIT Technology Review, February 21, 2019,
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/612913/a-philosopher-argues-that-an-ai-can-never-be-an-artist/?utm_
medium=tr_social&utm_source=facebook&utm_campaign=site_visitor.unpaid.engagement&fbclid=IwAR0vGU21NkdSISUOJi97AqPdMI0b-VPzGOEtJbpyXDfEx9TepaPq8zIYzIA, acc. March 1, 2019.
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Kelly’s argument, however, is a little subtler than it first appears, to his credit.
Speaking about mathematical proofs and theoretical physics, Kelly notes that it is also
impossible to argue that an AI algorithmic entity could convince human beings of
its ‘discoveries’ because, contra a positive Turing test, “we would have to be able to
accept its proposals as aiming to communicate their own validity to us.”5 But what
if AI was able to convince us? Or, perhaps more realistic, what if it didn’t need to?
This is the New Aesthetic as it continues to evolve, a realm of autonomous algorithmic production agents providing aesthetic products that are experienced and judged
not determinatively (in that they should be a representation of a concept sufficient to
determine the particular) but reflectively (in that assessing the quality of an object of
experience for the subject itself, a kind of reassurance as to their universal communicability, becomes the primary response). To put it another way: as AI increasingly
generates objects and experiences that resemble in every way art – and the fact that
this is already taking place cannot be disputed – what should be our response? If we
cannot make a determinative but only a reflective judgment about these objects and
experiences, as in the case of thispersondoesnotexist.com, what happens when we
can’t tell the difference at all?
Part of situating this question lies in the odd relationship AI has to aesthetic
and teleological judgments. If aesthetic and teleological judgments are equally reflective, then it can be argued that such judgments can be applied to digital objects equally, specifically those that are products of the rapidly developing sophisticated forms
of AI. How is this the case? Of course, digital objects can be aesthetically judged: the
design of a graphic user interface can be judged as beautiful or ugly in a reflective
consideration entirely separate from any assessment of its function. At the same time,
its function can be teleologically judged. Given this, it’s important to note that AI
produced objects are equally available to reflective and aesthetic and teleological judgments precisely because they both appear to be the product of another autonomous
individual; it’s impossible to mistake a GUI for a naturally appearing phenomenon,
despite all of the efforts of skeuomorphic design philosophy. While in the case of an
AI-generated object, this other is unavailable: when using an app, its programmer or
designer is not just unavailable but the substance of its digital materiality is simply not
evident, a breakdown, in this case, of predication. The name of the programmer or
designer of an app might be available (though most often not in the use of an app on
a smartphone, for instance), but the programming language itself consists of multiple
layers of computational functionality that have been refined, resolved and rewritten
often by digital agents undirected by any human intervention. As digital technology occupies an increasingly fundamental role in the transformation of the aesthetic
features of contemporary society, its inherently teleological nature is emerging as a
parallel active presence; it’s not so much that the digital is a quality of our world but
that it’s progressively a determinative, causal driving force which changes our world in
a manner that bears more and more the characteristics of an independent agency that
5
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is internally self-consistent. Whereas computationality and digital materiality were
once additions to our experience of the world, now they are actually transforming it.
Emerging new forms of art and aesthetic experiences appear to reveal these
parallel capabilities of AI. While the most advanced forms of AI barely qualify for
a “soft” description at this point, it appears inevitable that a “hard” form of AI is in
the future. In fact, it’s clear that increased forms of technological automation obscure
the increasingly real possibility of genuine products of the imagination and creativity of autonomous digital agencies as independent algorithmic entities teleologically
designed precisely to hide their artificial origins. Unchallenged aesthetic authority
creates these additional problems, resulting in the obfuscation of computationality
and digital materiality. Such obfuscation is unlikely to fade away under the evolutionary pressures of technological development, even with the awareness generated
by a genuine New Aesthetic that would begin to recognize these aesthetic objects and
experiences as appreciably new.
We’re reaching a stage in the digital evolution where evidence of the digital is
disappearing proportionate to its increasing pervasiveness. The Obvious Art Collective (Gauthier Vernier, Pierre Fautrel and Hugo Caselles-Dupré, who have the algorithm involved ‘sign’ the painting), using generative adversarial networks, and drawing from a database of 15,000 14th-20th century portraits, put it this way: “The artist
runs the risk of becoming a machine, hitched to another machine.”6 Bemoaning the
foreseeable difficulties, a recent article about the Next Rembrandt project in AdWeek
(the irony doesn’t escape me) complained: “Creativity is supposed to be our exclusive
province, the spark that makes us special, the thing computers could never dream of
mastering.”7 Whether weak or strong, general or specific, algorithmically autonomous or not, AI is increasingly authoritative and creative. Its curatorial judgments are
already being accepted at a very base and general level, so why not in a more generative way? AI is already being used to settle attributions, to discern fake examples of
art from genuine, so why not allow it to discern in a qualitative manner the difference
between mediocre, good and great art? And if discernment is allowed as a type of aesthetic judgment, why not grant it full aesthetic authority? If the Next Rembrandt project is a visualization of data, it’s a project with the specifically stated aim of producing
an object of beauty. “Commenting on the implications for Rembrandt art itself, art
historian Gary Schwartz notes that, ‘While no one will claim that Rembrandt can be
reduced to an algorithm, this technique offers an opportunity to test your own ideas
about his paintings in concrete, visual form.’”8 If we’re testing our ideas against digital algorithmic agents, though, aren’t we granting them infallibility, so much so that
6
https://medium.com/@hello.obvious/a-naive-yet-educated-perspective-on-art-and-artificial-intelligence-9e16783e73da, acc. September 25, 2018.

Tim Nudd, “Inside ‘The Next Rembrandt’: How JWT Got a Computer to Paint Like the Old Master,” Adweek
June 27, 2016, https://www.adweek.com/brand-marketing/inside-next-rembrandt-how-jwt-got-computerpaint-old-master-172257/, acc. September 25, 2018.
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it’s not that Rembrandt will be reduced to an algorithm but that it’s algorithms which
will soon be elevated to Rembrandts.
Rutgers University’s Art and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory took a few steps
beyond the normal framework of digital humanities towards this with their Creative
Adversarial Networks (CAN) project9 which concluded that not only can computers
generate art by using deep learning through databases of different historical artistic
styles but the results are equally effective in terms of their aesthetic value as those
produced by human artists. In their abstract, they ambitiously state: “We propose a
new system for generating art. The system generates art by looking at art and learning
about style; and becomes creative by increasing the arousal potential of the generated
art by deviating from the learned styles.”10 What they mean by this is that they have
created generative adversarial networks that have learned different visual art styles,
presented various permutations of those styles in a digital adversarial relationship,
and have refined the permutations through the adversarial responses in such a way
that the final results appear to be, for all appearances to be art. The results: participants largely preferred the machine-created artworks to those made by humans, and
many even thought that the majority of works at Art Basel were generated by the
programmed system. There have been many claims that computers are capable of generating art equal to human-created art, but CAN is an attempt to go beyond mere programming and the generation of art to developing a digital agent capable of creating
art. The difference between generation and creation here is crucial; generation is the
result of programming, while creation is the result of free activity even amidst a dominating set of contexts, data sets and influences. So, computers may be getting closer to autonomously producing their own art that people deem more creative11 than
that produced by their fellow human beings. Even more so, there’s a shift from deem
to accept to prefer; the significant difference in terms of human observers’ reactions
evolved such that the vast majority of instances humans’ reactions to the work created
by CAN were believed to be created by other human beings and preferred over that of
their fellow human beings. As noted in a Hyperallergic article about the CAN project:
It might be debatable what a higher score in each of these scales actually
means… However, the fact that subjects found the images generated by
the machine intentional, visually structured, communicative, and inspiring, with similar, or even higher levels, compared to actual human art,
indicates that subjects see these images as art!12
9
Ahmed Elgammal, Bingchen Liu, Mohamed Elhoseiny, and Marian Mazzone, “CAN: Creative Adversarial
Networks. Generating ‘Art’ by Learning About Styles and Deviating from Style Norms,” arXiv:1706.07068v1,
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1706.07068.pdf., acc. September 1, 2018.
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And if the subjects see these images as art, then they are granting aesthetic
authority.
If AI products are, in effect, increasingly autonomous and authoritative creative agents, to the point of appearing dangerously close to eclipsing human-produced
objects, then is there a way to address this problem? Can we counter this increasing
encroachment? In Ian McDonald’s 2017 novel Lune: New Moon, one of the characters
notes as an explanation for their postgrad work in “computational evolutionary biology in process control architecture” that it was a development of what appears to be
a truism that, namely, “Technology will always converge with biology.”13 Out of this
arises a really interesting question: is the development of technology analogous to biological evolution, or is it sufficiently distinct and only appears to converge at a point
where technology becomes intertwined with biological functions? To put it another
way, there are two contrasting perspectives on how technology changes over time. The
first is that it is developed over time in response to changing circumstances; human
beings (and, as our understanding of animal behavior expands, other higher-order
tool-using animals) recognize and respond to need or develop a solution to a problem. On the other hand, technology evolves in response to its perception of our needs.
Until recently, that last sentence would be completely absurd, but with the increasing
capabilities of AI its absurdity is debatable. If AI is evolving in a teleological fashion
analogous to natural evolution, then it might as simple as seeing the beautiful like we
do in any other natural object and, over time, as we do with any other artist. In a way,
it could be suggested that it’s aesthetics which might be an adjudicating factor when it
comes to something like the Turing test, especially if digital objects are teleologically
judged as if they are evolving biological organisms.
The real problem, however, is almost that it doesn’t matter. What’s important to
keep in mind is that it almost doesn’t matter what type of AI will emerge in the future
– hard or soft, autonomous or programmed, actual or virtual – but that there will be the
appearance of AI that we will have to contend with. This notion of the ‘appearance’ of
AI even belies the necessity for actual AI; Rachel Severson, working in the field of childhood development, has done some fascinating research that leads to the conclusion that
“some research indicates children understand a device like Echo or Google Home is a
piece of technology, but they also see these gadgets in psychological terms – as having
emotions, as being capable of thought and friendship, and deserving of moral treatment.”14 In referring to AI-driven technology devices, which Severson describes as ‘personified technologies’, there isn’t a need for an actual AI but just the seeming experience
of AI for us to relinquish our aesthetic authority to another. The result of this is that the
code itself, at a deep level, is often programming itself, leading to the question of what
do algorithms want?15 In this respect there should be some sympathy for the position of
skeptics of true, autonomous AI, who rightfully point out that AI will be programmed
13
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by human programmers, no matter how screwy the algorithms get, by noting (in a Lacanian fashion, via Kant’s categories) that the language used by AIs to present aesthetic
experiences may simply be a reflection of our own languaged projections into the world,
and that that this projection will always return to us in an alien form that is functionally
an Other, or what the CAN project called “the arousal potential of the generated art by
deviating from the learned styles.”16 Whether AIs become true Others or not is not just
irrelevant, therefore, but impossible to respond to. The presentation of new aesthetic
experiences might appear to pass the Turing test, but even if it legitimately does so how
would we know? This is the challenge of the New Aesthetic: not so much that AIs and
autonomous algorithms will be providing us with different aesthetic experiences firmly
originating in the specificity of their computational materiality (which they already are
in at least a limited fashion) but in our inability to reactualize a purely human form of
aesthetic productivity.
To return to Kelly’s article, specifically to the possibility of conceding the status
of art to AI produced aesthetic objects and his claim that it’s impossible, he writes:
This claim is not absolute: it depends on the norms that we allow to govern our culture and our expectations of technology. Human beings have,
in the past, attributed great power and genius even to lifeless totems. It
is entirely possible that we will come to treat artificially intelligent machines as so vastly superior to us that we will naturally attribute creativity
to them. Should that happen, it will not be because machines have outstripped us. It will be because we will have denigrated ourselves.17
This is a continuing refinement of a definition of the New Aesthetic: it’s not so much
that aesthetic experiences might originate from autonomous algorithmic entities nor
that fully creative and independent AIs might act as artists, creating visual, musical
and literary art on par with any produced by human artists, but that it’s increasingly
impossible to the point of being actually impossible to distinguish between aesthetic
objects that are produced by algorithmic dependent digital agents and fully autonomous algorithmically independent agents. This is a situation we’ve created for ourselves, as we’ve pushed the computational capabilities further and further, where now
we are not just enthralled by the products but are eager to participate and be a part of
those products. If AIs exist, what do they want? Well, it seems like we’re increasingly
eager to find out and fulfill those desires; this is, I believe, an explanation for why there
might not be any more poetry after Auschwitz but there certainly are many selfies
taken there. Adorno wrote: “In the products of the culture industry human beings get
into trouble only so that they can be rescued unharmed, usually by representatives
of a benevolent collective.”18 Today, the New Aesthetic is that benevolent collective.
16
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Can Artworks by Artificial Intelligence be Artworks?
Abstract: The thinking power of Homo sapiens made human beings the lord of all creation.
The ability to reason is also the premise of human existence. We, however, now know that this
is not confined only to human but to Artificial Intelligence. Over the history of humankind,
human beings have attempted to create an immortal being that could surpass their abilities
and complements their inferiorities. We are making something immortal and transcendent,
which are different properties from our own. Artificial Intelligence may be able to evolve on
its own like humans have been doing. As a kind of numerical being, humans are able to be
omnipresent with the technology provided. This new kind of existence makes us think about
and see things differently. Humans are attempting to create ‘beings’ that can generate art,
take care of weak human beings, talk and discuss human issues, and even fall in love with
humans. As our minds can run beyond the boundaries created by our body limitations, we
would like to infuse our creativity into AI that might evolve from its original state. Similar to
what Prometheus did, humans are attempting to share their legacy with another existence.
Recently a research team from Rutgers University in New Jersey proposed a system named
CAN: Creative Adversarial Networks for generating art with creative characteristics. The team
demonstrated a realization of this system based on a novel, creative adversarial network. Their
proposed system possesses the ability to produce novel artworks which make people believe
human artists produced them. The data the team proposes proves that AI now attempts to do
something considered as a creative activity. With this research, the definition of art should
be reconsidered. Since the Fountain (1917) by Duchamp, open concepts toward artworks
have been embraced by many artists and their colleagues. However, it is time to contemplate
the new phase. When we regard something as artwork, should it be created, selected, and
combined by human beings? Is it possible that the thing that is accepted as artwork by people
can be art? This paper seeks to propose several opinions regarding these questions.
Keywords: artificial intelligence; creativity; creative adversarial networks; processed
accumulated information; producing artworks by AI.
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Introduction
AI pervades in human life, forms new relationships with us, and processes the
information much better than humans do. Living with AI, culture and the way we
think toward our society and humanity have been changed. Today, we live in an information-oriented, media-saturated society and face a sort of de-realization of reality
and material in every area of life. It is because communication technologies replace
direct contact with the physical environment and because the mass media form their
own world, the hyper-reality.
In this hyper-real world, the gap between image and reality disappears because all of the information we obtain from the mass media is a simulation of the original event. We are hardly exposed to the physical actuality of unedited actual events
and information. The actual events transform into images, messages, and symbols in
the information network of the entire society, and the actuality eventually disappears.
If there is no significance for the substance in our highly developed civilization, what will be the fate of our kind, Homo sapiens? With the premise that artworks
can be considered as accumulated information, is it adequate to limit the validity of
artworks only by humans? It seems that we accept the artworks generated by AI as
another flow of art in the new era. The creation of AI appeals to viewers and provokes
sensation as they appreciate it. Thus this paper discusses the latest issue regarding
producing artworks by AI and its traits. By doing so, I would like to propose questions
that are when we regard something like artwork, should it be created, selected, and
combined by human beings? Is it possible that the thing that is accepted as artwork by
people can be art?
Message from AI
In the 1990s, the evolution of personal computers, more user-friendly computer hardware, and the introduction of the World Wide Web added speed to globalization. It is the time known as the “Digital Revolution”. The Digital Revolution means
reading and receiving with two numbers, 0 and 1, which means that we can reduce all
information to numbers. Therefore, by lowering all external data to a numerical system of 0 and 1, the human has built the communication system between human and
machine. During the period of the Digital Revolution, aesthetics, as well as the arts
and their creation, were affected worldwide, and by the end of the 20th Century, digital
computer technology began to exist in almost all parts of our lives.1
To clarify the relationship between these media and human societies, Marshall McLuhan argues that through interaction with the human senses, media initiate
the interaction, and, by transcending the mere means of information transmission,
1
Steve Dixon, Digital Performance. A History of New Media in Theater, Dance, Performance Art, and Installation
(New York: MIT Press, 2007), 87–89.
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media act as the power that determines the communication structure and patterns
of human perceptions, or more broadly, the nature of the entire social structure.2
McLuhan thought that media acts not as a mediator but as an active participant. With
the dynamic influence of the media, the message receives “the physic and social effects of the media.”3 It suggests that the medium plays a vital role as a means rather
than merely transmitting the content of a message. The new medium is not just the
conscious and mental extension, but the extension of human beings, that is, the expansion of real human capabilities.
Besides, this development of physical function also affects the domain of human consciousness. In this time, the medium becomes a substance that, beyond its
functional meaning, can change human culture and society in general. If we accept
the hypothesis that technology is the expansion of humans, so does an extension of
the whole experience. In the entire experience, all media are influencing the way we
perceive the world, regardless of the message they contain.
Unlike what we experience in the real world, we go through these data experiences in a digitized state of information. Through various editing processes such as
abbreviation, editing, or overlapping, this information is a transformed version of the
original data. The development of digital media and its application in our daily lives
make us no longer consider the gap of physical distance or time as obstacles or limits
to the development of human society.
The changed perception by this new medium is shaking the roots of our
thoughts about fixed and immutable beings, allowing us to experience things and
people that go between presence and absence as well as reality and imagination. The
application of new media plays a dominant role in almost every aspect of human culture and economy. Digital media allow us to experiment with humanized media by
dreaming up a human-like machine and constructing technical infrastructure so that
human beings can exist as the information itself.
Human as information
In most cases, the ‘self ’ refers to consciousness or idea about oneself. For a generation accustomed to talking through the social networking system (SNS), people
have accepted the virtual self as another personality. The self in cyberspace may be a
social or concealed self. A virtual self broadly refers to a being that works in cyberspace and refers to a surrogate self- working in cyberspace on behalf of a user of the
physical world.
In this paper, I discuss the virtual self in this general sense and AI that is a number of selves blended with positive and desirable standard human selves. AI is not a
Marshall McLuhan and Eric McLuhan, Law of Media: The New Science (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1998), 37.
2

3
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substitute for any one of our virtual selves or those derived from someone else. AI is a
synthesized entity generated by accumulating data and experiences of the researchers
who produce it and of various people rather than one person. Thus, it is an implementation of a universal and ordinary human model. To the contrary, the self, in reality, is
dominated and developed in the physical environment to which we belong.
The difference between the physical world where our self is revealed and cyberspace is that the identity of our experience unfolds differently. In other words, time
and space are relatively experienced in the physical area, and this relative experience
cannot be separated from the subjects of the experience. The space and time of cyberspace, however, deviate from such attachment and, in many cases, depend on our
own intentions. It is because, from the beginning, the time and space of cyberspace
operate only by human manipulation. Thus, as long as cyberspace also includes the
being- the virtual self – it has its own time and space unfolding, but the concrete way
of this unfolding can be ‘selected’ and ‘changed’. In this space, all beings are based on
the first being and are distinguished from the real world, in which material is the basis
of the being.4
The virtual self can legally resume a new life that is not related to our own lives
in the real world, and it is possible to move or delete the place of existence at the desired moment and to return without any restrictions when necessary. However, the
virtual self cannot be entirely established from virtuality or fiction. That is, one’s understanding of oneself is similar to the situation in which a person uses maps to navigate to places. It is because when a person is looking for a direction, one cannot find
the right destination unless one knows one’s current location and situation. Therefore,
if I understand my position in the real world – my present positions, I can properly set
the direction for my identity in the virtual world.5 Therefore, cyberspace and the real
world are inter-penetrating and overlapping, even though both are heterogeneous.
Now, human beings- physical beings- can exist as an information body in cyberspace, and the point at which people maximize this information is the artificial intelligence system. As the digital medium visualizes the human imagination, the connection between the machine and the human becomes a natural imaginary context,
and artificial life is composed of so-called artificial intelligence-cybernetics6 which
is thought, invented and operated by oneself.
Now no one doubt cyberspace has almost the same influence and effect that
can change not only the physical environment but also human thoughts and cultures.
Rather than an identity embodied by the human body, people regard this new human
identity as a flow or patterns of information. It lets people visit everywhere they want
to go because, without bodies, and with being the states of encoded being, people can
go beyond their boundaries. Besides, as people can accumulate far more information
4

Hyun-jung Park, “Ontological Review on Virtual Reality,” Ontology 37 (2015): 135.

Lars Løvlie, “Is There Any Body in Cyberspace? On the idea of a cyberbuilding,” Utbildning & Demokratic 14,
1 (2005): 120.
5

6
Norbert Wiener, Cybernetics, or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine (Cambridge: MIT
Press, 1948).
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together in one place that we call net society, they have learned how to use the information and attempted to apply it to AI. Absorbing the whole data in the net, AI
attempts to generate things humans consider as art. In humanity’s case, we may call it
as displaying human creativity.
What can be the artwork?
As discussed, the goal of producing AI is to make a “being” similar but different
from humankind. Humans have attempted to build AI that transcends the limitations
and faults of human beings and that displays mechanical consistency, accurate and fast
calculation, and optimizing a vast amount of information. Moreover, AI can evolve by
learning itself because it was made to combine the best techniques from machine learning and systems neuroscience to build powerful general-purpose learning algorithms.
Humanized AI shows characteristics of all types of competencies, and is able
to be self-conscious and is self-aware in interactions with others. Coline Mrtindale
proposed a psychology-based theory that explains new art creation: He hypothesized
that at any point in time, creative artists try to increase the arousal potential of their
art to push against habituation. Creative artists would eventually break the forms of
established styles and explore new ways of expression to increase the arousal potential
of their art.7 The creative power of humans has been granted to AI, an artist that
generates seemingly ‘creative’ artworks.
A research team from Rutgers University in New Jersey proposed a system,
which is named CAN: Creative Adversarial Networks for generating art with creative
characteristics. The team demonstrated a realization of this system based on a novel,
original adversarial network. Their proposed system possesses the ability to produce
innovative artifacts because the interaction between the two signals that derive the
generation process is designed to force the system to explore creative space to find a
solution that deviates from established styles but stays close enough to the boundary
of art to be recognized as art. This interaction also provides a way for the system to
self-assess its products.8 AI autonomously evaluates its products. Does it mean it can
discern aesthetic attributes of things and people or it can ‘express’ something?
An essential component in art-generating algorithms is relating their creative
process to art that has been produced by human artists throughout time. The team
thinks this is important because a human creative process utilizes the prior experience of and exposure to art. Thus, the system is trained using an extensive collection
of art images from the 15th to the 21st century with their style labels. For the training
they used 81,449 paintings by 1,119 artists in the publicly-available WikiArt data set.
(Figure 1) With the exposure, the system accumulated information about artworks
7
Ahmed Elgammal, Bingchen Liu, Mohamed Elhoseiny, and Marian Mazzone, “CAN: Creative Adversarial Networks Generating ‘Art’ by Learning about styles Na Deviating from Style Norms,” 5 (the extended version of a
paper published on the Eighth International Conference on Computational Creativity, 2017, acc. January 30, 2017).
8

Ibid., 20.
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and learned about their features. The system can generate art by optimizing a criterion
that maximizes stylistic ambiguity while staying within the art distribution. The system was evaluated by human subject experiments which showed that human subjects
regularly confused the generated art with human art, and sometimes rated the generated art higher on various high-level scales.9 (Figure 2)
Moreover, to generate artworks that seem to be created by human artists, the
researchers have applied to “Arousal Concept” by Daniel Berlyne. This psychophysical
concept has great relevance for studying aesthetic phenomena.10 The term “arousal
potential” refers to the properties of stimulus patterns that lead to raising arousal.
Besides other psychophysical and ecological features of stimulus patterns, Berlyne
emphasized that the most significant arousal-raising properties for aesthetics are the
novelty, astonishment, complexity, ambiguity, and unexpectedness. He coined the
term ‘collative variables’ to refer to these properties collectively.11 When respondents
were asked to rate how intentional, visually structured, communicative, and inspiring
the images were they rated the images generated by CAN, artificial intelligence higher
than those created by real artists.
However, what the system generates is the accumulated and processed information of human artists. Of course, what human artists produce can be seen as information that has been experienced by human artists, but human artists feel, sense, and
filter with their sensory organs that are eyes, ears, nose, and hands, etc. Artworks are
not numerical information. Even art, such as “Brillo Pad Box (1968)” by Andy Warhol or “Fountain (1917)” by Marcel Duchamp, resulted from their sensory reactions
toward life experiences, art history, aesthetics, and artworks from their predecessors.
Those everyday objects make viewers ponder why those artists introduce them
as art. However, the paintings generated by CAN are the calculated and combined
information that was not from sensory reactions nor based on aesthetical perception.
Works that cause profound aesthetic questions and make people seek the proper answers can be defined as art. One of the main characteristics of the proposed system is
that it learns about the history of art in its process to create art. However, it does not
have a semantic understanding of the art behind the concept of style. It does not know
anything about the subject matter, or explicit models of elements or principle of art.
The learning here is based on exposure to art and concepts of styles.
In that sense, the system can continuously learn from new art and would then
able to adapt its generation based on what it learns.12 Learning and experiencing art
9

Ibidem.

Daniel Berlyne, “Arousal and reinforcement,” in Nebraska Symposium on Motivation, Vol. 15, ed. David
Levine (Lincoln: University of Nabraska Press, 1967), 1–110.
10

11
Novelty refers to the degree a stimulus differs from what an observer has seen or experienced before. Unexpectedness refers to the degree a stimulus disagrees with expectation. Unexpectedness is not necessarily correlated with novelty. Unlike novelty and unexpectedness which rely on inter stimulus comparison of similarity
and differences elements in a stimulus grows. Ambiguity refers to the ambiguity due to multiple, potentially
inconsistent. Elgammal et al., “CAN,” 4.
12
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is beyond the enumeration of what an artist has learned. Empathy is a critical aspect.
It occurs when we are aware of the context of the producing artwork. The background
is more significant than the resulting artworks. Even though the subjects of the experiment rated the artworks by CAN higher than those by human artists, still the
historical context of producing artwork is crucial and meaningful.
Conclusion: further questions
Accepting digital media and its sub-products, humans can exist as an encoded
being in cyberspace and net society. Living and interacting in the net world, people can
build up enormous information which becomes the seed of AI. Humans have attempted to raise something immortal and transcendent, which are different properties from
our own. As becoming a kind of numerical being, humans can be omnipresent as long
as they can employ the appropriate technology as if they did not have flesh and blood.
This new way to exist makes us think about the definition of presence and to see things
differently. Humans are attempting to create ‘beings’ that can generate art, take care of
weak or ill people, talk and discuss human issues, and even fall in love with humans.
As our minds can run beyond the boundaries created by the limitations of
our bodies, we would like to infuse our creativity into AI. AI CAN that can self-reflect
and modify what it does generates various images from the learning system just like
an art majored student does. Should we consider the images from CAN that provoke
sensation or make the viewers think of nostalgia as art? I would like to extract the last
passage from “The Future of Aesthetics” by Arthur Danto as my opinion about the
questions I proposed in advance.
I think the rediscovery of aesthetics is best understood as the rediscovery of the role that aesthetic qualities play in the use of art to present
meanings by visual means. Ontologically aesthetics is not essential to
art- but rhetorically it is central. The artists use aesthetics to transform
or confirm attitudes. That is not the same as putting us in the mood of
calm aesthetic contemplations- which has tended to hijack the concept
of aesthetics. I don’t say it is unimportant, but it is not the only important
role aesthetics plays in art… The rediscovery of aesthetics means an enrichment rather that a transformation of current art historical practice. It
shows how, in the domain of objective spirit, art has played an important
role in society. So far as philosophy is concerned, it is probably a good
thing for philosophers to be liberated from the ontological preoccupations that obsessed me and my contemporaries, it is to address art now
pragmatically from the perspective of life.13
13
Arthur Danto, “The future of aesthetics,” acc. May 1, 2018, http://faculty.winthrop.edu/paulinoc/FALL15/
ARTH%20680/Arthur%20Danto.pdf.
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Figure 1: Example of images generated by CAN: Top ranked pictures according to human
subjects; source and permission: Ahmed Elgammal: elgammal@cs.rutgers.edu

Figure 2: Example of images generated by CAN: Lowest ranked pictures according to
human subjects; source and permission: Ahmed Elgammal: elgammal@cs.rutgers.edu
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Abstract: Presupposing artificial intelligence (AI) is an ‘intellectual subject’ rather than merely
a product of complex operation is a prerequisite to discussing how AI and human intelligence
inherently understand time and space. This article argues that AI as an intellectual subject and
human intelligence have their respective origins and connotations, and different intelligent
characteristics also lead to the difference between them in the way of inherently understanding
time and space; different inherent understandings of time and space and whether to think with
time and space as an ‘object’ are the underlying differences between AI and human intelligence.
Meanwhile, so far AI is unable to process space-time issues by means of ‘non-objectification’.
Keywords: artificial intelligence; intellectual subject; time; space; objectification.

About AI as an ‘intellectual subject’ and ‘human intelligence’
About AI
Artificial Intelligence (AI) was proposed in the Dartmouth Conference in 1956,
and it is a new science used for simulating, extending and expanding theories, technologies and system applications of human intelligence. In short, it “thinks like a man
and acts like a man”,1 hence, it is extensively practiced and applied in numerous fields,
including natural language processing, motion control, social intercourse and even
human-computer games. Moreover, AI’s simulation of human thinking, language and
consciousness also drew forth a reflective philosophical force, and philosophical and
brain science problems about ‘the game between human intelligence and artificial intelligence’ and economic problems like ‘the application of AI to social positions’ have
attracted close attention from scholars. The author argues that if we want to discuss
the difference between AI and human at an intelligence level, we need to presuppose
AI is an ‘intellectual subject’, namely a process of extracting “facts, experience and
1
Peter Norvig and Stuart. J. Russell, Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach, translated by Yin Jianping et al.
(Beijing: Tsinghua University Press, 2013), 3.
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rules from the brains of experts or other knowledge sources (e.g., books and documents) and then changing them into computer systems”,2 rather than a scientific
product of mechanical, linear operation formed in the first two industrial revolutions,
the different ways of thinking of these two kinds of intelligence in ‘inherent understanding’ are the focus of discussion in this article.
About philosophical approaches of ‘intellectual subject’
The interpretation of the term ‘intellectual subject’ is conducted according to
research approaches used for ‘intelligence’ and ‘subjectivity’ in western philosophies,
and the term ‘intelligence’ in this article is intellectus in Latin, and verstand in German.
Meanwhile, the German word verstand also implies ‘reason, ‘intellectuality’ and ‘comprehension’. Rationalist philosopher Descartes said, “everyone knows there is a kind
of clearness in reason, which refers to a kind of cognitive clarity or explicitness”,3 and
he took the self-evident intellect as the logical starting point of his rationalist philosophy; Likewise, in Ethics, Spinoza also divided knowledge into “perceptual knowledge”
– namely “opinion or imagination”, “universal concept and its inferential knowledge”,
and “intuitive knowledge” – namely “proceeding from the correct concept of formal
essence of an attribute of the god and hence reaching a correct understanding of the
essence of things”.4 To rationalists at least, ‘intelligence’ is an ability rooted in human
intuitive abilities and universal belief in knowledge and it is a primary conceptual
work dispensing with deduction. While in the framework of this article, intelligence
not only includes deep thinking of reason (e.g., AI’s calculation and measurement of
the objectification of time and space) but also contains perceptual intuitive elements
(e.g., human intelligent intuitive ability is a perceptual ability).
In addition, studies about ‘subjectivity’ in western philosophy still need to mention a Cartesian epistemological turn, “I am an entity, all essence or the nature of this
entity is just thought”.5 From the Cartesian epistemological perspective, ‘I’ is set as a
‘subject’, whose fundamental attribute is ‘thinking’, while thinking is manifested as an
ability to doubt or reflect, or an intellectual ability to plan presentations, in a manner
of speaking, ‘intelligence’ is given out by thinking subject; while in Kant’s Critique
of Pure Reason, the image of a highly intelligent subject was raised to a priori status,
namely ‘transcendental synthesis’ and ‘pure apperception’ abilities. From the perspective of Kant’s transcendental philosophical discourse, the intellectual subject opened
up the perspective of a perceptual institution for ‘time’ and ‘space’, and the transcendental synthesis of time and space is a precondition for a human to initiate rational
thinking internally.
2
Gao Hua & Yu Jiayuan, “Philosophical Dilemma and Future Developments of Knowledge Acquisition in
Artificial Intelligence,” Philosophical Trends (2006): 45.
3

René Descartes, Meditations on First Philosophy (Beijing: Commercial Press, 1989), 194.

4

Baruch Spinoza, Ethnics (Beijing: Commercial Press, 1981), 74.

René Descartes, Philosophies of Western European Countries from the 16th to the 18th Centuries (Beijing:
Commercial Press, 1975), 148.
5
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The interpretation of the connotations of AI as an ‘intellectual subject’ and
‘human intelligence’
As stated above, it is intelligence and intuitive ability in thinking that form ‘subjectivity’, and the formation of subjectivity becomes the foundation for intelligence.
Besides, setting AI as an ‘intellectual subject’ is a precondition to compare it with human intelligence. The author thinks that AI as an intellectual subject has the following
implications:
At first, if the intelligence of AI is from its subjectivity, then the subjectivity of
AI is not primary. AI is a structure of human sciences, while scientific and technological achievements and inventions are manifestations of human creativity. Such creativity is presented as humanity trying to further pursue self-actualization with scientific
and technological means, namely artificially constructing a machine to simulate, extend or expand thinking, consciousness or language, while an established machine is
invented, a scientific research approach is named ‘AI’ – in the author’s opinion – not
in a sense of historical determination. Meanwhile, AI is not subject to the laws of biological evolution, because space technology, energy issues and biological evolution do
not present direct causal necessity. Therefore, the subjectivity of AI is just drafting and
setting of humanity, and a priori principle of AI as an intellectual subject is virtually
derived from human experience and is not primary. For instance, before the intellectual game of weiqi, weiqi the AI program AlphaGo invented by DeepMind, a subsidiary of Google Inc., humans have primarily wrote four neural networks for it: a rollout
policy, a supervised learning policy network (SL policy network), a reinforcement
learning policy network (RL policy network) and a value network. In other words,
deep learning function of AI “representing the universe as a nested graded conceptual system (connections between simpler concepts are defined as complex concepts),
from general abstract conceptualization to highly abstract representation.”6 “It is faster than human chess players and analyzes potential possibilities more intensively, thus
gaining the upper hand.”7 However, we need to know that it is undeniable that human
experience input is the a priori principle to AI, whose subjectivity is ‘artificial’, as the
premise to its intellectual subjectivity. In the same vein, AI’s inherent understanding
of time and space is based on human inputting and setting of the concepts of time
and space too. For instance, the inputting and setting of time series models like the
‘autoregressive-moving-average model’8is the precondition and prerequisite for AI to
forecast and fit the trends of time series data.
Ian Goodfellow, Yoshua Bengio, Aaron Courville, Deep Learning, translated by Zhao Shenjian et al. (Beijing:
Posts and Telecom Press, 2017), 5.

6

7

Max Tegmark, Life 3.0: Being Human in the Age of Artificial Intelligence (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2017), 78.

The autoregressive-moving-average model is mainly used to forecast and fit the trends of time series data,
and its function is to set up a stationary times series model. This model integrates moving-average model,
autoregression model and so on, and can describe the memories about past noise, past models and so on in
the system separately.
8
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Second, AI as a subjective intelligence is manifested as an established state in a
consequentialist sense. As an intellectual subject, its intelligence is always manifested
as a ‘result’, namely constantly completing in the direction of a result presupposed
by humans and continuously gaming with humanity as an intellectual subject. Constantly completing in the direction of results presupposed by human means in a given
program and algorithm framework, and its intelligence moves towards a given ‘goal’.
For example, for AI in the field of computer vision, humans set the ‘goal’ of recognizing, tracking and measuring the goal and AI’s completion of this goal can be nothing
but a given result, even if machine vision has a greater ability to capture than human
eyes. Meanwhile, as a subjective intelligence, the author regards AI which is gaming
with humans as a constant completion of ‘result’, just as AlphaGo intellectually competed with humans in weiqi according to the four neural networks, every move of AI
was a completion of an intellectual result, while the ceaselessness of the game means
the successiveness of intellectual thinking. In addition, ‘constantly’ completing in the
direction of a result preset by humans and ‘constantly’ gaming as an intellectual subject means the advancement of ‘determinism’, for example, the target image captured
by machine vision may surpass or deviate from the ‘result’ expected by humans, and
such deviation from the result virtually means ‘determinism’ is not an original point
in the time dimension but a time quantum drew by constantly generated results by the
intelligence of AI. The author believes that humanity’s forward-looking depiction of
the scenes of AI/robots attacking people in the fields like literature and film and their
reasonable concern about the prospects of AI are exactly from surpassing the ‘result’
and the advancement of the origin of determinism in the time dimension.
Different from AI as an intellectual subject, human intelligence as a concrete
subject is universally understood by humans. At first, human intelligence will develop
‘consciousness’ of non-concrete objects and reduce them to ‘concepts’ (e.g., the concepts of ‘time’ and ‘space’), and meanwhile, human experience and perception will
form the initial understanding of the world. Moreover, the understanding depends
on human intelligence, so it is ‘inherent’.9 Meanwhile, the intellectual characteristics
of AI also give it inherent understanding, and the application of the time series data
model makes it an inherently understandable time series. When AlphaGo operates
with the Monte Carlo tree, it also internally relies on the one-dimensionality and successiveness of time which enables the algorithm; in addition, when ‘rollout policy’, one
of AlphaGo’s four neural networks, was rapidly simulating a chess game and evaluating moves, it was inherently understanding the existence of temporality (shown as fast
and slow at this moment) through the intelligence of the subject itself.
Next, according to the book Critique of Pure Reason by Kant, when human
intelligence is perceiving, both three-dimensional schema in a geometrical sense and
concrete aesthetic schema can be transcendentally made sense by a human. Moreover,
intelligent intuitive activity conducted by humans as a subject makes time and space
9
To the understanding of the author, this ‘inherence’ is shown as understanding without depending on the
other and is a manifestation of subjective independence; meanwhile, inherence in the context of this article
belongs to every independent individual or intellectual subject.
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inherently understandable. Besides, in the author’s opinion, the ability of human intelligence to capture the characteristics of non-concrete objects makes the concepts
of ‘time’ and ‘space’ emerge, which becomes one of the domains of discourse about
‘consciousness’, while the intelligent intuitive spirit enables pure apperception of time
and space later.
At last, after intuition, the role played by human intelligence in the thinking
process is not an expansion of linear thinking nor the deduction of pure formal logic
but is developed out of combined action of the subject’s mind and body. Under the
combined action of the mind and body of the subject, intelligence’s intuition of representations will form the perceptual impression of primary being of the entities, namely the impression of time and space of things sensed by intelligence. While bodily and
mental functions which form this impression come from ‘bodily intentionality’ or
‘combined action of previous impressions’. In bodily intentionality, a viewpoint proposed by Merleau-Ponty – “the posture that my body adapts in the face of actual or
possible tasks”10 – is the best interpretation of bodily intentionality, and “explain diplopia in normal vision and a single object with the functions of visual organ and the
use of visual organs by mental subjects”11 is a manifestation of the functions of bodily
intentionality. The author argues that the combined action of bodily intentionality on
the intelligent thinking process is rooted in human existence because bodily intentionality itself contains original bodily experience of time and space and this combined action of perceptual experience cannot be achieved by AI by learning formulas
and accumulating algorithms. Meanwhile, ‘combined action of previous impressions’
is also a participant of intelligent thinking, e.g., personal experience of a religious rite
will form a transcendental mystical experience in the sub-consciousness, such previous inner impressions will be recalled in later intellectual intuition out of the control
of the subject’s will and become an inner combined action, e.g., the worship conducted by European church members in the Dark Ages often had transcendental experience in intellectual intuition. The author claims that bodily intentionality’s original
experience of time and space and time and spatial awareness captured by intellectual
intuition have become an essential condition for the combined action, and combined
action of the two makes intelligent thinking nonlinear. While in the inherent understanding of time and space, AI as an intellectual subject and human intelligence show
the most fundamental difference.

Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, translated by Jiang Zhihui (Beijing: Commercial
Press, 2001), 137.

10

11

Ibid., 295.
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The intrinsic understanding of ‘time’ and ‘space’ of artificial intelligence as
‘intellectual subjective’
As mentioned above, presupposing AI is an intellectual subject not only has scientific payoffs as evidence but also has philosophical studies as necessary preparations
for the discussion. An object with intelligence means it can inherently understand
time and space, even if in a way different than humans. The author believes that the
meaning of ‘understanding’ here does not refer to pure reason, nor a reflective judgment, nor perceptual empathy or subjective ingestion of an observed object, rather,
‘understanding’ here means knowing about something, namely recognizing its basic
abilities, which is an ability shared by all biological existences; while the ‘inherence’
of understanding means the independence of the subject in understanding, and it is a
possibility of free thinking without the other as evidence in time, as the understanding of time and space is also inherent in the subject.
The author argues that AI as an intellectual object inherently ‘objectifies’ time
and space when understanding time and space.12 First, based on the presupposition
of conditions such as AI installation program, algorithm setting and deep computing
of data, all intellectual activities of AI are conducted according to ‘temporality’, for
example, ‘time-series data model’ as one of the forms of AI’s inherent understanding
of time forecasts and fit time series data according to the one-dimensionality of time;
machine vision takes in and measures the displacement of a space object in accordance with the extension of space. Under this circumstance, when AI is intelligently
thinking about time and space under the program, time and space are ‘objectified’ as
an observable object, ‘objectification’ is the premise for observation and intelligent
expansion; meanwhile, physical time and space as a support becomes a fundamental
condition for AI as an intellectual subject that AI’s inherent understanding of time
and space is impossible without the premise of physical time and physical space. This
also means space and time which ‘relies on a subject’ has an objective relationship
with ‘subject itself ’, rather than a ‘non-objective’ relationship. In other words, AI is
unable to be aware of truly primary time and space, and only by taking this primary
time-space view as an operational goal can time and space truly enter the sight of its
intellectual subject and be inherently understood, namely ‘objectifying’ it.
Next, according to the viewpoints stated by the author earlier, the time quantum formed by AI advancing ‘the origin of determinism’ and constant generation of a
‘result’ are intellectual results of inherent understanding of space and time. AI is likely
to surpass or deviate from the expected ‘result’ in the process of determinism-prone
(i.e. the setting of manual program) thinking, while the ‘result’ caused by intelligent
thinking makes the origin determinism move ahead in the time dimension; when
AI obtains this intellectual result, the process of delineating the time quantum of
12
‘Objectification’ here refers to an incongruous relationship and it reveals an incongruous state between an
intellectual subject and one thing, and this status is the premise to recognizing and reflecting on this thing;
meanwhile, here ‘objectification’ does not draw on the definitions of objectification such as ‘alienation of selfconsciousness’ proposed by Hegel or ‘the process of purposed objective activity’ by Marx.
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determinism and the unremittance of intelligent thinking is virtually still based on
physical time and space, physical time and space are still the essential conditions for
the achievement of AI intellectual results. Therefore, when AI has an inherent understanding of time and space (i.e. acquiring the intelligent result about time and
space), it still relies on physical time and space. Hence, it can be assumed that inherent
understanding of time and space depends on the primariness of time and space, and
at this moment AI’s attitude towards time and space is also its attitude towards the
‘objectification’ in its inherent understanding.
Inherent understanding of ‘time’ and ‘space’ of human intelligence
There are great differences between human intelligence and AI in an inherent
understanding of time and space. As mentioned above, human consciousness can be
aware of non-physical time and space, and intuitive abilities can make transcendental apperception of sundry perceptual presentations possible, while Merleau-Ponty’s
‘phenomenology of perception’ also can combine the human body and mind to act
on intelligence. While the author argues that the most underlying behavior of human
intelligence’s understanding of time and space is human ‘recollection’, which refers to
human recombination of past experience, time and space. People’s dreams and usual
recollection can all be considered as different ways of recalling. Besides, the recollection of presentations of everything and the essence of things as well as ‘non-objectification’ characteristic of recollection itself are the most fundamental characteristics of
human understanding of space and time, and this characteristic distinguishes human
intelligence from AI.
The author holds that the one-dimensionality of time and three-dimensionality
of space are broken in the process of recalling, and physical properties of primary
time and space are condensed in recollection, and time and space overlay, integrate,
derange and even rupture in recollection. When discussing ‘duration’, Bergson said:
“inside the self, a process of organizing conscious states and making them infiltrate
each other is happening, and this process is real duration”.13 Moreover, Bergson argues
that the real-time should be objective and is a duration formed by multiple moments
during inter-infiltration, while deep self-consciousness is continuous, “inner continuousness perceived by consciousness is nothing but mutual melting of conscious states
and the growing of self ”.14 This duration can be the form of human intelligence’s inherent understanding of time and space, but this form is incomprehensible to AI as
an intellectual subject. Meanwhile, the author also believes that recollection is the best
means of expression of this kind of inherent understanding that only when a man is
recalling what Bergson called mutual melting of the conscious state and representations and the understanding of the essence of things that man has experienced at the
13

Henry Bergson, Time and Free Will (Beijing: Commercial Press, 1997): 73.

14

Ibid, 72.
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level of one-dimensionality of time and three-dimensionality of space can continuously break, overlay, fuse or rupture. That is to say, “When you are concentrating on
something – taking walking stick of the blind – your mind seems not to isolate to see
the attribute of this stick ... You have integrated with this stick into one, feeling the
world at the tail end of the stick.”15
It follows that when reminiscent human intelligence inherently understands
time and space, what it captures is recombined ‘human experience’, rather than the
form of time and space itself. The author believes that under human experience and
consciousness, experience itself and the form of space and time bearing the experience are graded, and the experience that people recall is an essential condition for the
formation of memory, so it is superior; whereas the form of space and time bearing
the experience will not be first observed by recollection itself (or ‘recollection’ cannot
be possible), so it is superior. Furthermore, due to perceptual characteristics of recollection, those who concentrate on past experience and inherent understanding cannot
become aware of the existence of time and space in intelligence, for instance, when
cherishing the memory of and recollecting one’s native land; what man inherently
understands is experience related to homeland, and human intelligence focuses on
the content of the experience recalled. “Enlightenment means this mind realizes and
identifies with its complete temporal structure, means it is no longer obsessed with
the power of objectification and means it has acquired morals inevitably contained in
wisdom.”16 This shows that human reminiscent nature makes time and space unable
to be confirmed as an ‘object’ that a subject is unable to truly realize ‘the existence of
time and space’ when inherently understanding past experience in the form of recollection, namely time and space cannot be ‘objectified’.
The fundamental difference between the intelligence of AI and human
intelligence in the inherent understanding of time and space
As mentioned earlier, since recollection is a means of expression unique to human intelligence, time and space at this time are changed to the form subject to human in comparison with physical time and space. This change is humanity’s unique
way of understanding time and space. Here, intelligence as AI and human intelligence
have both similarities and differences.
As for the similarity, AI and human intelligence both need to rely on dimensions of time and space to initiate intellectual thinking, but AI conducts intelligent
thinking in one-dimensional time, ‘constant generation’ of the ‘result’ obtained is generated in one-dimensional time; likewise, when people are dreaming, recalling and
cherishing memories, they are also doing it in the time dimension, e.g., the duration
15
Cheng Sumei & Yao Yanqin, „The Confluence between Philosophy and Artificial Intelligence: Interviewing
Hubert Dreyfus and Stuart Dreyfus,” Philosophical Trends 11 (2013): 105.
16
Zhang Xianglong, “Artificial Intelligence and General Philosophy of Mind-On the Connotations of Deep
Learning and Time in Mind,” Philosophical Trends 4 (2018): 21.
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of a beautiful dream and recollection that brings tears to one’s eyes. Therefore, original physical space and time enable the thinking of these two kinds of intelligence, the
intellectual thinking process of the two both need time and space for maintenance.
In human-related and ‘human technology’ related fields, all existences are revealed
by the existence of space and time, and this is a priori foundation and prerequisite to
the occurrence of these two kinds of intelligence and their subjectivity that we discuss
today.
But in terms of the difference, AI and human intelligence inherently understand time-space issues differently, such as ‘different ways of inherently processing
time and space’, and ‘whether to objectify time and space’, and ‘non-objectification’
of time and space are insurmountable obstacles for AI. At first, the two show ‘different ways of inherently processing time and space’. According to the abovementioned standpoints, AI’s inherent understanding of time and space has not broken the
framework of one-dimensional time and three-dimensional space from beginning to
end. For instance, the path of advancing the origin of determinism still is the path of
the one-dimensionality of time, because at this moment operating is still conducted
under procedure setting in one-dimensional time, unable to break the framework of
one-dimensionality at root; whereas as for human intelligence, constant mashup and
recombination of time and space in recollection means time and space in the inherent
understanding are not the time and space with rigid physical attributes, but the space
and time-stretched and distorted by human intelligence. And this is the underlying
difference between AI and human in time-space issues because the interweaving of
two dimensions-time and space is the primary reason why all things in the world were
created, so, different ways of thinking about time and space should be fundamental.
Meanwhile, due to ‘recollection’, only in human intelligence can time and space show
different features, while AI’s way of inherently understanding time and space shows
its characteristics as a subject at root.
Then, AI as an intellectual subject must ‘objectify’ space and time to truly inherently understand space and time; while the human does not need to understand
inherently the premise of the objectification of space and time, as humans understand
space and time in a unique way – ‘non-objectification’. As previously mentioned, AI
is much better than human intelligence at grasping time and space, and the premise
of this grasp and thinking is the objectification of time-space, or, intellectual object’s
‘thinking’ process is out of the question; whereas when a human is recalling, past
experience will constitute an essential condition to make recollection possible, and
people who are recalling (namely those who are in a mixed, superposed and ruptured
space and time) cannot be aware of the existence of space and time in intelligence,
namely they inherently understand with a ‘non-objectification’ thinking. Hence, the
author argues that whether to inherently understand time and space with objectification thinking constitutes the most fundamental difference between AI and human
intelligence. So far, in the field of AI studies, non-objectification-based intellectual
thinking to understand time and space remains unimaginable, even though human
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beings have simulated AI with powerful memory function afterward, then when AI
recalls past experience by means of ‘data retrieval’, retrieval itself and space-time as a
carrier for data generation remains an ‘object’. Hence, only humans are in the torrent
of time but do not know why.
Conclusions
AI vs human intelligence in different games is currently the hottest topic
around us, and the passion for this topic is from AI surpassing human intelligence,
which is manifested as a human reflection on their situation. This article argues that
presupposing AI is an ‘intellectual subject’ is a prerequisite to comparing it with human intelligence, and that AI will surpass or deviate from the intelligent ‘result’ preset
by humans to some extent with its unique intelligence and subjectivity – shown as the
advancement of the origin of ‘determinism’, while the constant completion of ‘result’
makes this advancing process manifest as the extension of the one-dimensionality
of time. Meanwhile, initial concepts of time and space and human intuitive abilities
together with the effectiveness of mind and body depicted in the phenomenology of
perception make human intelligence present features different from AI.
Next, even if these two kinds of intelligence both base their thinking process
on primary physical time and space, only by ‘objectifying’ time and space can AI start
intellectual thinking in inherent understanding; while human’s recollection mashups
and recombines space and time in human intelligence, which is a thinking process of
breaking one-dimensionality of time and three-dimensionality of space; meanwhile,
the empiricalness of what is recalled constitutes definite evidence for ‘non-objectification’ is human’s unique way of inherently understanding time and space. The most
underlying difference between AI as an intellectual subject and human intelligence is
precisely embodied in their different ways of processing time and space, and by far AI
is still unable to process time and space by means of non-objectification.
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Monetary Symbolism: Art as a Deposit of Value

Abstract: MONEY – a unit of account, a deposit of value, and a medium of exchange – formally
evolved from grain, precious metal, cheap paper, to state-of-the-art digital accounting records
managed by artificial intelligence. Although the economists of the 19th century believed in its
neutrality, money is an ambiguous socio-economic phenomenon which serves as a political
tool and a measure of value even if its own value is volatile. The stamp of authority marked
the symbolization of money as a cultural artifact: the character of a ruler, a symbol, or an
inscription on the coin came to be a signifier of value. Accordingly, the financial system raised
artistic concerns when money began to be an abstraction, i.e., a symbolic paper which acquires
legitimacy via social consensus and constructs its value on the underlying commodity or the
performances of the economic system. Starting from the similarities between Artistic and
Monetary simulacrum and the fact that artwork functions as a deposit of cultural and financial
value, this paper will discuss the artistic use of monetary symbolism from the early examples
of satirical prints in The Great Mirror of Folly (1720) triggered by the speculation with one of
the first European official paper currencies, to Duchamp’s art experiments with the securities
and contemporary art research practice based on financial aesthetics.
Keywords: money; value; the law of scarcity; art research; financial aesthetics.

Around the year 1500, when Europeans began their quest for overseas fortune,
estimated amounts of gold mined from the earth could fit into a cube the sides of
which sides would be 2m.1 The current estimation is that to this day all mined gold
can fit into three Olympic-sized swimming pools (3x(50x25x3)). Throughout history,
monetary metal has been a sign of fortune due to its incentive effect on trade and
profit, and a mythical symbol of greed that affects human psychology and makes a social distinction between those who have and those who have not. But the quantity of
gold in monetary circulation has never been sufficient to provide the economic cycle
with the necessary amount of liquid assets. The main economic problem connected
to gold or silver was that people were inclined to treasure them. If money, a minted
coin with a reduced content of precious metal or devaluated paper banknote, was in
simultaneous circulation with the high-quality money, more valuable currency would
1

Pijer Vilar, Zlato i novac u povijesti 1450–1920 (Beograd: Nolit, 1990), 24–25.
*Author contact information: violeta.artstudio@gmail.com
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be withdrawn from the circulation and stored in the private depository as treasure.
Gresham’s Law thus postulates that “bad money drives out good money” from circulation. Accordingly, cheap paper money replaced gold and silver coins, and in the
course of time paper money was replaced by the bits in an electronic banking structure. The information society has been built on the great trusts in money which does
not exist in physical form but performs mostly as a digital record in an accounting
system of the globalised economy.
Classification of Money
The form of money depends on the development of a specific society. Money
is used as an instrument of government policy but its main functions are to serve as
a measure of value, a deposit of value, and a medium of exchange. The units of value
within ancient civilizations and primeval communities had different forms such as
unmarked pieces of shells and stones, or domesticated animals, fabrics, cocoa beans
and grains that were used as an accounting base for barter. The first ‘money’ – a symbol of value stamped on a surface of electrum – appeared as a result of intercity diplomatic activity and trade at the big harbors of the ancient world. In antiquity, minted
metal stood for commodity money. Herodotus attributes the first coinage and use of
gold and silver currency to the Lydians, who he also considered as the first retail traders of the Western world.2 Due to its scarcity, precious metal was used primarily as
an international currency for overseas payments – as a medium of exchange monetary metal had a universal commercial value and as a commodity it included the costs
of exploitation and production. The first fiduciary paper money originated in China
in the 11th century. It was launched in wide circulation during the 12th century financial reform when China replaced monetary metal with state of the art paper currency.
However, inflation at the end of the 15th century devalued advanced paper money and
re-established the ancient triple monetary system: barter based on rice, unmarked
copper-silk coins, and silver bars intended for large transactions.
The circulation of money has always been grounded on internal social consensus. Apart from the established categories of money classified in regard to their
sources of value – Commodity money, Representative money, and Fiat money – in recent years the researchers of the virtual economy, Vili Lehdonvirta and Edward Castronova, put additional focus on Token money as a new category.
- Commodity money, a medium of exchange that has an intrinsic value as a
material, e.g., gold is broadly used in industry and applied art. A ‘head’ of minted money featured the symbol wealth or authority – a figure of domesticated
animal, a portrait of the king, or a text from the holy books. Stamped symbol
served as a guarantee of value, a mass and a purity of precious-metal coins. The
2
Herodotus, Herodotus Histories (1.94), ed. A. D. Godley, http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus:abo:tlg,0016,001:1:94, acc. August 20, 2019.
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guarantee of representation was a forerunner of a face value printed on paper
money.
- Representative money, a cheap-material certificate (a signifiant, e.g. paper
money), that legally represents a claim of the bearer that underling commodity
(a signifie, e.g. gold) is stored in a secured place (treasury). The gold exchange
standard of the Bretton Woods system was a monetary policy between 1944–
71. It was negotiated between independent nation states that the exchange rate
of national currencies had to be maintained by tying currency to gold with an
intermediary role. In the 1970s, the gold exchange standard was ended by ‘the
Nixon Shock’ – US economic measures prompted by the consequences of the
Vietnam War.
- Fiat money, a legally-mandated payment instrument based on government
decree ‘fiat’ (legal tender status of most national currencies), or convention (like
the public virtual currency Bitcoin). Fiat money requires a powerful issuer – a
monopoly of a central bank or a powerful private issuer at the market—and
above all, a widespread faith that people would accept it as a payment currency
for their goods or services. The floating value of fiat money depends on the relationship between supply and demand, thus it bears risk of value inflation due
to the high supply of bad money.
- Token money, an account record or an object designed as an exchanged value
within a specific closed system. Its circulation is based on someone’s pledge
to compensate them for certain kind of goods, services, or money. It is widely
used in the virtual economy by retailers, social networks or game companies.3
The volatility and ambiguity of money lies in the fact that it serves as the measure of value – a unit of account for goods and services – although its own value is
subject to constant fluctuation. The authority of the central bank regulates the value of
money. Ideas for denationalized, decentralized competitive currencies date from 1976
and Friedrich Hayek’s economic thinking on the ways how to stop centuries of inflation and to take money out of the hands of politicians. His ideas were based on Adam
Smith’s rule that there is no better motive in producing good results than competing
self-interests. Hayek argued that money does not differ from other commodities; if the
self-interest-guided monetary agencies fail to supply users with dependable and stable
currencies they risk to lose their business and livelihood. He considered that competing private issuers in the market should supersede state control of the money supply.4
Thirty years later, in 2009, the first decentralized digital cryptocurrency Bitcoin was
released as open-source P2P software. As a public design, Bitcoin is considered as a
high-risk investment since it suffers from volatility. It functions as electronic fiduciary
money without legal tender status, which is usually subject to taxation as an asset or
3
Vili Lehdonvirta and Edward Castronova, Virtual Economies: Design and Analysis (Cambridge, Massachusetts, London, England: The MIT Press, 2014), 188–89.
4
Cf. F. A. Hayek, Denationalisation of Money. The Argument Refined, An Analysis of the Theory and Practice of
Concurrent Currencies (London: The Institute of Economic, 1990). First published in October 1976.
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as goods depending on the country. Recently, the concept of bitcoin’s decentralization
has come under criticism since it became apparent that the massive computing resources necessary for its ‘mining’ are concentrated the hands of a few.
Symbolization of money
The economists of the 19th century believed in the neutrality of money, but
money is both an economic and socio-cultural phenomenon. The point when a
stamped character of a ruler, a symbol or a sacred inscription on the coin became the
guarantee of value – the signifier of purity of the precious metal – was the introduction of the era of the symbolization of money. The Venetian ducat bore an image of the
Doge and St. Mark; a symbol of the Florentine florin was a lily; and the Islamic dinar
had inscriptions from the Koran. Economic and cultural phenomena diffuse financial
systems, thus visual representation of money is important in building trust within the
commerce cycle. Pierre Vilar cites an example of the Barcelona Mancuso, an imitative
golden coin minted by the Kings of Spain during the 11th century until the end of 12th
century. The design of coins consistently imitated the Muslim mancuso – which was
widely accepted due to its high percentage of precious metal – so the process of copying in some cases included quotations from the Koran as well. Those labels were later
replaced by Christian quotations in Arabic.5 In the case of imitative golden coins,
although the hidden content of the inscription was tailored to the European cultural
tradition, mimicry of Islamic visual representation was used to enhance public confidence in the traders and to serve as a guarantee of money quality.
During the Renaissance, the bills of exchange and other forms of securities
circulated Europe through Italian and Spanish trade cities. The origin of the word
‘banknotes’ dates from the 14th century’s nota di banco – a mandatory letter of exchange which stated that the bank, at the request of the payee, would pay the indicated sum in precious metals. The efficiency of the system of securities fueled intercontinental trade and stimulated interlinkage of European financial centers. In 1661,
a Stockholm bank had a short-lived venture of issuing paper money. The ongoing
issuance of paper ‘banknotes’ began after the establishment of the Central Bank of
England in 1694, although the hidden purpose of the venture was to finance the war
with France. The chaotic monetary practice resulted in an excessive issuing of bank
bills, the downturn of England’s credit rating, speculation within the South Sea Company and the events which ultimately lead to the first international financial crash,
the South Sea Bubble, in 1720. In the same year, the crash of the Paris stock market
occurred. The first European official paper currency was issued in France as a fiscal
measure to overcome a deficit of precious metals. The Scottish economist John Law
assigned the French national debt to the Banque Royale in 1716. The debt should have
been paid from the revenues of the privileged Mississippi Company which had held
5
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a monopoly on the trade and mineral wealth of Louisiana. Unfortunately, overblown
commercial prospects of the Mississippi venture, feverish speculation on the company joint-stocks, the neglected role of public confidence and harsh banking restrictions
of the système of John Law led to the Mississippi Bubble in 1720. The financial volume
of paper notes issued by the French Banque Royale had been bigger than the amount
of metal coinage in its possession.
The social disturbance caused by the crash of European stock markets in
London, Paris, Amsterdam, and Hamburg, introduced economic symbolism in art.
The South Sea and the Mississippi bubbles were the topics of a satirical book The
Great Mirror of Folly (Het Groote Tafereel Der Dwaasheid) which was published in
Amsterdam just after the Crash. One of the graphics, Arlequyn Actionist,6 depicts
a distinction between abstraction of money and intrinsic value of monetary metals.
The main characters of Commedia dell’arte, harlequins Scaramouche and Bombario,
open the curtains of speculation to revile the scene unfolding before spectators: 1) An
amorphous mass of losers are fighting in front of the share-shop as they carry stocks
of the ‘lucrative’ scheme they took share in; 2) The scheme architects are standing on
a pedestal – engraved with the words English, French and German Caps for Fools –
while pouring coins into a mouth of one of the main Architects who ejects securities
of the “Laauw” scheme out his anus as an allusion to the système of John Law; 3) Two
stock-jobbers make conversion of equities into monetary metal – they collect coins
from the ground as they fart shares of the Mississippi (Miss) and South Sea Company
(Z: Z). 4) A speculator, symbolized as Mercury, is trapped in a birdcage while the Broker of Fortune manipulates the dice of the grand finale, “Who will win?” A monkey
is a lucky winner with a big bag of money, he has just won a big “Nothing” (Nul). The
mise-en-scène of the Crash brings into light hidden mechanism – “Een Zot maakt
meer Zotten” – one fool makes more fools.
Due to the demands of economic development, precious metal was replaced
by standardized printed banknotes defined by legal and social consensus. Banknotes
had a fixed denomination, no name of a bearer, and no signature of a person who carried out the payment. That was the beginning of symbolic money, the value of which
would be built on the performance of the economic system. In contrast to the high
use value of precious metals – such as a scarce material required in industry or jewelry – paper money outside the monetary system is almost worthless. Once withdrawn
from circulation, an old banknote has value only as a cultural artifact and a collectible numismatic specimen. When money became an abstraction, a colorful symbolic
paper legitimized via social consensus, it became an object of artistic interest and art
research projects. An example of official banknotes designed by a prominent artist
was The banknote of 1000-dinars face value created by acclaimed Realist painter Paja
Jovanović, issued by National Bank of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia in 1931. As custom demanded, the front of the banknote represented a figure of royal power and
6
“Harlequin Stockbroker 1720,” The Great Mirror of Folly, Yale University Beinecke Digital Collections, http://
brbl-zoom.library.yale.edu/viewer/1114508, acc. August 19, 2019.
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status, in this case a portrait of Queen Maria and watermark portrait of King Aleksandar I Karadjordjević.7
As an expression of value money reflects complex historical circumstances – a
relation between citizen and society, and the international position of the country.
In order to interlace political and economic domains in time, contemporary artists
often intervene in the design of genuine banknotes. The work of art IN MEMORIAM
(1996), produced by association Apsolutno on the occasion of the 1000th anniversary
of Austria, acted out on the juncture of the historic design of the Austrian Crown
and the Yugoslav Dinar by swapping their distinctive national features, i.e., switching
the coats of arms and portraits of rulers on Austrian and Yugoslav banknotes. The
common image of a sovereign’s authority as a Guarantee of Value was contextualized
and questioned via radical political actions of the past, including the assassination of
Archduke Franz Ferdinand (Sarajevo, 1914) and the assassination of King Aleksandar I Karadjordjević (Marseilles, 1934). In consideration of the possible convertibility
of newly created specimens, the APSOLUTNO Crown and the APSOLUTNO Dinar,
association Apsolutno specified that two currencies were entered into the official currency list of one of the Austrian banks with the exchange rate of equal value.8
Another example of artistic actualization of complex political conjuncture via
financial instruments is a moneyed book After Memory (2007–2008), by Montenegrin
artist Irena Lagator on the occasion of the 24th Nadežda Petrović Memorial.9 The
book consists of 1800 units of ‘old’ and ‘new’ 200-dinar banknotes featuring portraits
of distinguished Serbian artist Nadežda Petrović and the iconic photograph of her as
a volunteer nurse in the First Balkan War. The transition of the ‘old’ to ‘new’ design of
the 200-dinar banknote recorded the disintegration of the State Union of Serbia and
Montenegro (2003–2006), establishment of two independent states and the change
of the representative coat-of-arms on the banknote. But even before the 2006 Montenegrin independence referendum, instead of the Yugoslav Dinar as official currency,
Montenegro unilaterally adopted the Deutschmark which was succeeded by the Euro
in 2002. After Memory brought about deep layers of personal recollection important
for the formation of identity of female artists in the ex-Yugoslavian domain. The curiosity of the region is that the actual women represented on the national banknotes
are painters Nadežda Petrović (1873–1915), on the Serbian 200-dinar banknote, and
Ivana Kobilca (1861–1926), represented on the Slovenian 5000-tolar banknote.
Likewise the socio-specificity of national currencies, the Euro is an encrypted
cultural artifact that tells about European socio-economic circumstances. The meta-design of the eurozone currency, created by Robert Kalina of the Oesterreichische
Paja Jovanović, The 1000-dinar banknote of the National Bank of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, 1931, source:
National Bank of Serbia, Numismatic Collection of the National Bank of Serbia, https://www.nbs.rs/internet/
english/75/75_3/description/novcanica_nbkj.html, acc. August 19, 2019.

7

8
Cf. Apsolutno’s statement on artwork “In memoriam, 1996,” Apsolutno website, http://www.apsolutno.org/,
acc. August 20, 2019.

See Irena Lagator’s statement on artwork “After Memory, 2007–2008,” Irena Lagator website, http://www.
irenalagator.net/works/After_Memory/, acc. August 20, 2019.
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Nationalbank, is based on the abstraction of European architectural styles and the
idyll of the EU bureaucratic matrix: “The windows and gateways on the front of each
banknote symbolize the spirit of openness and co-operation in Europe among the
people of Europe and the rest of the world ... These design elements are complimented
on the reverse of each banknote, which features a bridge typical of the respective ages
of European cultural development.”10 But, in contrast to the Euro-utopian architecture, an artwork by Michael Aschauer, the 0Euro (2004–2011), issued by the 0Euro
Bank, interlaces EU bureaucratic aesthetic with political hard-talk themes. The 0Euro
banknote has Turkey’s half-moon at the front-side void, while its back depicts broken
Bridge of Liberty in Novi Sad (Serbia) as it was destroyed in the 1999 NATO bombing.11
Paper or electronic money is inherently symbolic, it is a social category that
does not have intrinsic value, but acquires it by social convention and interrelation to
other elements of the monetary and economic system. On the other hand, the nominal value of minted money is inseparable from coin’s materiality. If during inflation,
the monetary value of coin (e.g. copper) slips below its value as a metal, it immediately
becomes merchandise on the industrial market. Money, as an abstraction, connects
to Ferdinand de Saussure and the notions of significant – a form of an idea (visual or
acoustic image), and signifie, a marked idea (concept). Saussure was concerned with
the social function of a sign, which is connected to reality only through the human
mind. Signifiant and signifie are mental entities primarily connected to a certain culture, and independent of external reality since the connection between them is usually arbitrary. That notion of arbitrary relations between signifiant and signifie enables
monetized abstract messages to circulate as the signs within global electronic market.
Vladimir Tasić wrote that Saussure found inspiration for his linguistics claims in political economy, Saussure had noticed that philosophers and logicians haven’t paid attention to the fact that the system of symbols once separated from signified objects is
subject to mutations (displacements and changes) that a logician can’t calculate. Tasić
added that if we claim that identity of structural units is derived from structure as an
interrelation of elements – without supervising principal of the ‘central bank’ – then
in general, we can’t expect stability of identity.12
Artwork as a deposit of value
The general economic formula claims that the price of goods results from supply and utility value to customers. Yet price is also determined by humans desire for
social distinction, as well as their readiness to pay for the transfer of financial status
“Robert Kalina Euro design, Euro Banknote Design Exhibition,” European Central Bank, https://www.ecb.
europa.eu/pub/pdf/other/euro_catalogueen.pdf, acc. August 22, 2019.

10

See Michael Aschauer’s statement on artwork the “0Euro, 2004–2011,” 0Euro Bank website, http://www.0euro.biz/site/Learn/Design, acc. August 23, 2019.
11

12

Vladimir Tasić, Matematika i koreni postmodernog mišljenja (Novi Sad: Svetovi, 2002), 93–94.
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into social status. A model of the product for everyday use whose dual utility value is
to make a splash, as well as to splurge the status of the owner, might be the 18-carat
gold toilet made by Maurizio Cattelan, an artefact of distinctive status, financial and
cultural value, called America (2016).13 As a scarce resource gold has always been
precious and treasured in the form of monetary metal or crafted art pieces. Since the
1970s ‘Nixon Shock,’ the price of gold had been rising, peaking in 1980 and 2011.
The art commodity America serves as a gold-solid deposit of value which generates
an added value via public intercourse, e.g., a circulation of allusions in regard to the
presidency of the U.S. (Donald Trump era) and a dying myth of the ‘American Dream,’
as well as the symbolization of the expression AURI SACRA FAMES – Latin for ‘the
accursed greed for gold’ – and the culture which uses a golden toilet to collect and
flush out bodily waste.
Formal monetized systems strive toward the equation of price and value. The
exact price is subject to taxation, while value if it is not expressed in money, has an
unstable identity and can easily slip into the variety of artistic or philosophical speculations. How do formal systems define the nature and value of art? Should the process
would be carried out through the established form of a representative cost-benefit
valuation or via the intrinsic features of art?
Marcel Duchamp – who ‘played both sides’ in the ‘game’ of making, exchanging, buying and selling artworks – was interested in money as an abstraction and its
function as a measure of value. Duchamp’s artworks based on financial instruments
– Tzanck Check (1919), Monte Carlo Bond (1924), Cheque Bruno (1965) and Czech
Check (1965) – experimented with the system of valuation via signature and insignia
of the backup authority/guarantor, an arbitrary legitimization through specific system
of operation, as well as the attention, public confidence and value gained via circulation of an item. Duchamp’s first Dadaistic financial document was Tzanck Check
(1919), handmade reproduction of check form backed up by the fictional “Teeth’s
Loan & Trust Company”, served as a medium of exchange between the artist and his
dentist, Daniel Tzanck, a Paris-based collector of modern art. Duchamp formalized
Tzanck’s habit to barter dental work for the works of art; he exchanged $115 worth of
dental services for the Tzanck Check, but bought the Check back for a higher amount
after some time. His later work Cheque Bruno (1965) punned the concept of a masterpiece as an “unlimited” depository of value. The cheque stated that an unlimited
amount should be payable to Philip Bruno. The underwritten guarantor of the transaction was the Banque Mona Lisa, a depository of ‘unlimited’ value whose price in
point of fact is not verifiable on the commercial market. Duchamp posed the key
question of virtual economy – how to monetize attention? He used discourse, a word
of mouth campaign and a joke, as Dalia Judovitz stated in regard to Duchamp’s work,
“a debate regarding value may generate value in turn.”14
“Maurizio Cattelan: ‘America’,” Guggenheim Museum, https://www.guggenheim.org/exhibition/maurizio-cattelan-america, acc. August 23, 2019.
13

14
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The art system derives the price of an artwork out of established formal relations in the art system – artists, galleries, art dealers, collectors, institutions, funds,
media, etc. Money that flows in the art system sends an abstract message about future
expectations since an artwork functions as a deposit of value. During the 2008 financial crises, the market of emerging art stumbled due to uncertainty in its long-term
value, while the prices for market-verified artworks has been rising ever since. It records stable growth, which is even higher than the stock market in general. In order
to span a time of uncertainty, investors had bought market-verified artworks and kept
them ready for future resale.
On November 2009, Andy Warhol’s 200 One Dollar Bills (1962) set a bidding
record at Sotheby’s. The estimate was between $8 million and $12 million but the
price escalated to a groundbreaking $43.8 million.15 The painting which reproduced
a “20-by-10 grid of $1 bills” became the ‘milestone’ of this new investment trend, an
artwork as a deposit of value in a time of volatility.
The circulation of artworks on the market is based on an economically-seated
belief that in the future the work of art could be exchanged for a certain amount of
money that will be greater than the initially invested sum. Another important aspect is the law of scarcity – the scarce resources or artifacts are sought after, they are
considered valuable, such as a natural scarcity of gold or artificial scarcity of manmade items. Value Quest – The Golden Card (2010), made by Urtica, functions as a
Token-card within the Value Quest casino capitalism system.16 It questions a relation
between an item’s commodity value and its symbolic value. A total of 250 golden cards
with 50 different embossed Cryptovalues were printed. The cards with crypto value
GOLD: 1121 0004 1111 1110, and crypto value ART: 0000 0003 1109 1102, were immediately withdrawn from circulation, while one sample coded as “Art” [200-250 LE
/ 2010] is canceled during the act of staging Art in liquidation. In the future, the value
indexing system of the VQ Golden Cards will depend on a number of parameters:
how many cards were entered into distribution; how many of these cards have been
preserved; what would be the social or personal attitude toward the particular coded
value at given time; what would be state of consumer nostalgia, a desire of people to
possess retro monetary form; whether the cards would become part of the formal art
system, collections, and other. In short, understanding the value indexing system of
VQ cards is linked to the circulation of monetary messages in the liberalized economic structure.
***
VALUE is the regard in which something is held as useful, important and
precious. The worth of something is measured by the price paid or asked for it. Art
Roger Kamholz, “Andy Warhol and ‘200 One Dollar Bills’,” Sotheby’s Contemporary Art, published November 3, 2013, http://www.sothebys.com/en/news-video/blogs/all-blogs/21-days-of-andy-warhol/2013/11/andywarhol-200-one-dollar-bills.html, acc. August 23, 2019.
15

16
See Urtica’ statement on artwork “Value Quest – The Golden Card, 2010,” Urtica Website, http://urtica.org/
artworks/vq-goldencard.html#.WI-sHSMrK2w, acc. August 23, 2019.
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research projects, inspired by the similarities between artistic and monetary systems,
question how the formal system defines and views the nature and value of art. The
valuation process of artworks combines different domains: professional verification
inside the art system; market monetization as the equation of value and price; and
individual valorization via aesthetic pleasure, critical intrusion and the ‘wisdom’ that
artwork contains as a deposit of cultural value. The selected works of Apsolutno, Irena Lagator and Michael Aschauer illustrated the historical context of Southeastern
Europe as a deposit of cultural memory of a particular social environment. Marcel
Duchamp, Andy Warhol, and Maurizio Cattelan thematized the deposit of value as
such, while the method of Urtica employed the law of scarcity. The artists punned with
the fact that humans tend to invest material capital on the basis of their beliefs and
convictions. The belief that something might be worth a fortune in the future may
accelerate successful monetization and contribute to the feeling of ownership prestige.
The same goes for stored money or artworks.
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On Jale Erzen’s Paintings1

These are images representing some important periods of Jale Erzen’s work,
from the early 1970s when she was studying painting at Art Center College of Design
in Los Angeles with Lorser Feitelson, to the present. Half a century of work.
Jale Erzen is known by the International Association for Aesthetics community
mostly as a researcher in aesthetics, art historian and an active member of the community. Very few know that she has another identity: painter. I know her for about 20
years and what differs me from most of you is the fact that I had been her student for
a long time. I know her both as a researcher and a teacher. I took her class “Aesthetics and Art Criticism” three times, not because I was a lazy student, but because she
teaches a different topic each year. She was always the most hardworking person in the
class. She was a lecturer, but she was also a student. You could always see the light in
her eyes, that light of excitement when she learns something new from her students.
This always gave us joy, the joy of …
So, what about Jale as a painter? To be honest, I also don’t know her as a painter
very well. I had the chance to see some of her drawings in her studio in Ankara, and in
various places in the Middle East Technical University where she teaches and where I
did my BA. I also attended some of her exhibitions. Besides, I am not an art critic. So,
what I will tell about her paintings are far from a technical criticism of them. They are
my very subjective thoughts and feelings.
Jale considers herself first and foremost as a painter although she divides her
time between teaching and writing on art and aesthetics. Her paintings are witnesses
to her engaged relation with nature in the form of landscapes and the human body
that she views as symbols of life forces and spiritual moods. For her, painting with its
crude materiality of paint and canvas transformed into lines, rhythms and colors is
a way of giving life to symbolic and fantasized inner realities. The energy that bursts
forth from her brush and turns into repeating, overlapping, swirling lines make apparent the unseen layers of subjective worlds. They revive myths, fables and memories
1
This talk was given in Belgrade University Faculty of Architecture for the opening of Jale Erzen’s exhibition in
the 21st International Congress of Aesthetics. Unfortunately the exhibition couldn’t be carried out since Jale’s
paintings couldn’t pass the borders due to some technical problems.
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stored in the depths of personal and cultural history. Her paintings do not narrate but
create appearances almost as dreams, fed with old Greek tragedies and Mesopotamian
creation myths.
Her years at Art Center in Los Angeles as an undergraduate and graduate student were devoted to drawing from the figure every day, each time according to the
aesthetic understanding of great draftsmen like Michelangelo, Del Sarto or Ingres,
and over the years to the study of European Painting. Thus Jale wishes that her painting be viewed as belonging, in a modern language, to the great tradition of European
Painting that in multiple approaches addressed meanings about human subjectivity
and the human condition.
When we look at Jale’s paintings, we mostly see bodies. Bodies of humans,
animals, and landscapes as the body of the world we inhabit. What strikes me in these
compositions is the dimness of borders between these bodies. The humans, animals
and the world intertwine into each other by means of swirling lines, and curvy strokes
of brush. The borders get lost, they disappear. All these bodies; the humans, the animals, and the world become one. Looking from an anthropocentric viewpoint, I become one with other bodies surrounding me. As Jale sometimes quotes in her writings, the world becomes my bones, my flesh. The anthropocentric positions dissolve
into the oneness of the bodies that constitute the cosmos.
Here is what Jale writes about her work in one of her catalogs from 1998: “I
as the painter am consciously controlling the painting and start with a general form, or
a basic rhythm and movement in mind, once the initial marks are laid down, often the
painting evolves in a self-conditioned way. I may explain this as each painting belonging
to a certain structural mode and its particularities being improvised and realized in the
course of the painting’s process of actualization.
I believe that any kind of relationship, contact, and interaction, whether it be
between the observer and the object, the observer and the work of art, or amongst the
elements of a work, so that a structure is created and hence a meaning is expressed,
depends on an order of movement which would direct different elements to each other.
The whole of existence or life is a great network of relations made possible by this endless
movement towards each other of all being, creating layers and layers of visible and
invisible interactive networks.”2

2

Jale Nejdet Erzen, “Chiaroscuro”, Emlak Sanat Gallery, Ankara, Turkey, 1998.
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1. Untitled, 2016 (95 x 75 cm); oil on canvas

2. Wild, 2017 (140 x 190 cm); acrylic
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3. Untitled, 2018 (70 x 90 cm); oil on canvas

4. Untitled, 2018 (45 x 55 cm); oil on canvas
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5. Inward, 2018 (45 x 55 cm); oil on canvas

6. Evening, 2018 (70 x 90 cm); oil on canvas
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7. Quiet, 2018 (45 x 55 cm); oil on canvas

8. Amazon 1, 2019 (135 x 181 cm) oil on canvas
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9. Amazon 2, 2019 (135 x 181 cm); oil on canvas

10. Forest light, 2019 (135 x 181 cm); oil on canvas
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In the book Conditio Ahumana: Immanenece and Ahuman in the Anthropocene
Epoch, Filipović offers a reading of the ahuman as a special affective atmosphere of
the Anthropocene, which is constructed as immanence itself. Throughout the book,
Filipović engages in a dialogue with theoreticians of post-Deleuzian new-materialist
philosophy, takes that dialogue to its limits with his own critical review, as well as
with an overview of critiques by theoreticians of opposed orientation, object-oriented
ontology and speculative realism. After a fruitful debate, he creates the hypercategories torsion, transdividuality and disagency, while mapping the original terms of the
theoreticians he leans on as hypocategories, whereby he seems to fulfill the pledge left
by Deleuze, of forcing the author through intercourse with him to say all that he has
to say, which Filipović quotes in a footnote in the book (p. 78, f. 127). Constructing
monstrous hypercategories, Filipović offers an ontopolitical framework to form an
understanding of co-constituting and reconstituting the inorganic “natural,” inorganic made by man, vegetal, animal, human and toxic in the Anthropocene Epoch, in
which human activity has completely altered conditions of life and death at the planetary level.
The book includes five diagrams, one at the beginning of each chapter, which illustrate the relationship between a hypercategory and the hypocategories described in
them. In chapter one, Torsion: The Folding of Pluritemporal Forces, Filipović develops
the hypercategory of torsion based on a network of Deleuzian terms – larval subjects,
abstract machines, folds and dividuality, fragmenting Deleuze into Deleuze-Nietzsche,
Deleuze-Spinoza, Deleuze-Leibniz, depending on the term he is explaining. Through
the aforementioned terms, Filipović describes the ways in which pluritemporal forces
constitutes and reconstitutes both the organic and the inorganic, the material and
*Author contact information: marijabulatovich@gmail.com
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the immaterial, the corporeal and the incorporeal. Contrary to Deleuze’s relationist
and immanentist philosophy, Filipović offers a glimpse at Frédéric Neyrat’s ecology
of separation, which “enables (us) to conceptualize that domain of Earth which is
ontopolitically not subject to construction” (p. 90-91). Filipović draws our attention
on the weakness of the speculative materialist perspective, recalling that living bodies
inhale the microparticles that constitute exhaust fumes, so the pluritemporality and
multimateriality of the microparticles “coparticipate in constituting living bodies…
and co-determine their actualization possibilities…” (p. 92).
The terms that play an important part in chapter two, Transdividuality: The
Autonomies of Multimaterial Processes, are affect, virtual, intensity, potentiality, interrelation and thinking-feeling. Brian Massumi hypervirtualizes the term affect, which
he takes from Deleuze, giving greater primacy to the potentiality of the virtual side
of reality. Massumi distinguishes uncoded affect as a body’s capacity to affect and
to be affected, and which becomes affection through cultural coding. Furthermore,
following Simondon, Massumi defines transindividuality as individual-collective individuation. Filipović raises transindividuality to the level of hypercategory of transdividual, interpreting it as a relationship of relationships because everything is subject
to entering relationships, be it a human, an animal, a plant or technology. Secondary
sources that thoroughly contemplate Massumi’s theories are rare, if any, so this section
of the book is a valuable contribution to both the interpretation of and building upon
affect theory.
Chapter three is titled Disagency: Cartographies of Multimaterial-Pluritemporal
Co-Constitutions, where, like in the previous chapter, Filipović insists on the simultaneousness of discursive-material constitutions. The hypercategory disagency indicates an entity that no longer possesses the independent ability to act, i.e. “that which
constitutes has greater ontological weight than that which is constituted” (p. 220). In
a refined way and through interesting narration, Filipović explains this hypercategory through Karen Barad’s terms intra-action, phenomenon and diffraction, Donna
Haraway’s becoming-with and Chthulucene, Elizabeth A. Povinelli’s geontology and
geontopower, Jane Bennett’s thing-power and vibrant matter, and Astrida Neimanis’
hydrocommons. The author takes special care to translate into Serbian all the terms
he relies on in the first three theoretical chapters of the book, creating vocabulary for
some future authors who will deal with these theories in the Serbian context.
Theorizing artistic and quotidian social practices is the focus of chapter four,
Immanent Onto-Aesthetics of the Ahuman. In the first subchapter, Filipović analyzes
contemporary literature by examining the ways in which the hypercategory of torsion
is explored, indexed and produced through the figures of a plant and anonymous materials that deal with nature in the broadest sense. By drawing several novels through
the prism of different theories, Filipović concludes that in the context of the Anthropocene the possibility of inventing different literary and life forms has been created in
the field of literature. In the second subchapter, based on the transdividual continuity
of the sonic, Filipović analyzes the ways in which gender is constructed on the plane
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of daily life through newly introduced terms bio-melo-technologies, the politics of using organized sound, and bio-aural-technologies, the politics of using unorganized
sound. He examines bio-melo-technologies by theorizing k.d. lang’s song Constant
Craving as LGBT identity politics, and a cover of the same song by the band Lesbians
on Ecstasy as a model based on the queer approach to the political and the sexual.
The author analyzes the manner in which bio-aural-technologies construct gender by
theorizing the unorganized urban soundscape as a matter that does not respect the
boundaries between private and public space, be it either the modality of everyday
noise in tenement buildings and on the streets of Belgrade, or the modality of intensified noise produced by specific urban events in the same environment. João Pedro
Rodrigues is a Portugal director who deals with queer context. In the third subchapter, by analyzing Rodrigues’ films, Filipović offers a critical review of Deleuze’s terms
movement-image and time-image, Patricia Pisters’ neuro-image and Nick Davis’ desiring-image. Filipović claims that Rodrigues’ directorial approach deconstructs the
existing (film) images of the world and thought, and so he constructs a new term
Anthropocene-image “which constantly becomes a multiplicity in its pluritemporality
and multimateriality” (p. 340).
In chapter five, Conclusion: Ahuman and Man, Filipović starts a dialogue with
Hannah Arendt on defining the term human condition by analyzing aspects of human
activity – labor, production and action. According to Arendt, labor tied to the biological and production tied to the artificial existence of man occur in circular cycles,
whereas action is the political that happens only between people, without the mediation of non-living matter. Filipović underlines that the cyclicity caused by labor creates
a toxic and self-reproductive circle, that through production man is co-constitutively
defined by his own products, and that past ways of political behavior no longer have
a common denominator but rather reach into the field of radical multiplicity, which
includes both anthropogenic and non-anthropogenic matter with discursive and material layers. Filipović introduces the term man “because nothing is left of man as an
autonomous power of action” (p. 345), man is no longer a stable term, it becomes an
ontopolitical contingent creation which transforms along with changes to the ontopolitics, the makeup of which “requires the invention of thousands of new names”
(p. 362). From the standpoint of a criterion for writing a theoretical work, Filipović’s
approach is a bit peculiar – to introduce a contemplation of Arendt for the first time
in the Conclusion. However, the author’s “omission” is a successfully performed “gesture,” thus it may serve as a reminder that post-Deleuzian new-materialistic theories,
like many others, could be written about in the most compelling ways and in formats
other than monographs, if the criteria for acceptance and publishing changed.
A particular quality of Filipović’s book is it’s distinctive structure, which
represents an experiment in writing scientific monographs. As described earlier, the
Preface is followed by three chapters that explain the hypercategories that constitute
the core of this book, which Filipović calls “dirty terms for the polluted Anthropocene bodysubject” (p. 29). Chapter four encompasses three case studies interpreted
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through the prism of hypercategories described in the first three chapters. However,
stretching through the conclusions of the first three chapters, there is a hidden threepart case study of the mosquitoes carrying the West Nile virus in Belgrade, each time
from the standpoint of the hypercategory that is the subject of each of these parts. The
link between the book title and the title of the Serbian translation of Hannah Arendt’s
book – Conditio Humana, as Filipović himself says, “among other things, an allusion
to Hannah Arendt’s book” (p. 345), is only hinted at up until the conclusion, which
is formed as the already described dialogue with Arendt. By reading Filipović’s book
in a linear way, the reader encounters entanglement as practice that leads him_her
into a state of uncoded affect of discomfort, which after the process of coding turns
into a feeling of suspense. The reader is curious, but also confused, wondering why
a particular explication and/or argument is in that particular place, whether it is a
surplus, while already on the following pages, or far from the place of wondering,
he_she meets interrelation, intra-action and emerging entanglement of what has been
read with what is coming up for reading. In this book, Filipović announces the next
one, in which he will review the devising of new hypercategories on the grounds of
object-oriented ontologies and speculative realist philosophies, as well as the one after
that, in which he will confront hypercategories based separately on immanence and
transcendence.
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Kyushu University, Japan. He is a member of the committee of the Japanese Society
for Aesthetics and has been its delegate to the Japanese Association for Art Studies
since 2017. He specializes in German modern aesthetics and philosophy of natural
beauty, but in recent years he also has a strong interest in urban landscapes, theories
of photography, Japanese subculture, and the relation between technology and sensibility. His main papers are as follows; “The Aesthetics of Periphery without Center:
A New Foundation of the Aesthetics of Nature”, International Yearbook of Aesthetics,
(Vol. 5, 2002); “On the unfortunate but productive Relationship between Cinema and
German Idealism” (in Japanese, 2009); “The Theory of relativity of urban landscapes:
Transformation of their images with diversified means of transportation” (in Japanese, 2012).
Jelka Kernev Štrajn is a freelance literary critic, comparatist and translator in
Ljubljana, Slovenia. She translated works of de Man, Bourdieu, Lacan, Laclau, Lefort,
Foucault, Leclercq, Mme de Stäel, Deleuze and Guattari, C. Malabou, etc. For many
years she commented on contemporary Slovene literature, especially poetry. She is
also the author of several introductions to literary works and theoretical treatises (on
narratology, feminist literary theory, structuralism, post-structuralism, ecocriticism
and animal studies). In the year 2009, she published a book, The Renaissance of Allegory: allegory, symbol, fragment (Ljubljana, ZRC SAZU). She coedited a number of
thematic issues of the journal Primerjalna književnost (Comparative literature), and
in 2013 she co-edited a book Ecology through Poetry, issued in Calcutta (Sampark).
She co-organised several international conferences, dedicated to poetry and literary
theory.
Dimitrios Makris is an assistant professor at the Department of Interior Architecture – University of West Attica. His research field includes theories and methodologies of computer-aided design. His particular interests include natural language
narratives to the three-dimensional scene; different aspects of digital media for virtual
and augmented reality; and digital modeling that includes reverse design, three-dimensional laser scanning and structure-from-motion modeling of reality. In the
department of Interior Architecture he teaches ‘Computer-Aided-Design Methodologies’. In the postgraduate program “Interior Architecture: Sustainable and Social
Design” where he teaches ‘Generative product design Topics’. He is visiting professor
in the Department of Conservation of Antiquities and Works of Art, where he teaches
‘Analog and Digital Capture Techniques’ and in the postgraduate program ‘Conservation of Cultural Heritage’ he teaches ‘Digital Three-dimensional Representations’.
He is collaborative professor in the inter-institutional (National and Kapodistrian
University of Athens and University of West Attica) postgraduate program “Museum
Studies”.
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Maria Moira is an assistant professor at the Department of Interior Architecture – University of West Attica, where she teaches ‘Spatial Narratives’, ‘Landscape
architecture: Space, memory, culture’ and ‘Architectural interventions in historic
buildings: Methodology and interpretation of history’. In the postgraduate program
“Interior Architecture: Sustainable and Social Design” where she teaches ‘Design interventions in the urban public space / social design’. Her research interest lies in
the relationship between literary representations and the city. She has participated in
many conferences and also she has written articles in scientific magazines and collective books. She is a regular collaborator for issues related to space and literature in the
section ‘Readings’ of ‘Avgi’ Sunday newspaper. Furthermore, she has participated in
the scientific team ‘Interdisciplinary Critic’.
Manfred Milz, Ph.D., is a Research Associate at the Institute of Media, Language
and Culture at Regensburg University (Germany), following his appointment as a Guest
Professor. While holding research and teaching positions in the United Arab Emirates,
Turkey, and at Goethe University in Frankfurt am Main, he has primarily published
books, book chapters and refereed journal articles on the origins of 20th-century visual
culture in the Age of European Romanticism – particularly regarding questions of process ontology. After a long-term DFG research-grant within the post-graduate study
group Psychische Energien bildender Kunst, he published his Ph.D., a comparative
study on Alberto Giacometti and Samuel Beckett, as a book. He has been guest-editor
of The European Legacy, edited and co-authored the volume Facing Mental Landscapes
as well as the catalog of the Shahnameh Millenium exhibition at the Prince’s Gallery in
London, Painting the Persian Book of Kings Today: Ancient Text and Modern Images.
Yeonsook Park, born in Daegu, South Korea, I have spent most of my time in
Daegu except while attending High school in CA, US. My interests in Interactivity
between viewer and artwork or among viewers are my central study theme. My Ph.D.
these are “Play Effects of Interactivity in Maurice Benayoun’s Artworks” (2009) and
“Interactivity in Digital Performance: Open Text Structures & Differentiation of Aesthetic Experiences” (2016). However, recently Artificial Intelligence and human interactivity issues draw my attention. Particularly producing artworks and qualification
of artworks, regarding AI involvement, lead me to investigate what is the difference
between artworks by human and AI.
Shi Tianyu, born in April 1992 in Liaoning Province, China, is currently a master’s student at China University of Political Science and Law. He is mainly engaged
in the research of Kant, Heidegger, artificial intelligence and modern philosophy, and
strives to find a comparative perspective between Chinese and western philosophy and
the development of communication. At the same time, he served as the coach of the
school debate team in his spare time and won honorary titles such as the championship
of China Open Debate Online. As well as being engaged in poetry creation, as of 2019,
he has co-authored and published poetry anthology Pick Up Shadows and so on.
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Polona Tratnik, Ph.D., is Dean of Alma Mater Europaea – Institutum Studiorum Humanitatis, Faculty and Research Institute for Humanities, Ljubljana, where
she is a Professor and Head of Research as well. She also teaches courses at the Faculty
for Media and Communication at Singidunum University in Serbia, at the Academy
of Fine Arts and Design of the University of Ljubljana, at the Faculty of Education
of the University of Maribor and at the Faculty for Design of the University of Primorska. She used to be the Head of the Department for Cultural Studies at the Faculty
for Humanities of the University of Primorska. In 2012 she was a Fulbright Visiting
Scholar, as well as a Guest Professor at the University of California Santa Cruz. She
was a Guest Professor also at the Capital Normal University Bejing (China), at the
Faculty for Art and Design Helsinki TAIK (Finland), and at the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (Mexico City). She is president of the Slovenian Society of
Aesthetics (since 2011) and an Executive Committee Member of the International
Association of Aesthetics. She has authored eight monographs as a single author, including Umestno u savremenosti (Art in Contemporaneity, Belgrade: Orion Art, 2018),
Conquest of Body. Biopower with Biotechnology (Springer, 2017), Hacer-vivir más allá
del cuerpo y del medio (Mexico City: Herder, 2013), Art as Intervention (Ljubljana:
Sophia, 2017), and The End of Art: Genealogy of Modern Discourse – From Hegel to
Danto (Annales, 2009). Polona Tratnik is a pioneer bio artist exhibiting worldwide at
shows such as Ars Electronica festival and BEAP festival in Perth.
Darko Štrajn graduated in philosophy and sociology at the Faculty of Arts –
University in Ljubljana, Slovenia, and he finished his doctorate on Fichte’s philosophy
in 1984. Later on, he was the director of the Educational Research Institute (1986–
1993) in Ljubljana, where he is currently still working in educational research. He
lectures on film theory and the epistemology of humanities at the Graduate School
for Studies in Humanities (AMEU – ISH) in Ljubljana. His research comprises topics
like aesthetics, film and media studies, politics, education and social change. He authored five books and many book chapters as well as hundreds of other publications.
His most recent book (2017) was published in English under the title From Walter
Benjamin to the End of Cinema.
Erik Vogt is Gwendolyn Miles Smith Professor of Philosophy at Trinity College
(CT, USA); he also teaches regularly in the Philosophy Department at the University
of Vienna (Vienna, Austria). He is the author and (co-) editor of 22 books, and author
of over 60 articles. His latest book publications include Aesthetisch-Politische Lektueren zum “Fall Wagner“ (2015); Bruchlinien Europas (2016); Adorno and the Concept
of Genocide (2016); Zwischen Sensologie und aesthetischem Dissens (2019). He is currently completing a co-edited volume entitled “Jacques Rancière und die Literatur”
(forthcoming in 2019).
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Violeta Vojvodić Balaž, received MA at Faculty of Fine Art Belgrade for postgraduate work CD-ROM Urtica Medicamentum est (2000). She specialized European
Diploma in Cultural Management, Brussels, her research focused on strategic planning and virtual organization (2006). Violeta studied at the University of Belgrade at
the Faculty of Fine Art for her art Ph.D. (2017), with an art doctoral thesis The Case
Of Art-Adventurers Operating Into Global Margin – Art, Money, and Value in The
Age of Artificial Intelligence. Together with Eduard Balaz, she co-founded Urtica media art group in 1999 http://urtica.org. She was one of the co-founders of New Media
Center_kuda.org (Novi Sad). She exhibited at numerous international festivals and
exhibitions and won UNESCO Digital Arts Award at Institute for Advanced Media
Art and Science in Japan. Currently, she is a Ph.D. candidate at the Transdisciplinary
Study of Contemporary Art and Media at the Faculty of Media and Communications
(FMK), Belgrade, Serbia.
Christiane Wagner, Visiting Professor of Aesthetics and Sciences of Communication, Postdoc, UNICAMP, (2014–2018). Ph.D. in Sciences of Art and Aesthetics,
Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne (First Class Honours Thesis, 2013). She attended the Academy of Visual Arts, Frankfurt, graduated at the College of Fine Arts, São
Paulo. Master in Sciences of Communication and Ph.D. in Design and Architecture,
University of São Paulo. Recent publications: Aesthetic Experience: Visual Culture as
the Masterpiece of Nonhumanity, On_Culture: The Open Journal for the Study of Culture, Gießen, 2016; Poïésis: entre la raison et la sensibilité. Les nouveaux médiums de
l’art, French Journal for Media Research, Toulouse, 2017; Rationality: Beyond Aesthetics and Communication. 1st International e-Conference on Studies in Humanities and
Social Sciences, Belgrade, 2018. Art and Perfect Illusion: From Architecture to Cinema.
On the Era of Technological Convergence. “Image Evolution. Technological Transformations of Visual Media Culture”. Yearbook of Moving Image Studies, 38-61. Marburg: Büchner, 2018.
Michael P. Young is a native New Yorker with an insatiable wanderlust who is
finally completing his Ph.D. in the Department of Film, Theatre and Television at the
University of Reading. His research interests include television aesthetics, German
Romanticism, analytic philosophy, film studies and meandering around foreign locales looking for beautiful things. He is currently working on contemporary models
of the feminine in American television thrillers in-between naps. Often one can find
him procrastinating by checking emails sent to m.p.young@pgr.reading.ac.uk.
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Guidelines for Authors
Authors must follow the instructions for authors strictly, failing which the
manuscripts would be rejected without review.
The manuscript should be written in MS Word in .doc or .doc.x format, in
Times New Roman font, font size 12 with 1.5 line-spaced text.
Original scholarly papers should be between 3,000 and 5,000 words (section
Main Topic and Beyond the Main Topic). Book review articles should be about 1,000
words. Artist Portfolio should contain 4 pages with illustrations and 1,500 words of
text.
The manuscript (sections Main Topic and Beyond the Main Topic) should
contain the title, keywords (5 to 8 words or phrases) and abstract (between 100 and
250 words) and list of references. Do not include citations in the abstract. Keywords
should be relevant to the topic and content of the paper. An accurate list of keywords
will ensure correct indexing of the paper in referential periodicals and databases.
All manuscripts should be also provided with: authors’ names, affiliations (city
and state of workplace) and e-mail addresses of the corresponding author.
The authors should send their short biography (up to 150 words per author)
with information about profession, carrier, workplace and year of birth.
Photos, drawings and other illustrations should be of good quality. Please, do
not include photos, tables and other illustrations in the manuscript. They should be
submitted as separate files. Visual examples must have permission from author, photographer or owner of the rights. Visual examples must be technically prepared so as
not to require additional interventions: format .jpg or .tiff; resolution higher than 300
dpi. Visual examples are additions to the main text and need to be clearly marked:
example 1, etc. Please do not supply files that are too low in resolution as well files that
are optimized for screen use (e.g., GIF, BMP, PICT, WPG), these typically have a low
number of pixels and limited set of colors.
Footnotes and References
Use The Chicago Manual of Style, notes and bibliography documentation systems. Footnotes should be marked in the text at a point of punctuation, and listed at
the bottom of each relevant page. References should be cited in the language in which
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they were published. The list of references (bibliography) shall only include
works that are cited in the text. The references should be listed at the end of the article,
in alphabetic order by the authors’ surnames.
In footnotes:
Book:
Ernst Bloch, The Spirit of Utopia (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000),
10–11.
Bloch, The Spirit of Utopia, 23.
Book – two or more authors (for four or more authors, list only the first author,
followed by et al.):
Max Horkheimer and Teodor W. Adorno, Dialectic of Enlightenment. Philosophical Fragments (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2002), 15.
Horkheimer and Adorno, Dialectic of Enlightenment, 18.
Editor, translator, or compiler instead of author:
Philip Alperson, ed., What is Music? An Introduction to the Philosophy of Music
(University Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 2010), 110–11.
Alperson, What is Music?, 83.
Editor, translator, or compiler in addition to author:
Martin Heidegger, Being and Truth, trans. Gregory Fried and Richard Polt
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2010), 18.
Heidegger, Being and Truth, 25.
Chapter or other part of a book:
Richard Leppert, “Seeing Music,” in The Routledge Companion to Music and
Visual Culture, ed. Tim Shephard and Anne Leonard (New York, London: Routledge,
Taylor & Francis Group, 2014), 5–12.
Leppert, “Seeing Music,” 9.
one):

Article in a print journal (after page numbers include a DOI if the article lists

Pauline Maclaran and Stephen Brown, “The Center Cannot Hold: Consuming
the Utopian Marketplace,” Journal of Consumer Research 32, 2 (September 2005): 320.
Maclaran and Brown, “The Center Cannot Hold,” 322.
Article in an online journal (after page numbers include a DOI if the article
lists one):
Gueorgi Kossinets and Duncan J. Watts, “Origins of Homophily in an Evolving
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Social Network,” American Journal of Sociology 115 (2009): 411, accessed February 28, 2010, doi: 10.1086/599247
Kossinets and Watts, “Origins of Homophily,” 439.
Thesis and dissertation:
Mihwa Choi, “Contesting Imaginaires in Death Rituals during the Northern
Song Dynasty” (PhD diss., University of Chicago, 2008).
Choi, “Contesting Imaginaires.”
In References:
Book:
Bloch, Ernst. The Spirit of Utopia. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000.
Book – two or more authors (for four or more authors, list all of the author):
Horkheimer, Max, and Teodor W. Adorno. Dialectic of Enlightenment. Philosophical Fragments. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2002.
Editor, translator, or compiler instead of author:
Alperson, Philip, ed. What is Music? An Introduction to the Philosophy of Music.
University Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 2010.
Editor, translator, or compiler in addition to author:
Heidegger, Martin. Being and Truth. Translated by Gregory Fried and Richard
Polt. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2010.
Chapter or other part of a book:
Leppert, Richard. “Seeing Music.” In The Routledge Companion to Music and
Visual Culture, edited by Tim Shephard and Anne Leonard, 5–12. New York, London:
Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2014.
one):

Article in a print journal (after page numbers include a DOI if the article lists

Maclaran, Pauline and Stephen Brown. “The Center Cannot Hold: Consuming the Utopian Marketplace.” Journal of Consumer Research 32, 2 (September 2005):
311–23.
Article in an online journal (after page numbers include a DOI if the article
lists one):
Kossinets, Gueorgi, and Duncan J. Watts. “Origins of Homophily in an Evolving Social Network.” American Journal of Sociology 115 (2009): 405–50. Accessed February 28, 2010. doi: 10.1086/599247.
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Thesis and dissertation:
Choi, Mihwa. “Contesting Imaginaires in Death Rituals during the Northern
Song Dynasty.” PhD diss., University of Chicago, 2008.
For the complete guide to The Chicago Manual of Style please visit The Chicago
Manual of Style Online (http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.
html)
Other remarks:
Em dash is used in years, page numbers or as a continuation of sentence: 112–
35. 1995–2003. En dash is used in compound nouns: mail-art.
Double opening (“) and double closing (”) quotation marks and regular font
are used in citing. Single opening and closing quotation marks (‘’) are used in citing
words, syntagms or sentences of existing citation (cit.cit). If one or more parts of a
sentence is under quotation marks order of punctuation marks is: ”1,
If whole sentence is under quotation marks order of punctuation marks is: .”2
Italic is used in: 1) work title (books, compositions, paintings, sculptures, etch
ings, installations, photography); when citing translated and original work title in
brackets: “The Hand of Fate” (Die Glückliche Hand); 2) emphasizing specific word,
concept, syntagm, or sentence: heterotopy; 3) using words from foreign language; 4)
using figures of speech and stylistic devices: silence of consciousness. For releasing a
concept from essentialism or tradition please use single opening and closing quota
tion marks: ‘being in the world’.
Contributions not conforming to style may be returned by the Editors.
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